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Introduction

Abstract
D elta  areas all over the  w orld  are facing th e  expectation o f  rising sea levels an d  h igher river 
discharges. The necessity o f  adap ting  to  these env ironm ental changes is em inen t, an d  requires 
specific innovations w ith  regard to  th e  re lationship betw een society an d  its env ironm ent. The 
N etherlands is a delta th a t is well know n for its w ater governance. D riven by  the  necessity o f 
adap ting  to  clim ate change, w ater governance in the  N etherlands is undergo ing  a parad igm  shift 
from  a regim e o f  technocratic  con tro l tow ards an approach  in w hich  m any  o f  th e  governance 
actions are a im ed at creating m ore space for w ater dynam ics in  riparian and  coastal areas.
This paradigm  shift is transform ing  the  challenge o f  w ater governance from  a straightforw ard 
prob lem  o f  flood p ro tec tion  in to  a m ultid im ensional governance issue th a t com bines spatial 
m anagem ent, econom ic functionality , ecological values, and  infrastructural problem s. The con­
sequence is th a t, in add ition  to  flood pro tec tion , w ater governance is com ing to  involve o ther 
interests and  op inions he ld  by  a w ide variety o f  actors. The com bin ing  o f  these interests requires 
innovative th in k in g  in a context th a t is characterized by increased complexity.
The connecting  o f  these innovative ideas to  th e  existing contexts o f  policy m aking im plies a 
key role for political public  leaders. They can form  the  bridge betw een innovative ideas, em erging 
w ith in  m ulti-stakeholder arenas on  th e  one han d , an d  the  processes o f  decision-m aking in the 
existing policy context on the  o ther hand .
Against th is background , the  present study  focuses on innovative governance approaches to 
th e  classic topic o f  leadership. For political leadership, i.e. elected officials, the  act o f  coupling 
an innovative proposal to  the  existing context o f  policy-m aking involves m any  uncertain ties and 
requires a daring leadership style in w hich  a bet on good outcom es an d  eventual public  support 
for decisions is taken. In existing leadership literatu re  on  transactional and  transform ational 
leadership, these specific characteristics o f  public  leadership are no t sufficiently dealt w ith.
This study  aim s to  elaborate the  concept o f  daring leadership an d  to  generate insights on 
its m anifestations, its com posing elem ents and  ho w  it com es abou t in the  reality o f  everyday 
policym aking.
Introduction
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12 Chapter 1
This book is about water, governance and people with differing opinions, three things 
that the D utch have in abundance. In this study, we dedicate considerable attention to 
these differing opinions, which originate within differing interests, stakes, viewpoints, 
disciplines, dimensions and decision-making levels.
In the Netherlands more than sixteen million people lay their diverse claims to 
one of Europe’s smallest countries, 60 percent of whose surface area is below sea level. 
Especially in a situation of such complexity the specific position of public political 
leadership is considered of great importance. In this inter-organizational position public 
leadership has the possibilities to detach from specific organization interests, to see the 
bigger picture and develop long-term planning, to reach beyond traditional domains 
and combine stakes and stakeholders in order to arrive at innovative solutions to existing 
problems. This study will take a deep dive into this matter. Before doing so, however, we 
begin with a brief overview of the development of water governance in the Netherlands 
in the light of climatic change.
Climate change and rising sea levels (whether or not they are induced or enhanced by 
hum an behavior) is becoming an undeniable reality for more and more people around 
the world. Especially in the world’s delta areas adaptation to the consequences of climate 
change is now no longer something to await in the future and action is needed now.
The necessity of adapting to the changes that are taking place in our environment 
is eminent and requires specific innovations in the relation that societies have with 
their environment. The same holds for the Netherlands. In recent years D utch water 
governance has been strongly occupied with questions about how to adapt to rising sea 
levels and higher discharges from rivers. In the Netherlands, there is a long tradition of 
approaching flooding as a problem that needed engineered solutions (Lintsen, 2002; 
Wesselink et al., 2007). For many years this approach has been successful and Dutch 
water technology became world famous.
In the light of climate change, however, it is becoming more and more acknowledged 
that the dykes and storm barriers have their limitations and furthermore can have a 
negative impact on ecology and landscape. The famous D utch Delta works are a clear 
case in point. Creating higher dykes will augment risks and intensify the potential dam­
age in case of a breakthrough. This has led to a re-thinking of the paradigm in Dutch 
water governance based on the idea that less hum an control and more space for water 
dynamics in riverine and coastal areas can provide more safety as well as enhancing the 
quality of ecology and landscape (Smits et al., 2006; Van Stokkum et al., 2005; Wiering 
& Arts, 2006).
This paradigm shift is gradually changing the challenge of water governance from a 
pure flood-protection problem into a multidimensional governance issue that combines
1.1 Introduction
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spatial management, economic functionality, ecological values and infrastructural 
problems and that involves many actors with different opinions and interests. This 
multi-leveled and kaleidoscopic characterization of water governance implies a complex 
and unpredictable policy process (van Buuren et al., 2010).
In addition, the change in perspective from a technocratic and hydraulic approach 
towards a ‘living with water’ approach requires new ideas and innovative thinking. This 
shift has produced opportunities for engineers, architects, policy makers, scientists and 
artists to develop innovative designs and principles for alternative policy proposals. The 
informal arenas where such forerunners meet and breed are widely acknowledged and 
described for instance in transition literature (Rotmans, 2003, Loorbach & Rotmans, 
2006; Geels & Schot, 2007).
But who or what will ensure that innovative alternatives for existing practices will 
become issues for social and political consideration? Innovative thinking may be found 
on an abstract policy level, but the challenge lies in bringing such ideas into practice. 
How are alternatives that imply a change in routines actually coupled with the existing 
daily practice of how things are done?
This study is based on the idea that these processes of coupling imply a key role for 
public leaders who are in the specific position to link an innovative policy proposal to 
the existing complexities of the governmental context in which social barriers, demo­
cratic obligations and the representation of existing routines that might be challenged 
by this innovation play a role. They have the possibility to combine various problems 
and solutions into issues that transcend dimensions and disciplines and that cut across 
different layers and levels and they can address these issues through the combining of 
several stakes and stakeholders in a dynamic development process.
Entrepreneurs of policies addressing specific issues can undoubtedly be found in all 
layers of society. This study focuses specifically on the role of individual public leaders, 
which — within the scope of this book — can be defined as what ’t H art and Uhr (2008) 
have described as political public leadership. These are formal political leaders that hold 
an elected political position.
1.2 Objectives and research questions
Connecting an innovative proposal to the existing context of policy making is compli­
cated by two interrelated factors that specifically characterize the position of political 
public leaders.
Firstly, the pushing of such a proposal within the complexities of public decision­
making processes involves many uncertainties. The relations between public leaders and 
other actors in government and society are characterized by a high degree of inter­
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dependency and by complex decision-making processes involving many stakeholders 
with various perspectives and interests, (Driessen & Vermeulen, 1995; Teisman, 2001; 
Edelenbos, 2005).
Secondly the introducing of innovative proposals can be a hazardous thing, specifi­
cally in the case of political public leadership. Acquiring and maintaining public and 
political support is a primary condition for the successful functioning of a political 
public leader. However, the leader’s relationship with innovation is quite different from, 
for instance, academics, artists or commercial entrepreneurs. For artists and academics, 
innovation is often the key to their reputational and economic success. For commercial 
entrepreneurs, being early on a new market can be the key to growth. The political 
public leader however faces a variety of stakeholders and represents a variety of, often 
short-term orientated, interests that may conflict with proposals for societal innova­
tion. Thus, for political public leaders the introduction of a new order of things, as 
Machiavelli puts it, is indeed a difficult and uncertain endeavor.
Proponents of innovation might argue that this phenomenon has led to the tendency 
of political public leaders to preserve the status quo, even when change is desirable. For 
instance, this notion played an im portant role in the daily debate on sustainable water 
management and its related governance issues at the Departm ent for the Sustainable 
Management of Resources, which hosted this dissertation research. The department has 
been a key player in the developing of the WaalWeelde initiative, which became one of 
the case studies in this research. The statement that “Political leaders should be more 
daring!” could often be heard resulting from first encounters with political leaders in the 
field. O ther examples of this opinion can be found in the media1 and the public debate2.
A desire to address this issue on the scientific level has been the motivation for the 
present study. It starts out from the tentative notion that daring leadership is about 
elected officials that are willing and able to take a leap of faith in the act of coupling 
innovative proposals to the existing context of policy-making, and to confront the 
uncertainties concerning eventual support.
This study aims to elaborate the concept o f daring leadership and to generate insights 
on its manifestations, its composing elements and how it comes about in the reality of 
every day policy making. This results in the following research questions:
1. See for example the articles “region cries for political daring” (Volkskrant 18/01/2007, in Dutch) and 
“politicians, dare to lead” http://nl.odemagazine.com/doc/0127/Politid,%20durf%20te%20leiden/ (in 
Dutch)
2. See for example a debate on environmental issues: http://www.lux-nijmegen.nl/debat/nieuws/2008/04/15/ 
een-klein-tsjernobyletje-zou-het-milieubeleid-helpen
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1. Departing from daring leadership as a tentative notion, what is daring leadership as 
an empirically grounded concept?
2. In what way can the concept o f daring leadership be related to literature in the field 
of policy innovation and leadership?
3. How is daring leadership manifested in the practice of public decision-making?
4. W hat shapes and motivates leadership behavior, in particular daring leadership?
1.3 Theories of change and policymaking
Many conceptualizations exist concerning policy processes, stability and change. This 
study focuses on policy change in the more radical sense, i.e. a fundamental or paradig­
matic change in policy and practice. This type of change has been referred to for example 
as transition (Rotmans, 2000), transformation (’t Hart, 2000) or societal innovation 
(Termeer, 2007). Various authors have observed the existence of considerable resistance 
to change. Efforts to preserve the status quo, path dependency and lock-in situations are 
but a few examples of this body of literature ((Bachrach & Baratz, 1970; Baumgartner 
& Jones, 2002 ; Pierson, 2000; Kay 2005).
Nonetheless, changes that transcend incrementalism in policymaking do occur. If 
considerable resistance to change is to be expected, and if existing pathways and struc­
tures have a tendency toward continuity, how can changes be instigated? M any authors 
point to structural developments lying outside the policy system as with socio-economic 
changes or sways in the public opinion (Sabatier, 1993) or even greater happenings 
such as wars or natural disasters (North, 1990). The policy streams approach (King- 
don, 1995) agrees that often ‘windows of opportunity’ may form unexpectedly due to 
structural events that are hard to predict. Although the importance of structural events 
is often highlighted it is understood that these events as such do not account for policy 
change, but must be exploited by policy entrepreneurs or policy opponents (Huitema 
& Meijerink, 2009).
New ideas that are introduced into the policy arena can be powerful sources of policy 
change but ideas need agents to push them onto the agenda. Such entrepreneurship can 
be found in social movements, advocacy coalitions and shadow networks. These agents, 
however, need a specific entry point into the policy system, in which new ideas can 
be connected to the existing policy-making process. In this book, the role of political 
public leadership in this coupling is considered to be of major importance.
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Leadership can be studied from many angles and approaches, connected with various 
definitions of what the term leadership entails. This study applies a relational approach 
to leadership. In this approach the public leadership role is considered a characteriza­
tion of the relation of leaders and their environment (’t hart & Uhr, 2008). A major 
contribution to this approach can be found in the classical dichotomy of transactional 
and transformational3 leadership (Burns, 1978). In the present study the distinction 
between transactional and transformational leadership has been used and molded into a 
conceptualization of leadership focused on the characteristics of regional public leaders 
in a context of water management in the Netherlands.
Burn’s relational approach to the analysis o f leadership understands leadership pri­
marily in terms of the relation between leaders and followers. Such an approach seems 
highly appropriate for the purposes of this book, which adopts a governance perspective 
that regards society as a complex system in which public leaders are connected to various 
networks and individuals who are striving for specific aims and interests. Simultane­
ously a higher level of more collective interests can be discerned. It is within this tense 
and dynamic relation between common and specific interests that the role and function 
of public leadership are shaped.
According to Burns, transactional leadership is not aimed at achieving collective 
interests. Instead, it is a bargain to aid the individual interests of persons or groups going 
their separate ways. Transformational leadership is based on the premise that, whatever 
the separate interests of individuals may be, they are presently or potentially united in 
the pursuit of higher goals, the realization of which is tested by the achievement of sig­
nificant change that represents the collective or pooled interests of leaders and followers.
Bass (1984) adapts these leadership descriptions in order to form ideal types that had 
a strong focus on the relation of leaders to their subordinates within an organizational 
setting. In this typology Bass assigns specific behavioral characteristics to each type 
and these characteristics shape the relation between leader and follower. Although this 
further conceptualization of the dichotomy sets the two ideal types further apart, it 
is highlighted that leaders should possess characteristics of both types in order to be 
successful.
This combination of strategies is a fundamental issue that can also be found in vari­
ous contributions to the literature on policy change and the role of individuals in these 
processes (see e.g. Termeer; 2007; ’t Hart, 2000; Kingdon, 1995; Williams, 2002). None 
of these theories, however, has included a specific focus on what this study has defined 
as the key element of public leadership in policy innovation. This key element is the risk
A relational approach: Transactional and transformational leadership
3. Burns’ original typology refers to ‘transforming’.
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that originates in the tension between an innovative proposal that serves the long-term 
interests of the common good and the direct survival of the elected leader which is 
highly intertwined with the short-term interests of everyday policymaking and elections.
Furthermore, the conceptualizations of transactional and transformational leader­
ship, which are focused on either business as usual or radical innovation, have insuf­
ficiently dealt with the leadership characterizations involved in coupling of innovations 
with existing processes. These characteristics involve developing new combinations on 
the edge of existing policy and management systems, thereby combining content based 
on stakes and stakeholders and cutting across domains, layers and levels in complex 
governance systems. The concept of daring leadership specifically addresses these char­
acteristics and provides a conceptual contribution to the dichotomy of transactional and 
transformational leadership. Various bodies of theory have already described essential 
elements that can be found in the composition of daring leadership (see for instance 
Feldman and Khademian, 2000 on inclusive management; Moore, 1995 on strategic 
management; Holling, 1978 on adaptive management) however insufficient light has 
been shed on the combination of these elements into a leadership concept that focuses 
on the specific position of political public leadership (elected officials).
1.4 Research strategy
In order to answer the research questions a major task within this research involves 
building a framework that can be used to describe and analyze public leadership in 
processes of policy change geared toward sustainable water management. This study 
thus represents an inductive journey. This journey has constantly been focused on the 
concept of daring leadership and throughout the chapters in this book the reader will 
find this child growing up, looking back, learn and reinvent itself.
The journey started out with a tentative notion of daring in relation to political public 
leadership. During the journey this notion has been empirically explored and iteratively 
conceptualized into an ideal type of leadership, positioned within the dichotomy of 
transactional and transformational leadership. This conceptualizing of leadership ideal 
types finally culminates in a framework that can be used to describe and analyze political 
public leadership in complex decision-making processes: the TDT-Typology.
The constant reflection between empirical findings, theoretical notions and 
constructed conceptualizations has therefore been a central research activity. A good 
example of this can be seen in the differences between chapter 4 and 5 where ‘betting on 
support’ as one of the main identifying features of the concept is adapted to new insights 
that stem from iteration between theory, conceptualization and empirical findings. This 
changed the description and positioning of the ideal-types.
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Design in qualitative research is not a discrete stage which is concluded early in the 
life of the study: it is a continuing process which calls for constant review of decisions 
and approaches (Lewis, 2003). Hence, in this study the inductive journey is reflected 
in the research design which has been shaped and developed throughout the research.
Research design
There is no uniform strategy in ‘doing’ social science. Various views and practices for 
conducting research in social science exist and research designs are built based on specific 
views of what can be known about the social reality (ontology) and what the nature of 
knowledge and knowledge gathering (epistemology) is (Snape & Spencer, 2003).
This study aims to gain more insight in the specific role of leadership in coupling in­
novation to the existing context of decision-making and describes and analyses specific 
cases in the context o f water governance in which this role manifests itself. It is therefore 
focused on discovering the nature of the phenomenon and deepening the understanding 
of daring leadership as a concept and of its appearance and role in the specific practice 
of water governance.
For such a research, qualitative methodology is considered most appropriate. Because 
of its facility to examine subjects in depth, qualitative research provides a unique tool 
for studying what lies behind, or underpins, a decision, attitude, behavior or other 
phenomenon. It also allows associations that occur in people’s thinking or acting — and 
the meaning these have for people — to be identified. These in turn may indicate some 
explanatory link (Ritchie, 2003: 28). The study’s main research subjects are political 
public leaders.
The complete research design consists of four major stages (for an overview see table 
1.1). The first stage is an exploratory investigation in which further insight into the no­
tion of ‘daring’ in the context of public political leadership is gathered through empirical 
research. In this research the tentative notion of ‘daring’ in political public leadership is 
further explored and empirically grounded. Although the concept of leadership is in this 
study being discussed in relation to the issue of water governance, the specific research in 
this stage has no direct link to this issue and is purely focused at the empirical grounding 
of the tentative notion of the concept of daring decision-making.
The second stage of the research reviewed relevant theories on individuals in policy 
making and these theoretical notions are then related to the empirical findings that were 
obtained in the first stage. This resulted in a conceptual map that provided a basis for 
the further developing of the concept o f daring leadership as an ideal type of leader­
ship compared to the existing ideal typical leadership descriptions of transactional and 
transformational leadership (Burns, 1978; Bass, 1984).
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Table 1.1: The different stages of the study.
Research Stage Characteristics Respondents Results
1. Empirical exploration 
o f daring
Aldermen of medium 
sized municipalities in the 
Netherlands
7
Empirically grounded 
definition o f Daring 
decision-making and its 
conditions
Literature study
2. Confronting empirical & Positioning Daring
findings w ith existing Confrontation of reviewed - decision making on a
literature theory with empirical 
findings
conceptual map
Conceptualizing
Leadership transactional,
1. WaalWeelde 18 Daring and 
Transformational ideal
3. Case studies types separately
First stage of the TDT
2. Volkerak-Zoommeer 14
typology and overview of 
influences on leadership 
behavior
4. Synthesis Retrospective analysis Total:39 respondents
Final framework: TDT- 
Typology
The third stage consists of two studies in which cases of leadership dealing with 
specific water governance issues are described. The two chapters are based on a multiple 
case study design and cases concern political public leaders that are dealing with water 
governance issues and having opportunities to couple innovative policy proposals to the 
existing context of policy making.
The first study was conducted in the ‘WaalWeelde’ initiative, which was concerned 
with innovative proposals for floodplain management along the Waal River in the 
Netherlands. These cases constituted a practice in which an integration of several policy 
domains and policy goals concerning water management, spatial planning and other 
societal claims called for the combinatory capacities that co-define daring leadership. 
The case studies concerned aldermen from the various municipalities participating in 
the project. The initiative was divided into three clusters of neighboring communities 
known as East, Central and West.
The second study focused on three specific leaders (provincial delegates) dealing with 
the issue of water management of the Volkerak Zoommeer (VZ) and the radical changes 
in the management of the lake that have been proposed. The V Z is located in the south­
western delta area of the Netherlands. The area is confronted with unexpected water- 
quality problems that can pose a threat to agricultural production, inflict ecological 
damage and create a health risk to inhabitants. The solution under consideration reaches 
beyond existing domains of management and explores the possibility of re-salinizing
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Volkerak zoommeer
Waalweelde
Figure 1.1: The area of the WaalWeelde initiative and the Volkerak Zoommeer area.
this artificially created fresh-water basin and restoring the maritime dynamics in the 
area.
In this specific study leadership behavior o f the three delegates is described and ana­
lyzed using the in this stage newly developed TDT-typology. Another main aim of this 
study is to identify key explanatory factors that underlie specific leadership styles and 
behaviors of public leaders in order to better understand their role in policy innovation, 
as well as its potential for the successful connecting innovative proposals to the existing 
context o f policy-making.
In the fourth and final stage of this study a synthesis o f the previous stages, from the 
grounded exploration to the investigation of influences on leadership behavior is pro­
vided in the form of a retrospective analysis in which the development of daring leader­
ship as a concept and as a leadership ideal type within the transactional-transformational 
dichotomy is (re)constructed.
Case selection
The first stage o f the study focused on specific characteristics that could further define 
and empirically ground the concept o f daring. Respondents were selected based on the 
criteria that they were local political public leaders that during their careers had been oc­
cupied with coupling new or radical policy proposals to the existing contexts o f policy-
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making in which they operated. This sampling could be done with the help of a regional 
research centre which had extensive data on these leaders and could provide information 
on their efforts to couple new or radical policy proposals to the existing contexts of 
policy-making in which they operated. For instance, during their previous research they 
encountered aldermen that had a leading role in decision-making processes concerning 
controversial decisions that had a large impact in the region. Based on the description 
of these previous experiences the aldermen were selected and invited to participate in 
the research. W ith a focus on such specific characteristics, a qualitative research design 
differs from a quantitative design in the sense that qualitative research does not set out 
tot estimate the incidence of phenomena in the wider population [...] Instead, the rigor 
and precision of a qualitative research sample is defined by its ability to represent salient 
characteristics (Lewis, 2003: 81).
In the third stage a multiple case study design is used. Such a design provides for sys­
tematic comparison between the different cases of leadership and enables the researcher 
to systematically identify differences and similarities between the cases.
The focus on the WaalWeelde and the VZ cases is based on their similar character­
istics. Both cases are examples of regional scale water governance in which a multitude 
of parties are involved and innovative proposals are being developed and in both cases 
regional political public leadership played a distinguishing role. Both the WaalWeelde 
and the VZ study constitute cases of innovative proposals that aim to replace traditional 
water management strategies and imply changes that affect various stakeholders.
Finally, a more practical reason behind the choices for the WaalWeelde and the VZ 
studies is the relative easy accessibility due to direct involvement of the Radboud Uni­
versity in the WaalWeelde initiative and the existing networks of the Erasmus University 
within the VZ project.
For purposive sampling of cases, selection criteria are required that can establish 
membership to the ‘parent population’ (Lewis, 2003) and simultaneously ensure a 
certain degree of diversity between the cases to make optimal use of the comparative 
research design (Gobo, 2004). The parent population consisted of political public lead­
ers that were involved in complex water governance issues and had the pivotal position 
in which innovative proposals concerning water governance issues could be coupled to 
the existing context of policy making in which they operated. Both studies involved dif­
ferent political public leaders engaged in the same initiative, but with their own specific 
backgrounds and direct political contexts.
Besides political public leaders, a secondary sample consisted of the directly involved 
civil servants and process managers that had a close working relation to the political 
leaders and as such could reflect on the leader’s actions and opinions and the contexts in 
which these actions occurred.
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In this study methods of data collection consisted of semi-structured interviewing, 
participant observation and document study. Semi-structured interviewing allows for 
openness and dynamics and is considered the most appropriate tool in explorative 
research designs (Babbie, 1995; Corbin & Strauss, 2008). The data was collected in 
the different phases and in different locations, as it was described earlier. In the first ex­
plorative phase data was gathered in 2007. The second empirical phase consisted of the 
two extended case-studies. Data for the WaalWeelde study has been obtained through 
interviews and observation throughout 2008 and in the beginning of 2009. In the VZ 
case, data gathering took place in the form of document study and semi-structured 
interviewing in the second half of 2009.
In this study interviewing has been the main source of data gathering4. Interviews 
provide an opportunity for detailed investigation of people’s personal perspectives, for 
in-depth understanding of the personal context within which the research phenomena 
are located, and for very detailed subject coverage (Ritchie, 2003).
In all phases of the research, semi-structured guides were used. Although no fixed 
order of questions was used, inquiries about motivational factors or attitudinal informa­
tion about the present cases were deliberately preceded by questions about experiences 
from the past or general straightforward information in order to create a more comfort­
able environment to discuss these topics (Arthur & Nazroo, 2003). The general time 
span of each interview can roughly be estimated at one and a half hour.
In the first stage of the research, interviews with public political leaders in medium 
sized municipalities were carried out in which respondents were asked to provide a defi­
nition of daring decisions and a description of the processes of decision-making within 
the municipal context in relation to daring decisions. This resulted in an overview of 
conditions that were, according to the respondents, related to daring decision-making. 
Preliminary results from initial interviews have been presented to respondents in follow­
ing interviews and final results were discussed and reflected upon in an expert meeting.
In the WaalWeelde study, results from the exploratory first phase in combination with 
insights from the literature study were partly incorporated in the interview guide. A list 
of individual actions concerning brokerage behavior (e.g. ‘the resolving of conflict.’) 
or advocacy behavior (e.g. ‘convincing other parties in the process.’) was presented. 
Respondents were asked to rank the various actions. The list also functioned as a topic 
list that provoked respondents to reflect upon the topics from their own experiences.
Methods and data
4. Quotations from interviews that are integrated in the text have been translated into English. It is at­
tempted to capture the essence of the quotes even though sometimes a literal translation was not possible. 
The exact Dutch versions of the quotes are provides in notes at the end of the chapters.
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In the case study V Z as well as the study WaalWeelde both members of the parent 
population, consisting of political leaders, and a secondary population were interviewed 
with the same questionnaire. This secondary population consisted of the directly involved 
civil servants and process managers that had a close working relation to the political 
leader and as such could reflect on the leader’s actions and opinions. The interviews 
with civil servants and process managers provided not only additional information but 
could also be used to check and reflect upon the interviews with political public leaders.
Documents provided a complementary source of information. Documentary analysis 
involves the study of existing documents, either to understand their substantive content 
or to illuminate deeper meanings which may be revealed by their style and coverage 
(Ritchie, 2003). Documents involved policy papers, reports, minutes and newspaper 
clippings. In the VZ case, document analysis generated substantial insights about the 
region, the various stakeholders and the background of the case. In the WaalWeelde 
study, documents gave insight in for instance the proposed structure of the processes as 
well as the initial ideas and deeper motivations behind the initiative. In this study the 
researcher also had the possibility to participate as an observer in most of the process 
meetings, gatherings and discussions.
Analysis
In this research, which was described earlier as an inductive journey, the analytic process 
has been iterative whereby the research moved back and forth from data to sense making, 
refining categories, checking assumptions and trying to identify underlying factors in 
order to finally develop theory (Verschuren en Doorewaard, 1999, Spencer et al., 2003).
Data analysis consisted of systematically categorizing the data using a system of codes. 
For each empirical phase in this study a specific system of codes was created. These code 
systems made it possible to search and retrieve chunks of labeled data and as such find 
patterns, locate conceptual, analytical categories in the data and as such getting a grip on 
the data for making comparisons and connections (Spencer et al., 2003)
Throughout the different phases of the research, code systems were informed by 
earlier findings which were in a constant dialogue with theoretical notions and new 
empirical findings. Through this iterative process the conceptualization of leadership 
ideal types took shape.
The first conceptualization of the T D T  typology, which was created based on the 
WaalWeelde study in turn informed the coding of leadership behavior in the VZ study. 
In this study a model for influential factors on the leadership behavior was based on 
existing theory. Consequently the code system indicated influential factors accordingly.
To handle the large amounts of data, and ensure the consistency of the approach, all 
data has been analyzed with the software package MAXQDA.
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Validity
Based on epistemological standpoints criteria for valid research and research results may 
vary and ultimately, validity depends on the collective opinion of researchers (Bernard, 
1995; Lewis & Ritchie, 2003). In the previous section, several strategies to as much as 
possible ensure validity of the findings in this study have been discussed. These include 
a research design based on various phases in which comparative case studies have been 
carried out, a criterion based case selection which covered all key constituencies but left 
enough room for exploring diversity (Lewis, 2003), consistent coding procedures and a 
constant iteration between methods, data and concepts.
In addition to these measures, a number of other activities have been employed to 
ensure validity. Firstly, it was made sure that respondents understood the nature of the 
research and had insight in the research questions. Interviews all started out with a 
conversation between researcher and respondent in which the research and the research 
questions were clarified.
Secondly, anonymity was guaranteed to all who participated in the research. A clear 
reiteration of the nature and purpose of the research, reaffirming confidentiality, and 
seeking permission to record the interview reassure confidentiality and help putting 
the respondents at ease about disclosing potentially sensitive information (Legard et al., 
2003). Oftentimes this resulted in respondents who openly provided information which 
they themselves marked as:’ not to be said in public’.
Also, triangulation was used in order to strengthen the research findings and provide 
for validation (Yin, 1994; Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983). This research design en­
compassed triangulation of data sources and methods triangulation. Data triangulation, 
which involves the use of multiple sources of data, was achieved by contrasting state­
ments, descriptions of events and other interview results from public political leaders 
with those of staff members and other directly involved actors. Regarding methods tri­
angulation, findings, originating from different methods of data collection (interviews, 
observations and document study), were compared with each other.
1.5 Thesis outline
This study consists of six chapters. Its core is formed by four chapters, each with a nearly 
identical counterpart existing outside this book as a contribution to a peer-reviewed 
journal, a submitted paper and a forthcoming book chapter. The following chapters 
describe the various research phases as well as the results and analyses of the theoretical 
and empirical investigations. Due to the specific nature of the articles on which the
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chapters are based as well as their strong interrelatedness, there is some overlap between 
Chapters 2 and 3.
Chapter 2 presents a grounded exploration of the phenomenon of daring leadership. 
This exploration focuses on the act of daring leadership. In this stage of the research, 
the more general term ‘daring decision-making’ was used. In addition to the empirical 
exploration through interviews with municipal aldermen a portion of the literature that 
is described more elaborately in Chapter 3, is explored.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of actor-oriented approaches to policy innovation, 
comparing them to the empirical findings of Chapter 2. This results in a conceptual 
map that forms the basic motivation on which the concept of daring leadership is built 
as a specific ideal type next to transactional and transformational leadership. From this 
point on, the term daring decision-making is replaced with the term daring leadership.
Chapter 4 provides a description of the multiple-case study in the WaalWeelde proj­
ect is given. The conceptualization of daring leadership is further elaborated, in iteration 
with the empirical results which provide practical examples of leadership, resulting in a 
typology of leadership expressed in the ideal types of transactional, daring and transfor­
mational leadership: the T D T  typology.
Chapter 5 focuses on the factors that drive specific leadership behavior and further 
develops the T D T  typology in the description and analysis of three leadership cases in 
the Volkerak Zoommeer.
Chapter 6 provides a synthesis of the previous chapters and sheds a light on the 
development of the concepts as well as their implications and theoretical relevance. 
In addition to main conclusions of this study which provide answers to the research 
questions, recommendations for policy makers and researchers are presented.
A note on normativity
In virtue ethics (e.g. Aristotle), courage is a virtue. Analogously, “daring” has a positive 
ethical ring, and “daring leadership” could be interpreted as a normative concept. In this 
study however, the concept of daring leadership is treated as essentially not normative. 
This study is interested in the specific daring role that leadership can have in the case 
of coupling innovations to the existing context, thereby propagating change. It focuses 
not on intentions but exclusively on the occupational aspects of leadership. This leaves 
out the analysis or judgm ent of the content of the proposal that is being promoted. 
Although this might be regarded as a serious limitation, in the light of this type of 
research it is unavoidable (’t Hart, 2000).
“Room for the river” policies are generally considered wonderful ideas that require 
daring leadership if they are to be implemented. The same holds for Obama’s health-care 
plans. In the same vain however, pushing for a nuclear plant or planning a war against
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another state may also be found to be daring leadership. Hence, no relation is assumed 
between ‘daring’ and ‘ethical good’, nor is daring leadership considered the only way to 
achieving success.
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Scholten, P. 2009. “Daring decisions and representative municipal democracy: an ex­
ploration within the new river management in the Netherlands.” The innovation Journal 
14(1): article 5.

Daring decisions and representative municipal 
democracy: an exploration within the new river 
management in the Netherlands
Abstract
Public sector innovation  is often driven by inform al groups o f  visionary key actors (‘transition  
arenas’). This article explores the  role o f  political leadership in these processes o f  innovation . In 
order to  lin k  th e  transition  arena, w ith  its long te rm  perspective an d  experim ental character to  
th e  existing context o f  policy-m aking in w hich  short te rm  results an d  public  and  political support 
have a d o m in an t role, it is assum ed th a t a certain  elem ent o f  ‘daring’ in the  decision-m aking is 
required.
The exploration o f  daring decision-m aking is carried ou t th ro u g h  em pirical research, focused 
on th e  role o f  th e  individual m unicipal leader (alderm an) connecting  an innovative policy 
proposal to  th e  existing context o f  policy-m aking. D aring  decision-m aking is in the  interviews 
defined as b e tting  on public  an d  political su p p o rt in the  act o f  coupling  a proposal th a t has an 
innovative character, w ith  a h igh  im pact on society or its env ironm en t an d  therefore bring  fo rth  
a certain  controversy. Initially, it is unclear w hether there  will be enough  public  su p p o rt for such 
decisions.
A ccording to  the  alderm en in this research individual actors play a m ajor role in daring 
decision-m aking processes. Their will to  effect change, their personal skills, assets and  strategies 
are seen as vital in  exercising th e ir role as ‘policy en trep reneur’.
Linkages w ith  th eo ry  are briefly explored. A n em phasis in th is literatu re  is fo u n d  on the 
im portance o f  m ixing advocacy an d  brokerage strategies w hich provides an im p o rtan t add ition  
to  the  exploration o f  the  concept o f  daring decision-m aking.
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Various authors have described innovations in terms of change, resulting in different ter­
minologies. Examples are; societal innovation (Termeer, 2006), transformation (Kotter, 
1995) and transition management (Rotmans, 2003). Such innovation is often driven 
by informal groups of visionary key actors (transition-arenas). One day or another, 
however, the cross-over has to be made from the visionary phase to the existing context 
of policy-making. It is on this cross-over that the present paper will focus. It is argued 
that a certain element of ‘daring’ in the decision-making process is needed in order to 
mediate between the innovative spirit of a transition arena and the municipal political 
climate.
The objective of this paper is to explore the concept of daring decision-making, includ­
ing its limitations and potentials for river management in the municipal administrative 
context. The concept is explored from a decision-maker’s point of view, resulting in an 
exploratory but empirically grounded conceptualization of daring decision- making as 
well as a first description of the conditions needed in order to achieve such decisions.
In the grounded exploration of daring decision-making empirical research, focused 
on the role of the individual municipal leader (alderman) connecting an innovative 
policy proposal to the existing context of policy-making, is carried out.
The main motivation to carry out this conceptual exploration with several aldermen 
from different municipalities in the Netherlands stems from encounters with the project 
WaalWeelde. This project is a typical case of public sector innovation in the area of 
D utch water management. In the following section a brief description of the recent 
paradigm shift in this sector as well as the WaalWeelde project is given.
Next, a small selection of governance literature is briefly described in order to position 
the concept of daring decision-making in the discussion on deliberative and representa­
tive approaches of democracy.
Furthermore, efforts to create a conceptual framework for daring decision making, 
using an inductive approach provided by grounded theory procedures and techniques 
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) are described. In this grounded exploration the characteriza­
tion of daring decision-making as well as the conditions needed to engage in this specific 
role within the policy process.
Finally, efforts are undertaken to relate the conceptual model, based on empirical 
findings, to existing theories concerned with individual actors and policy change.
2.1 Introduction
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2.2 River management and The WaalWeelde project
A changing paradigm in river management
River management in the Netherlands has always been focused on strengthening and 
raising dykes to protect the low-lying polder areas against flooding. This is now gen­
erally regarded as insufficient. Climate change will induce higher discharge volumes, 
and confining the rivers between ever-higher dykes will only augment risks. The river 
management paradigm has therefore shifted towards ‘room for rivers’, i.e. to give the 
rivers more space to drain the excess waters (Van Stokkom et al., 2005; W iering en Arts, 
2006).
The great question now is whether the idea of creating more room for rivers should be 
interpreted in a strictly technical and sectoral sense or whether it should also offer oppor­
tunities to additional aims such as nature development, recreational objectives, cultural 
revival and economic development. In the sectoral approach, the river management 
authority searches for sets of measures that are implementable within its institutional 
domain, e.g. lowering of groynes or removing obstacles in floodplains. In the alternative 
approach, a much wider set of options is considered, including those that may act as 
economic drivers to alleviate government budget constraints, such as (flood-adapted) 
housing along (possibly relocated) dykes. ‘Landscape quality’ is the usual catchword for 
this broader, integrated vision.
The landscape quality approach constitutes a case of public sector innovation, be­
cause it requires a wholly new spirit and practice of collaboration of public and private 
parties, including the river authority, sand and clay excavation corporations, knowledge 
brokers, real estate developers, nature conservation agencies and last but not least the 
riparian municipalities, who will not only have to passively adapt their zoning plans to 
national demands but to involve themselves in the creative search for new ‘win-win’ 
opportunities.
The WaalWeelde project
The new river management paradigm ‘room for the river’ has become the basis for the 
latest government proposals on river management policies in the Netherlands. Despite 
the efforts to use a landscape quality approach, in the case of the river Waal possible 
solutions are found only within the institutional domain of the water management 
authority. Specifically for this river, measures boil down to an integral lowering of the 
existing groynes combined with relocation of some of the dykes. This strictly technical 
approach is effective in creating (short-term) room for the river, but w ithout any added 
value for landscape quality, which was also one of the main issues of the new river policy.
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The project ‘WaalWeelde’, initiated in the fall of 2006 by a small visionary group of 
academics and policy-makers, uses an approach which considers a much wider set of op­
tions in a search for a combination of safety measures, enhancement of landscape quality 
and economic activity. The project creates a transition arena (practically organized in 
so-called ‘clusters’ of four municipalities each) in which leaders of neighboring riparian 
municipalities are working together with a wide range of different stakeholders and 
interest groups, ranging from nature conservationists to real estate developers. The focus 
is on public-private cooperation in finding innovative solutions for water management. 
These clusters are practically supported by a team of facilitators and receive scientific 
support, for instance in the form of calculations on the effects of plans on the water flow.
The WaalWeelde approach is innovative in many aspects. One of these is the focus on 
inter-municipal cooperation in creating innovative plans for river management. Clusters 
of neighboring municipalities that have a history of ignoring or even competing with 
each other are now cooperating in making innovative floodplain designs, creating link­
ages both alongside and across the river.
A strong focus is on economic drivers that can alleviate budget constraints for sustain­
able solutions, such as adaptive building in floodplains, sand and clay excavation and 
recreational functions. In these projects the linkages between safety, landscape quality 
and economic activity can be combined.
In a search for innovative ideas, WaalWeelde aims to work with a bottom  up ap­
proach. Various stakeholders are invited to join in the process. Apart form this ‘selective 
deliberation’, WaalWeelde tries to involve the public directly in the process. A special 
focus here is on an experiment of ‘non-selective deliberation’ with an interactive internet 
forum that is used as a channel through which information about new ideas and pos­
sible projects is spread and a public debate about the pros and cons on these projects can 
be held. In combinations with various public meetings, the internet experiment aims to 
be an extension of the transition-arena in order to involve the electorate and council of 
the different municipalities in the process.
Furthermore, WaalWeelde is trying to facilitate municipal leaders in the pivotal 
mom ent of conveying the ideas and proposals of the transition arena into the existing 
context of policy making in the municipalities. The difficult task of providing informa­
tion to other parties and discussions with opponents in the municipal council as well 
as in society is necessary to create possibilities for the development of innovative ideas 
and the gaining of both public and political support. One of the strategies here is the 
so-called council conference in which the councils of different municipalities are being 
invited to share in the ideas and processes of the WaalWeelde project.
The main question that arose from the first experiences in the project concerned the 
role o f municipal leadership in the pivotal mom ent of connecting the transition arena 
with the municipal context in the decision-making processes concerning public sector
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innovation. This formed the main motivation for the exploration of the concept of 
daring decision-making.
2.3 Relating daring decision-making to current concepts of democracy
The theoretical discussion on western democracy centers on ‘deliberative’ and ‘represen­
tative’ interpretations of democracy. Simply put, the representative theory is based on 
the idea that political elites compete for votes of the public similarly to how shopkeepers 
compete for customers. The public decides who is allowed to govern, but further politi­
cal decisions are made within professional, or elite, circles. These elite are then supposed 
to find a balance between short term and particularistic interests versus the long-term 
and collective goods. These decisions must then be explained to the elected councils and 
the public.
Deliberative democracy theorists argue that the representative interpretation lacks a 
basic principle of democracy, inspired by the normative claim that citizens should be 
able to co-determine the specific political decisions that affect their lives (Renn, Webler 
& W iedermann, 1995 p.21). In general, two basic forms of deliberative democracy can 
be identified. The first is a non-selective deliberation which involves a public participa­
tion with possibly all members of society. The second form can be described as a selective 
deliberation, in which specific stakeholders are invited to participate in the decision­
making process. In terms of governance, this form is also referred to as the interactive or 
network approach, in contrast to the more hierarchic approaches of governance that are 
traditionally identified with representative interpretations of democracy.
In the current practice of governance, both the interactive and the hierarchic ap­
proaches can be problematic when dealing with change and innovation. Several authors 
have indicated the tendency in hierarchic approaches of governance to be focused on 
status quo and creating policies that are fixed on keeping things under control (see for 
instance: Weber, 1968; Frissen, 2003; Termeer en Kessener, 2006). In the other extreme, 
interactive approaches that are solely focused on generating consensus risk to create 
nothing more than colorless compromises that completely lack innovative elements (see 
also: van Stokkom, 2006; van Dongen et al, 1996). In this light Bobbio (1987, p.31) 
pointed at the endangering of a democracy that can be found in an excess of democracy.
Recently, it is also highlighted that a combination of both approaches is often being 
used in decision-making processes and it has been argued that the specific use of a mix­
ture of both forms of governance can actually be very functional in processes concerning 
innovations in the public sector (Koffijberg, 2005 p.329). The present paper, which 
focuses on the cross-over from the deliberative transition arena to the representative 
context of policy-making, engages this idea of hybrid democracy. However, it adds the
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attention to the leadership factor that may be the essential ingredient to balance both 
approaches effectively.
A risk in all forms and styles of democratic decision-making, especially on the local 
level, could be the tendency to solely focus on short term aspects. In an attempt to se­
cure their position, elites might be fixed on keeping the vote of the public and therefore 
focus their policies on highly visible short term interests. Stakeholders that are invited 
in the decision-making process might use this phenomenon in order to set the agenda 
according to their own short-term needs.
But even if policies are focused on long term public good, these majority interests 
may be effectively blocked by persistent minority groups that vigorously promote and 
defend their own short term interests. This phenomenon, though obviously useful as 
part of the checks and balances in a democracy, may well develop into an obstacle for 
innovative decision-making.
The D utch municipal structure is largely composed of a representative structure 
with deliberative add-ons, in which short-term interests tend to dominate. In the 
representative structures the alderman is confronted with a municipal electorate and 
a municipal council that may often be manipulated to some extent but hardly ever 
emanates an invitation to visionary, long-term decisions. In the deliberative encounters 
confrontations occur with citizens or local interest groups for which basically the same 
applies.
In the case of WaalWeelde, municipal aldermen that take part in the project have a 
key role in the pivotal m om ent of connecting the visionary transition-arena with the 
political culture and structure of the municipality. In order to mediate between the 
transition-arena, with it’s long term perspective and experimental character, and the 
conditions of the political domain in which short term results and public support are 
dominant, it is assumed that a certain element of ‘daring within the democratic context 
is needed. The question explored in the paper therefore is: how do municipal aldermen 
manage to bring an element of ‘daring decision-making’ into this representative and 
deliberative municipal context?
2.4 Methods
The first stage of the research was devoted to understanding and shaping the concept 
of daring decision-making, through efforts of linking theory to practice in an inductive 
analysis, being the principal research technique used in the grounded theory approach 
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Inductive analysis means that the theoretical conceptualiza­
tion emerges from the data, rather than being imposed on them prior to data collection 
and analysis (Patton, 1980 p.306).
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In order to have a starting point for the research w ithout a theoretical framework, a 
conceptual exploration of existing literature was used to form sensitizing concepts that 
could guide the empirical research. Blumer (1954) described sensitizing concepts as 
devices that give the researcher a general sense of reference and guidance in approaching 
empirical instances. Contrary to definitive concepts, sensitizing concepts merely suggest 
directions along which to look (p.7).
Qualitative empirical research methods were then used to ground these preliminary 
theoretical ideas in the every day practice of municipal aldermen and thus combine 
the etic (or outsider’s) notions with emic (or insider’s) views. Through strategic sampling, 
seven reputedly ‘daring’ aldermen were identified. This sampling could be done with the 
help of the Telos1 research centre which had extensive data on these leaders and could 
provide information on their efforts to couple new or radical policy proposals to the 
existing contexts of policy-making in which they operated. For instance, during their 
previous research they encountered aldermen that had a leading role in decision-making 
processes that were controversial or had a large impact and contained risks for the indi­
vidual leader. Based on the description of these previous experiences the aldermen were 
selected and asked to participate in the research.
Based on semi-structured interviews with these aldermen of different municipalities 
in the Netherlands, an initial conceptualisation of daring leadership could be formed. 
In these interviews, aldermen discussed the issues of daring decision-making and its 
conditions and constraints, based on their own experiences and reflections. The political 
process and the different parties that play an im portant role were broadly described as 
well as their own role as elected representative in the process.
The interviews were transcribed and processed with the text analysis programme 
MAXQDA. The analysis of the data occurred through a process of coding. Coding 
is the core process in grounded theory methodology (Holton 2007, 265). Through 
coding, the data is fractured, analysed and grouped in categories in order to generate a 
conceptual abstraction that can provide the possible foundations of a theory.
In this analysing phase, the specific procedure of grouping coded segments in order 
to distinguish certain categories was done by the author as well as two other researchers 
who were not involved in the project. The categories that were created independently 
showed an almost complete overlap. W ith these coding and analyzing procedures a first 
step in forming a model for daring decision making has been taken.
1. ‘Telos, the Brabant Centre for Sustainable Development, was established in 1999 as an interdisciplinary 
and independent research centre. Its objectives are to study, monitor, and support sustainable development 
in the province of Brabant, to support innovations, to raise awareness on sustainable development in society 
and among policy makers, and to support social learning.’ (www.telos.nl)
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The model thus constitutes an exploratory but empirically grounded conceptualiza­
tion of daring decision making as well as a first description of the conditions needed in 
order to achieve such decisions.
2.5 Conceptualizing daring decision-making
The conceptual model for daring decision-making is depicted in two figures. The first 
gives an insight in what is meant by daring decisions in the view of municipal aldermen 
based on the data that was gathered. It provides a grounded definition of the concept. 
The second figure will give an overview of the conditions that are needed for daring 
decision-making processes.
2.5.1 What characterises daring decision-making?
“You see, the every-day expected policy has nothing to do with daring decision-making. 
But something that changes the course, ambitious...a substantial change...Something 
that will make you sweat, that is daring decision-making.. .It contains risk.”1
In the analysis of the interviews, the answers to the question on defining daring deci­
sion-making could be grouped into four major categories that summarise the different 
elements of daring decisions. These dimensions are depicted in figure 2.1.
The elements of controversy and innovation are linked to some extent. Daring deci­
sions often are contradictory to other interests, because some or a lot of people will 
object them or because they don’t fit the political agenda and corresponding budget. 
This agenda is often focussed on business as usual and ideas or policy proposals that are 
innovative or ‘out of the box’ are conflicting with such an agenda:
“What you see in daily practice is business as usual. Issuing passports, making sure chil­
dren can go to school, keeping the streets c le a n . Everything different from these tasks, 
everything that has a perspective of developm ent. that is more like daring decision­
making.. .Something that has a societal impact.”2
It needs to be emphasised that innovative or unconventional ideas can be both posi­
tive and negative and therefore daring decision-making is obviously not intrinsically 
good. The invasion of Iraq is a clear example of a decision with obvious daring, but 
controversial morals.
Another element of daring decisions that is strongly connected to aforementioned 
tension between business-as-usual and deviating proposals has to do with the impact
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Controversy
Contradictory to other interests 
Something unwanted 
Political antagonism 
Many objections
Impact
Many stakeholders 
Ambitious 
Large impact:
- physical
- societal
Innovation
New
Out of the ordinary 
Different
Daring
Decisions
Risk
Insecurity:
- of process
- of outcome
Taking risks 
Expecting a good result 
Betting on public support
Figure 2.1: four characteristics of daring decision-making
The risk e lem ent is the  essential characteristic; the  other three are causally underlying, creating the risk.
of the project that is proposed. This also depends on the number of people that are 
involved or affected and the significant financial consequences it can have:
“It’s important to note that daring decisions often have a great physical impact! And the 
question is; who is going to pay for it? That is daring decision-making. If the yearly 
financial budget is always consumed by all the normal things a municipality has to do, 
what amount of money do you dare to set aside for such a project?”3
An example of the impact daring decisions may have on the society of a municipality 
or its physical environment, was described during an interview, in a discussion on the 
public r istance against the building of a trailer par :
“These are things that nobody wants, I can understand that. With these subjects on 
the agenda the council meeting is overcrowded... But you shouldn’t be afraid of that, 
because a lot of people are eventually happy that it will not be built in their street.”4
All characteristics mentioned above entail a certain risk in initiating these processes of 
daring decisions. Risk seems to be the central element in the concept. Daring decisions 
always have an element of risk; whether they are controversial, innovative, have a high 
impact or a combination of the three other elements. In daring decisions the outcome
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of the policy-making process is unclear, it is unknown if there will be any support, both 
in politics and in society and it is uncertain if this support will eventually develop. One 
of the interviewed aldermen described it as follows:
‘You don’t know what the outcome will be...and you must have the courage to enter this 
process and let it go its way. Along the way you try to intervene but you never know 
how it will work out. We are used to think in timeframes and schematics but in daring 
decisions you must let these go....’ 5
In this process of daring decision-making the leader has to cope with the insecurity of 
whether or not he will get support for his ideas. The way to do this seems to be a matter 
of confidence:
“If you start walking, then the path you walk on will come to existence as well. My policy 
now has a strong public support but if I would have asked people for their support when 
I started it, a few years ago, I probably wouldn’t have received it. Now I do, because it is 
implemented. It’s like the chicken and the e g g . ”6
In another interview this point is even stronger suggested. Trust in your self and in the 
proposed policy is, in this case, connected to being the representative of the people and 
therefore representing their best interests.
“That is the point, because you know what people want. It is just that they don’t trust that 
it is possible to reach what they want in this way. So if you reach it anyway then you will 
get the public support, I am convinced of that.”7
Daring decisions, according to the individual municipal aldermen are decisions that are 
risky to make, often have an innovative character, with a high impact on society or its en­
vironment and therefore bring forth a certain controversy. Initially, it is unclear whether 
there will be enough public support for such decisions. Daring decision-making may 
therefore be defined as making decisions whilst betting on public and political support.
2.5.2 Conditions for daring decision-making
W hat is needed in order to bring a daring idea to the table and make sure that it survives 
the process of decision-making from policy-proposal to implementation? Figure 2.2 
shows an overview of the different conditions for daring decision-making, as they were 
given by the municipal aldermen in the interviews. It provides an actor-oriented ap­
proach in describing the conditions for daring decision-making in a municipal context.
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Figure 2.2: A summary of conditions for daring decision-making according to interviewed 
municipal aldermen.
A more elaborate version is given in figure 2.3. The actor (municipal alderman) is placed 
in the centre of the figure, surrounded by the context in which he or she must act. This 
context brings forth a set of conditions, consisting out of various organizations, the 
different actors that will be encountered in the process and the various (formal and 
informal) rules and regulations along which the game needs to be played.
The different conditions described by the municipal aldermen that are typically 
actor-related can be grouped into three main categories. The first category is a summary 
of the actor’s personal characteristics; i.e. the ‘things you must be or must have’. This 
category is directly related to the second category which consists out of the strategies and 
tactics the actor is able to deploy. Specific personal characteristics are needed in order to 
engage in specific strategies and tactics. The characteristics of the plan  or policy proposal 
itself form the third category.
In this actor-oriented approach, personal characteristics are highly important. The 
leaders in the interviews have all emphasized that certain personal skills are a neces­
sary resource in the process of daring decision-making. But next to these skills, a range 
of characteristics, which are summarized in figure 2.3 under the term self-efficacy, is 
addressed. For instance, to convince others of a policy proposal, the use of excellent 
communication skills is in itself not enough. The actor also needs to be the driving force 
behind the process of decision-making. Keeping spirits high time after time and show 
confidence in the plans, based on strong arguments. Interviewees explained it as follows:
“I must have told everyone a thousand times; it is going to happen! That is a confidence 
you have to convey. It is a very important function in creating support with all the 
stakeholders.”8
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Figure 2.3: Conditions for daring decision-making according to interviewed municipal aldermen.
“Be persistent! You need to have the energy and the ambition to overcome the barriers 
that you will be confronted with. And there will be barriers, you can be sure of that!”9
In order to be able to do this the leader must be well informed and have a strong attach­
m ent to the goals he or she wishes to achieve:
“You have to create some intrinsic connection to the plan. If you can agree with yourself 
on the content of the plan, you can last a long time. And then you have to hold out! 
Persevere and believe in yourself. Find the energy to constantly convince people and 
answer questions. For this, you need knowledge and creativity but first of all commit­
ment to yourself. “10
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This also implies the need for strategic and tactical skills with which one can cooperate, 
be adaptive and take the necessary steps in order to get things done. A remarkable skill 
in this light is the ability to creatively use or ‘bend’ the rules. Years of bureaucracy have 
often led to a jungle of, often conflicting, rules and regulations. Finding a way through 
this jungle and sometimes bending the road a little to make sure it leads in the desired 
direction is indicated as a very useful characteristic in policy-making.
These results indicate that personal characteristics, i.e. the actor’s personality and the 
skills he/she has are strongly interrelated with the ability to create strategies and tactics. 
The actor uses his personal characteristics in order to engage in certain strategic and 
tactical actions while interacting with the contextual conditions.
Next to a set of personal characteristics and the ability to use them in different strate­
gies and tactics that can be deployed in the policy process, conditions on the level of the 
plan that is proposed can be identified:
“Before you start informing everyone you must have a sound plan. A good plan is not just 
consisting out of a few parts, it is systematically sound. All the parts are connected and 
as such it represents a vision. If you have a vision and everything or everyone concerned 
has a place in this vision, you can prove that it is a good choice. A good plan is easy to
defend. “11
So a plan needs to be visionary with a systematic approach which is based on sound 
knowledge. Apart from that, it should also have a certain appeal to personal involvement 
due to the fact that every stakeholder is addressed. This appeal can be stimulated by a 
specific strategy, referred to in the model as incremental implementation:
“People are, generally speaking, not very interested in a policy, they want to see something 
tangible being implemented. Because you actually bring words into practice, people 
tend to be less critical.. .Most people see it as an exception that a politician actually does 
what he says.”12
2.6 Relating the grounded model to existing theory
This section briefly explores theories on individual actors and policy change. A more 
elaborate version of this section can be found in chapter 3.
W ithout denying the importance of contextual factors, the model presented in this 
article shows a strong emphasis on the role of the individual actor in the decision­
making process. A somewhat similar approach can be found in the concept o f policy 
entrepreneurs in the Policy Streams Approach (Kingdon, 1984).The Policy Streams
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Approach regards policy formation as the result of a converging flow of three processes 
or streams: problems, policies and politics. Problems are public matters that can be 
perceived as (un)problematic. Policies are proposals for change, intended to be solu­
tions to these problems and politics are the processes such as election results or societal 
mood swings that can have a profound influence on how public problems and possible 
solutions are defined (John, 1998). Here, Kingdon builds on the garbage can model 
(Cohen, March and Olsen, 1972) adopting the view that collective choice is not due 
to individual efforts aggregated in some fashion, but rather the combined result of 
structural forces and cognitive and affective processes that are highly context dependent 
(Zahariadis, 2007).
The theory uses ambiguity in the political decision-making process as a starting point 
but dedicates a special role to certain highly motivated individuals that try to couple 
the three streams together, creating meaningful definitions of problems and proposed 
solutions in their efforts to control this ambiguity. These ‘policy entrepreneurs’ attempt 
to mobilize opinion and institutions and they try to ensure that the idea does not fall 
off the agenda. These attempts can be more successful when a so called ‘policy window’ 
appears. This can happen by the appearance of urgent problems or happenings in the 
political stream, such as a change in government. Policy entrepreneurs are individual 
actors that make strategic use of the contextual factors in their efforts to make people 
aware of their special problems and press home their proposed solutions. Success is 
more likely when all three streams are coupled, depending on the type of window that 
opens and the skills, resources and strategies of entrepreneurs to focus attention and bias 
choice (Zahariadis, 2007 p.79.).
W hen it comes to these skills, resources and strategies, Kingdon categorizes them into 
three categories of entrepreneurs’ qualities. These categories are in congruence with the 
conditions for daring decision-making, described in the grounded model.
The first has to do with the fact that the individual in question has a claim to be 
heard, either because of expertise, the ability to speak for others (leaders of an interest 
group) or because this person is in an authoritative decision-making position. In the 
conditions for daring decision-making a description closely related to Kingdon’s exper­
tise is found in the personal characteristics of being well-informed, having a long term 
perspective and advocating a plan that is visionary and knowledge driven. Since the 
model is based on aldermen in municipalities, the actor is obviously in an authoritative 
decision-making position.
The second category has to do with the fact that the person is known for his politi­
cal connections or negotiating skills. This can also be found in the description of the 
use of personal skills in developing strategies and tactics for interacting with political 
and societal actors as part of the conditions for daring decision-making. The difference 
between the mere ability to use certain skills as a result of personal characteristics and
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the act o f using these skills that is made in this description is not found in Kingdon’s 
categorization.
Third, and probably most important, successful entrepreneurs are persistent (1995 
p.181). This was also a very im portant outcome of the grounded research that is high­
lighted in the model with the term ‘perseverance’.
According to Kingdon, entrepreneurs are generally engaged in two different types 
of activity; advocacy and brokerage. Sometimes the two activities are combined and 
sometimes entrepreneurs are specialists in either one of them.
The reputedly daring aldermen in the interviews have been strongly emphasizing the 
advocacy type. The fact that some brokerage is of course needed here and there is men­
tioned but by no means highlighted. One could speculate that these findings are the result 
of socially desired answering. It might be perceived as much more ‘daring’ to be standing 
strong and advocate your own plan, than to wheel and deal your way through the process 
while attempting to create consensus everywhere you go. Nevertheless, both advocacy 
and brokerage seem to be part of the processes that were described in the interviews.
Next to Kingdon also other authors have mentioned brokerage as an im portant part 
of entrepreneurial activity. The image of the policy entrepreneur acting as broker, trying 
to couple the policy streams and as such overcome gaps and connect different networks 
and bodies of identity in their pursuits of innovation can be regarded as a certain form 
of boundary spanning. Boundary spanners are individuals that have a pivotal role in the 
management of inter-organizational relationships (Williams, 2002). In his description 
of the art of boundary spanning Williams mentions several key factors which involve 
the use of particular skills, abilities, experience and personal characteristics (Ibid. p115). 
Here some of these factors will briefly be highlighted.
The first is about managing complexity and interdependencies and requires experi­
ence, knowledge and cognitive capabilities. This again relates closely to Kingdon’s 
m entioning of the role of expertise and the personal characteristics related to this matter 
as they can be found in the conditions for daring decision-making.
Williams also highlights the importance of influencing and negotiation capabilities 
and networking skills, but doesn’t mention the importance of being persistent, as it 
has been so strongly highlighted both by Kingdon and as a research outcome in this 
article. As it was mentioned before, this outcome is very much based on interviews with 
the specific advocate type of entrepreneurship. This might be an explanation for the 
importance of perseverance or persistence in the research outcome and the lack of this 
characteristic in the description of the boundary spanner which relates to the brokerage 
type of political entrepreneurship.
Policy entrepreneurs and boundary spanners can be found in many fields. Examples 
are politicians, business leaders, members of the scientific community or journalists. 
The model presented in  this paper focuses on municipal leaders as policy entrepreneurs
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and their skills, resources and strategies. Several other authors have also investigated the 
role of public leadership in processes of change (Termeer, 2006; Baez & Abolafia, 2002, 
Hosking, 2002). In the ambiguous world of political decision-making, leaders must 
participate in the process of continuous change and adaptation in order to make public 
sector innovations happen and be involved in it (Hosking, 2002). Based on Termeer 
(2006) several participation strategies can be distinguished. These strategies also reflect, 
to a certain extent, the distinction in brokerage and advocacy.
The first strategy is about restructuring existing routines in order to tackle new prob­
lems. Leaders are engaged in a creative search for possibilities within the existing context 
of rules and regulations. This strategy can be found in the grounded model as ‘using/ 
bending the rules’. Another is the identification of new concepts and the framing and 
re-framing of these new meaningful identities. Strategies that are more related to the 
brokerage type are connecting different networks and connecting new concepts of in­
novation with the existing vocabulary and identity of an organization. The last strategy 
that is briefly mentioned here is described as improvising. Leaders who are engaged in 
this strategy are taking initiatives in innovation. They take risks and seize opportuni­
ties in an insecure context. They create a situation of minimal structure and maximal 
flexibility in which they and their societal partners must find new conceptualizations 
and meaningful identities. It seems that this strategy cannot be easily categorized as a 
typical image of brokerage or advocacy entrepreneurship. Probably best described as a 
combination of both forms, this strategy is clearly related to daring decision-making 
described in this article as risky, innovative and possibly controversial.
2.7 Discussion
In the exploration of the concept of daring decision-making, this article has been focus­
ing on the role of the individual municipal alderman as a mediator between a transition 
arena and the municipal context in processes of public sector innovation. The most 
im portant finding in this exploration has been the importance of individual actors in 
decision-making processes. Their will to effect change, their skills, resources and strate­
gies are vital in exercising their role as policy entrepreneur. The importance of the role of 
individual actors and their capabilities and resources is also emphasized in the discussed 
literature. This literature highlights a distinction in advocacy and brokerage types of the 
individual actor’s activities.
Although it seems that respondents in the interviews generally regard advocacy 
as more daring, both the interviewees and the literature suggest that brokerage is an 
im portant feature of the decision-making process. Therefore the concept of daring 
decision-making clearly has to do with both types of an individual’s qualities.
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It is also emphasized in  the literature that policy entrepreneurs do not necessarily 
need to be political actors. Taking this into account it is argued here that political actors, 
although not necessarily as policy entrepreneurs, do play a vital role in processes of 
public sector innovation as they are the mediating factor between the transition arena 
and the municipal structure. For instance in the case of WaalWeelde, proposals for 
innovation need eventually be conveyed to the policy agenda of a municipality. It is 
assumed that in this specific situation, the municipal alderman has to identify himself 
and his position with such a proposal in order to successfully push the proposal and keep 
it on the agenda.
W hat has remained remarkably untouched in the various described theories is the 
question of the implications that such a striving for radical change or innovation in the 
public sector might have for the individual advocate. The grounded definition of daring 
decisions as risk-taking by betting on public support might provide a basis for further 
exploration of this specific question.
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Notes
1. “Kijk wat in de lijn der ontwikkelingen ligt, dat is geen gedurfd besluit, maar wat koersveranderend is 
en ambitieus is, ja en waar je zweet van op je rug krijgt. Dat is gedurfde besluitvorming.. .waar je risico voor 
loopt.”
2. “Wat je in dagelijkse praktijk ziet is regulier werk. Paspoorten uitgeven, zorgen dat kinderen naar school 
kunnen, plantsoenen bijhouden..en alles wat daarvan afwijkt, in een bepaald ontwikkelingsperspectief zit, 
wordt al gedurfder. Iets wat een maatschappelijke impact heeft.”
3. “Ja en vergeet ook niet, gedurfde besluiten hebben vaak een grote fysieke impact. De vraag nu is, wie 
gaan dat betalen? En dat wordt het pas echt gedurfd. En dat komt pas een gedurfd besluit over wat durf je 
als gemeente vrij te maken voor zon Want als je altijd een huishoudboekje hebt dat elk jaar klopt en daar doe 
je je standaard dingen voor..dan komt opeen zoiets voorbij wat zoveel geld kost.. J a  en dan wordt pas echt 
gedurfd want dan kies je voor iets wat dan ten koste gaat van iets anders.”
4. “Maar, het kan wel volle bak zijn, maar er zijn er ook een heleboel die blij zijn dat het bij hun niet komt. 
Als je goed afgewogen hebt daar is het acceptabel. Dingen die niemand wenst dat snap ik best, dat is normaal. 
Maar dat betekent dat je in zon geval kun je niet helemaal democratisch zijn. In dat geval kunnen mensen je 
beter verwijten dat je niet democratisch bent want anders jagen ze je weg. Want dan kun je vier keer opnieuw 
beginnen maar je komt er nooit doorheen.”
5. “Beslissing nemen in onzekerheid. Dat je de uitkomst van een beslissing niet weet.
Dat je dat het lef hebt om dat proces in te gaan en dat zijn beloop te laten hebben.
Gaandeweg probeer je natuurlijk te interveniëren mar dat je weet niet hoe dat gaat.
We zijn geneigd in stappenplannen te denken en bij gedurfde besluiten laat je juist dat los.”
6. “Maar sommige paden ontstaan doordat je begint te lopen. En dat is denk ik wat er veel gebeurd is. En ik 
denk dat het beleid waar ik voor sta nu heel erg gesteund wordt. Maar als je dat in het begin had gevraagd, 
had je waarschijnlijk die steun niet gehad en nu wel. Doordat je het beleid uitvoert. Het is toch een beetje 
de kip en het ei.“
7. “Dus dat is het punt, gewoon omdat je weet wat mensen willen en als je dat w e e t .  en mensen tegemoet 
komen in wat ze wensen maar wat ze zelf nog niet vertrouwen dat het op die manier te bereiken is, dan kun 
je dat gokken noemen maar ik ga er vanuit dat ik het draagvlak verwerf. Daar ben ik zelf van overtuigd.”
8. “Je moet gewoon je nek uitsteken dan gaan mensen ook vertrouwen in je krijgen.
Als je het puur clean bestuurlijk zou benaderen dan krijg je in zon geval echt te weinig.
Ik heb wel 1000 keer geroepen het gaat gewoon gebeuren! En dat moet je uitstralen. Dat is heel belangrijk 
om alle partijen mee te krijgen.”
9. “Volhouden! Je moet de energie en ambitie hebben om de drempels en barrières die komen te slechten en 
die komen er, daar moet je gewoon vanuit gaan.”
10. “Dus stap 1 is iets intrinsiek van jezelf maken. En dat geld niet voor kleine dingen maar die wezenlijke 
besluiten die verschil maken voor zo’n dorp. Echt wat verschil maakt.
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En als je het dan met jezelf eens bent dan houd je het lang vol. Je moet er zelf mee verbonden zijn anders kun 
je niet creatief zijn. En de kennis hebt. En dan heb je die creativiteit nodig om de vragen te beantwoorden 
door de opponenten in de raad. Dus je hebt heel veel dingen waarbij je de energie moet vinden om die 
mensen telkens weer te overtuigen. En die overtuiging moet je eerst zoeken in jezelf.”
11. “Ja informeren! Maar eerst een goed plan maken, dat het inhoudelijk goed systeem is en niet alleen maar 
onderdelen. Een goed plan is makkelijk te verdedigen. Basis moet goed zijn.”
12. “Want in het beleid zijn de meesten niet geïnteresseerd. Wel een paar maar de meeste burgers zijn 
geïnteresseerd in beleefbare uitvoering. En de meesten hebben nog liever dat er in ieder geval wat gebeurd 
dat ze zien dat het bestuur actief is, dan dat ze het net iets te groen of te rood vinden. Zo van nou, er gebeurd 
tenminste iets en hij staat er in ieder geval voor en laat dingen veranderen, daar kunnen we in ieder geval 
iets mee doen. Terwijl ze dan inhoudelijk vaak al minder kritisch zijn, het feit dat je het waar maakt wat je 
zegt, terwijl elke politicus dat in feite zou moeten doen, dat wordt door de meeste mensen ervaren als een 
uitzondering.”
2
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Abstract
Policy innovation  is necessary for m any  environm ental issues such as clim ate change an d  w ater 
m anagem ent. H igh ly  m otivated  public  leaders, w ho are b o th  w illing an d  able to  take the  lead  and 
press h o m e innovative proposals an d  as such transform  existing policy, are considered vital in this 
process. C onnecting  innovative proposals to  the  existing context o f  policy-m aking requires daring 
individuals. The paper focuses on  such individual public  leaders. An exploration o f  literature 
on individual actors and  policy change results in an overview o f  theories. This exploration of 
theories is th en  confron ted  w ith  the  findings o f  an em pirical s tudy  am ongst local public  leaders 
w ith  a repu ta tion  for daring. The result is a conceptual m ap  th a t can be used to  fu rth er explore 
an d  u n d erstand  the  role o f  leadership and  particularly  daring decision-m aking in environm ental 
policy innovation.
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3.1 Daring decision-making, an introduction to leadership and policy 
innovation
Transitions that relate to societal responsibilities like the issue of sustainable develop­
ment can be identified as processes of societal innovation (Termeer, 2007). This article 
considers the dynamics of such innovations, with a specific focus on the role of political 
actors in the process of influencing public policy. It is argued that highly motivated in­
dividuals in the political arena, who are both willing and able to take the lead and press 
home innovative proposals and as such transform existing policy, are vital in processes 
of societal innovation.
Transformative proposals often have a long policy horizon. The advocacy of such 
policies in the political domain, in which the need for short term results and public 
support are dom inant rationales, requires a certain element of ‘daring . Attempts to 
transform policy can be identified as ‘daring decision-making’. Especially in the earlier 
phases, it is unclear whether there will be enough support for transformative decisions. 
An im portant part of daring decision-making therefore implies making decisions whilst 
betting on forthcoming public and political support.
There are several skills and leadership behaviours that can profoundly influence the 
process of decision-making. The bet can be positively influenced by the individual 
policy maker through, for instance, skilled agenda-setting, presenting the proposal to 
the right people at the right time or brokering deals that have a win-win outcome. In 
order to explore these skills and behaviours an empirical study has been undertaken 
in which an inductive analysis based on grounded theory procedures and techniques 
(Glaser and Strauss 1967) has been carried out. From this grounded perspective, an 
exploratory typology was formulated that described the conditions needed for daring 
decision-making (Scholten, 2009)1.
In this article some specific literature on the role of individuals in public manage­
ment and the various type descriptions that have emerged from these theories will be 
described. Then, a theoretical landscape in which the several types can be positioned will 
be presented. Next, a brief description of the empirical research is given. The concept 
of daring decision-making that followed from this empirical research is then positioned 
in the landscape amongst the typologies of leadership found in the literature. This 
confrontation of the empirical findings and the various theoretical types results in a 
conceptual map of leadership behavior. Such a map can be used to further explore and 
understand the role of leadership and particularly daring decision-making in processes 
of policy innovation. In the concluding section these possibilities are further elaborated.
1. See also chapter 2 of this book.
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In the literature on policy innovation and decision-making processes, political scientists 
have paid relatively little attention to how ideas for innovation gain prominence on gov­
ernment agendas and the role of individual actors in these processes (M introm 1997).
However, several authors have addressed this question from both an organizational 
as well as a political point of view. In this section several different views on the role of 
individual actors in (political) processes of change are described.
3.2.1 Bass: Transactional and transformational leadership
In an attempt to relate levels of innovative decision-making to individual styles of 
leadership Bass (1985) adopts a model for organizational management. Drawing on 
Burns’ (1978) identification of two types of political leadership, Bass distinguishes 
between the transactional leader and the transformational leader and implicitly couples 
policy content with leadership style. Transactional leadership is focused on marginal 
improvements, maintaining the quantity and quality of performance, how to substitute 
one goal for another, how to reduce resistance and how to implement decisions (Bass 
1985). The essence of transactional leadership is based on reciprocity which creates a 
mutual dependence between leaders and followers (Kellerman 1984). Another term for 
transactional leadership could possibly be incremental leadership.
Transformational leadership focuses on raising awareness about issues of consequence. 
This requires a leader with vision, self confidence and inner strength to argue successfully 
for what he or she thinks is right or good, not for what is popular or acceptable (Bass 
1985: 17). Key behaviors of successful transformational leaders may include articulating 
goals, building an image, demonstrating confidence, and arousing motivation. These 
behaviors can convince and motivate followers w ithout bartering for goods and rights 
which characterizes transactional leadership (Kuhnert and Lewis 1987: 650).
The behaviors found in Bass’ description of transformational leadership are very 
m uch related to the individual actor in Kingdon’s Policy Streams Approach (1995), 
known as the ‘policy entrepreneur’.
3.2.2 Kingdon: the Policy Entrepreneur, advocacy and brokerage
The Policy Streams Approach regards policy formation as the result of a converging flow 
of three processes or streams: problems, policies and politics. Problems are public m at­
ters that can be perceived as (un)problematic. Policies are proposals for change, intended 
to be solutions to these problems and politics are the processes such as election results or 
societal mood swings that can have a profound influence on how public problems and
3.2 An overview of theories
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possible solutions are defined (John 1998). Here, Kingdon builds on the garbage can 
model (Cohen, March and Olsen 1972) adopting the view that collective choice is not 
due to individual efforts aggregated in some fashion, but rather the combined result of 
structural forces and cognitive and affective processes that are highly context dependent 
(Zahariadis 2007).
The policy streams approach uses ambiguity in the political decision-making process 
as a starting point but assigns a special role to certain highly motivated individuals, the 
policy entrepreneurs, who try to couple the three streams together, creating meaningful 
definitions of problems and proposed solutions in their efforts to control this ambiguity. 
They attempt to mobilize opinion and institutions and they try to ensure that the idea 
does not fall off the agenda. These attempts can be more successful when a so called 
‘policy window’ opens. This can happen by the appearance of urgent problems or hap­
penings in the political stream, such as a change in government.
Kingdon describes policy entrepreneurs as advocates who are willing to invest their 
resources (time, energy, reputation, money) to promote a position in return for antici­
pated future gain in the form of material, purposive, or solidarity benefits (Kingdon 
1995). These individuals are found in many different disciplines, they can be elected 
officials as well as journalists or members of the scientific community.
W hat would you need to be a successful entrepreneur? Kingdon distinguishes three 
main categories of individual qualities that contribute to success. First the person has a 
claim to a hearing, based on either an ability to speak for others, an authorative decision­
making position or a known expertise. The second category is based on the individual’s 
political connections and his negotiating skills. Third, and probably most important, 
is the fact that entrepreneurs are persistent. A strong political leader is always at the 
meeting, keeps pushing his pet proposal, giving talks and writing letters, investing large 
quantities of his resources. Persistence alone does not carry the day, but in combination 
with the other qualities it is disarmingly im portant (ibid: 181).
Kingdon describes the individual entrepreneurs as actors within a context of hap­
penings in the political stream on which they have only a limited influence. W hen 
for some reason beyond the individual’s control a window of opportunity opens, the 
entrepreneur can play an im portant role in coupling the streams and press home a 
proposal. The occurrence of an opening policy window is both rare and hardly predict­
able and the time a window is open is usually very short. Therefore one must strike the 
iron when it is hot. This implicates the fact that entrepreneurs can not wait to work 
out a proposal until the m om ent the window opens, but need to be fully prepared to 
adapt their proposal to the suddenly emerging problems. Their proposals as well as 
the accompanying expertise, ideas and convincing arguments must be prepared well 
in advance. The same goes for the softening up of the various im portant players in the 
process in order to make them  receptive for the proposed solutions to the emerged
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problems. Like surfers, entrepreneurs are ready to paddle, and their readiness combined 
with a sense for riding the wave and using forces beyond their control contribute to 
success (Ibid).
In the description of policy entrepreneurs and windows of opportunity, Kingdon 
places the importance of individual actions in an essentially influential context and as 
such provides a fruitful contribution to the actor-structure debate. The window opens 
because of some factor beyond the realm of the individual entrepreneur, but the indi­
vidual takes advantage of the opportunity (Kingdon 1995: 182).
Advocacy and brokerage
In their efforts to push a pet proposal, policy entrepreneurs generally display two types 
of activities. Kingdon describes these as advocacy and brokerage. Entrepreneurs in an 
advocacy role may use several strategies and tactics that are focused on pushing their own 
idea on the agenda, promoting it as the best solution. But they can also act as brokers 
negotiating among people or coalitions, coupling networks and trying to find win-win 
solutions. Sometimes both activities are displayed by one individual entrepreneur at 
other times entrepreneurs specialize in one of them.
Although Kingdon mentions both types as possible behaviors of entrepreneurs, his 
own emphasis is clearly on the advocacy type of qualities in entrepreneurship.
3.2.3 Williams: The Boundary Spanner
The image of the policy entrepreneur acting as broker, trying to couple the policy 
streams and as such overcome gaps and connect different networks and bodies of iden­
tity in their pursuits of innovation is closely related to another phenom enon known as 
boundary spanning. Boundary spanners are typical brokers that have a pivotal role in 
the management of inter-organizational relationships (Williams 2002).
Based on the works of several authors, Williams identifies two main characterizations 
of boundary spanners. The first characterization is the boundary spanner as reticulist. 
Networking is the main activity of these individuals. They are especially sensitive to 
and skilled in bridging interests, professions and organizations (Webb 1991). Effective 
networking enables a boundary spanner to understand the social constructions of other 
actors (Williams 2002). Through networking the boundary spanner knows what out­
comes each party would value, who needs to be involved, who could mobilize influence 
and so on (Ibid, based on: Hoskins and Morley 1991). Another characterization is the 
boundary spanner as entrepreneur and innovator. Here Williams draws heavily on the 
concept of Kingdons policy entrepreneur, but emphasizes the innovative capacity of 
such individuals. They are boundary spanners who come up with unconventional ideas 
and opportunistic approaches in the coupling of innovative policies to problems.
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W hen it comes to competency in boundary spanning, Williams argues that several 
distinctive key factors can be identified and they involve the use of particular skills, abili­
ties, expertise and personal characteristics (Williams 2002: 115). Successful boundary 
spanning begins with the building of sustainable relationships. These interorganizational 
relationships are the basis for exploring communality and interdependency. Important 
aspects here are communication and listening skills and the ability to understand the 
various viewpoints, empathize and if necessary, resolve possible conflicts. These are 
traits that are in Williams research very much connected to distinct personalities of the 
boundary spanners. Good boundary spanners are those with easy and inviting person­
alities particularly those who are able to divest themselves of their organizational and 
professional baggage (Williams 2002: 116).
In boundary spanning, the ability to manage the interdependencies, the different 
accountabilities and the complexities that arise in the processes of decision-making from 
policy intentions into actual implementation, is vital. Interorganizational experience, 
transdisciplinary knowledge and cognitive capability are mentioned as main contribu­
tory factors to this ability.
Boundary spanners often have no authority over others and therefore decision­
making processes are based on consensus and win-win solutions. Necessary skills here 
are concerned with influencing, negotiation and the ability to act as the objective and 
honest broker. Brokering effective deals epitomizes perhaps the essence of a successful 
boundary spanner as it depends on the employment of the skills mentioned here (ibid: 
117). For that matter, the boundary spanner has much in common with the policy 
broker, found in the advocacy coalition framework (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993).
3.2.4 Sabatier: The Policy Broker
The Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) attempts to understand processes of policy 
change which is regarded as the result of three interacting sets of events. The first is the 
so-called policy subsystem, which represents the interactions of actors from different insti­
tutions who follow and seek to influence governmental decisions in a policy area (Sabatier 
1993: 16). The second set is composed of the various events that are external from the 
subsystem, such as changes in the socio-economic conditions or a sway in public opinion. 
The third set consists of relative stable parameters that have an influence on the process is 
in the subsystem such as the existing social structure and the basic rules and regulations.
In the subsystem, various interacting actors form competing coalitions that strive for 
the implementation of ‘their’ proposed policy change. Next to these coalitions, there is 
another category of actors, the policy brokers, whose dom inant concerns are with keep­
ing the level of political conflict within acceptable limits and reaching some reasonable 
compromise (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993: 27).
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Although the characterization of the policy broker strongly emphasizes the typical 
brokerage activities such as mediating, seeking win-win opportunities and reducing 
conflict, Sabatier agrees with Kingdon that the distinction between advocate and broker 
rests on a continuum. M any brokers will have some policy bent, while advocates may 
show some serious concern with system maintenance (ibid.). This can happen when 
actors choose to move in and out of a brokering role. In some instances they might be 
policy advocates but during the course of the process of decision-making they might 
choose a role as broker in order to keep the political conflict at a minimal level.
The various characterizations of the boundary spanner as well as the policy broker ob­
viously have a strong emphasis on the brokerage strategies rather than the advocacy type 
which is the common denominator in the typology of Kingdon’s policy entrepreneur. 
Still, it is im portant to realize that, although an emphasis is made on either one, both 
types of action are present in all discussed theories. The same observation can be made 
in the characterization of the reformist leader.
3.2.5 't Hart: The reformist leader
The concept o f reformist leadership focuses on individual political actors who promote 
radical changes in the institutional structure of a policy system, which are directed 
towards a specific goal (’t Hart: 2000). The reformist leader seeks to reconsider the basic 
assumptions and strategies that are underlying the existing policies.
Im portant in this light is the definition of leadership as a quality in the relation­
ship of leaders and their social environment. In this relationship leadership is formed 
trough the interaction of leaders’ ambitions and the attitudes of those they want to lead. 
More specifically, leadership here is defined as a combination of individual qualities and 
context related influences. These contextual factors largely define the opportunities for 
individual intervention in the process.
In western democracies, individual leaders have limited means to influence the policy 
process. One way is influence through communication. Leaders can’t force decisions, 
they have to persuade. Apart from commitment and an urge to do the right thing they 
need the skills to frame the public reference, inform the various parties, inspire, teach 
and convince them.
The other main influence can be established by forming coalitions. ’t H art identi­
fies this with Burns’ transactional leadership based on reciprocal mechanisms. Apart 
from communication skills, there are certain tactical skills needed. In a world where 
power is divided, negotiation skills are an essential ingredient of leadership (Bryson 
and Crosby 1992). In this light another skill can be identified. ’t H art refers to this as 
‘procedural leadership’. In order to build the coalitions needed for reform in both policy 
and implementation, leaders can make use of the institutional possibilities that come
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with their positions. Examples are the choice of employees, the assembling of commit­
tees, agenda-setting and the providing of information. Although the rules of the game 
can not be changed and contextual factors are key players, strong leadership can have a 
profound influence on how the game is played.
The continuum  between advocacy and brokerage, as it was identified by Kingdon, 
can also be found in the characterization of reformist leadership. Although both the 
policy entrepreneur and the reformist leader have a significant advocacy role, it seems 
that the description of the reformist leader has a stronger emphasis on the role of broker­
age activities compared to Kingdon’s entrepreneur.
3.3 A theoretical landscape
Complementary to the continuum  on which both advocacy and brokerage can be situ­
ated, another continuum  can be identified. W hen considering the focus of the various 
types of leadership that were described in the theories a distinction between a content­
orientation and an orientation on process can be identified. This continuum  can be 
related to the gradual distinction between transactional and transformational leadership 
styles as it is described in Bass’ theory.
Transactional leadership has a strong instrumental focus and as such is concerned 
with the process of decision-making itself. Transformational leadership is focused on 
actively changing existing patterns for an innovation that is considered to be preferable 
to the existing situation. This leadership type is therefore very m uch focused on the con­
tent of the policy. From these two dimensions a theoretical landscape was created that 
provides a means to position the various theories and their corresponding typologies.
In the case of the policy entrepreneur and the reformist leader both proposing alter­
natives for existing policy, the focus is clearly on the content. Although the orientation 
of both types is similar, they have a different emphasis in their mixture of advocacy 
and brokerage activities. The entrepreneur emphasizes more on advocacy, whereas the 
reformist leader seems to have a stronger focus on brokerage activities. In the charac­
terization of the boundary spanner a focus can be either content driven (the boundary 
spanner as entrepreneur) or orientated on process. Brokerage is the main ingredient in 
the repertoire of activities and innovative proposals are a recognized possibility but by 
no means a necessity. In the case of the policy broker the content of policy is hardly an 
issue and advocacy just isn’t part of the job.
In figure 3.1 the various theories are positioned in the theoretical landscape that can 
be formed by confronting the leadership actions, which represents the gradual distinction 
of advocacy and brokerage activities in leadership, with the focus ranging from a process 
orientation to an orientation on content.
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Figure 3.1: Positioning theories
The types o f leadership as they are found in the  described theories can be positioned in the theoretical 
landscape tha t can be created w ith  the con fron ta tion o f leadership actions and the focus o f the 
leadership behavior.
Empirical results and theoretical extremes
The theoretical landscape can be used as a tool to relate the several theoretical typologies 
to each other and provides a possibility to compare them with the empirically grounded 
concept of daring decision-making which will be described next. In order to concep­
tualize daring decision-making and generate an accompanying typology of leadership 
an empirical study based on grounded theory methodology was carried out (Scholten 
2009). In the following section a description of this research is given. The research 
resulted in a grounded conceptualization of daring decision-making and a description 
of the necessary conditions. Confronting these empirical results with the previously 
described theoretical insights provides an indication to position daring decision-making 
as a form of leadership in the theoretical landscape.
3.4 Findings of a grounded exploration
This section summarizes the results form the grounded exploration which was described 
in chapter 2.In order to constitute an exploratory but empirically grounded typology 
of daring decision making as well as a first description of the conditions needed to 
make such decisions, a qualitative study containing semi-structured interviews with
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several elected officials in D utch municipalities. In accordance with grounded theory 
methodology, the research started out w ithout a theoretical framework. Sensitizing 
concepts (Blumer 1954) formed by a minimal literature review on the role of individual 
leadership in innovation was used to guide the first interviews. The data provided the 
means to further explore the every day practice of municipal aldermen and to test out 
how they experience and formulate daring policy making.
Based on these first interviews, seven reputedly ‘daring elected representatives were 
identified in different municipalities in the Netherlands. Using their own experiences 
and reflections, these politicians discussed the issues of daring decision-making and its 
conditions and constraints, the political process and the different parties that play an 
im portant role, as well as their own role as in the process. These interviews were tran­
scribed and processed with the text analysis programme MAXQDA. From this study a 
broad definition of the activity of daring decision-making as well as a set o f necessary 
conditions on the level of the individual actor were generated.
3.4.1 Defining the concept of daring decision-making
In the analysis of the interviews, the answers to the question on defining daring 
decision-making could be grouped into four major categories that summarise the differ­
ent elements of daring decisions. Such decisions often have an innovative character (1). 
They are proposals for something new, different or out o f the ordinary. They also have a 
high impact on society (2). This has to do with the number of people that are involved 
or affected and the significant financial consequences it can have:
“It is important to note that daring decisions often have a great physical impact! And 
the question is; who is going to pay for it. That is daring decision-making. If the yearly 
financial budget is always consumed by all the normal things a municipality has to do, 
what amount of money do you dare to set aside for such a project?”1
Daring decisions often bring forth a certain controversy (3) because some or a lot of 
people will object them or because they don’t fit the political agenda and corresponding 
budget. All categories mentioned above entail a certain risk. Therefore the fourth and 
main characteristic of daring decision-making is the aspect of risk (4). In daring deci­
sions the outcome of the policy-making process is unclear, it is unknown if there will 
be any support, both in politics and in society and it is uncertain if this support will 
eventually develop. One of the interviewees described it as follows:
“You don’t know what the outcome will be...and you must have the courage to enter this 
process and let it go its way. Along the way you try to intervene but you never know how
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it will work out. We are used to thinking in timeframes and schematics but in daring 
decisions you must let these go.” 2
It can be concluded here that daring decision-making is engaged in pushing proposals 
that have a transformative character. In terms of leadership it displays a content-oriented 
style.
3.4.2 Leadership skills and strategies in daring decision-making
In the interviews an exploration of the various skills and actions that are related to 
the role of individual leadership in promoting innovative proposals has resulted in an 
exploratory overview of conditions for daring decision-making, according to individual 
municipal aldermen. It thus provides an actor-oriented approach in describing the con­
ditions for daring decision-making in a municipal context. This approach is visualized 
in figure 3.2. The actor (alderman) is placed in the centre of the figure, surrounded by 
the context in which he or she must act. This context brings forth a set of conditions, 
consisting out of the various organizations, the different actors that will be encountered 
in the process and the various (formal and informal) rules and regulations along which 
the game needs to be played.
The different conditions described by the municipal alderman that are typically actor- 
related are summarized into three main categories. The first category is a summary of the 
actor’s personal characteristics; i.e. the ‘things you must be or must have’. This category is 
directly related to the second category which consists out of the strategies and tactics the 
actor is able to deploy; i.e. the ‘things you must do’. Specific personal characteristics are 
needed in order to engage in specific strategies and tactics. The characteristics of the plan 
or policy proposal itself form the third category.
In this actor-oriented approach, personal characteristics are highly important. Alder­
m an in the interviews have all been emphasizing that certain personal skills are a neces­
sary resource in the process of daring decision-making. But next to these skills, a range 
of characteristics, which are summarized under the term self-efficacy, is addressed. For 
instance, to convince others of a policy proposal, the use of excellent communication 
skills is in itself not enough. The actor also needs to be the driving force behind the 
process of decision-making. Keeping spirits high time after time and show confidence in 
the plans, based on strong arguments. Interviewees explained it as follows:
I must have told everyone a thousand times; it is going to happen! That is a confidence 
you have to convey. It is a very important function in creating support with all the 
stakeholders.
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Figure 3.2: conditions for daring decision-making according to municipal alderman.
The basic conditions of an individual's attempt to change policy, is found in the individual's personal 
characteristics. These capacities are directly related to the range of strategies and tactics one can deploy 
and the content of the proposed decision that is needed to make it a possible success. The actor uses his 
or her personal characteristics in order to createasoundandappealing proposal and to engage in certain 
strategic and tactical actions while interacting withthecontextual conditions (Scholten, 2009).
“Be persistent! You need to have the energy and the ambition to overcome the barriers 
that you will be confronted with. And there will be barriers, you can be sure of that!”3
In order to be able to do this the alderman must be well informed and have a strong 
attachment to the goals he or she wishes to achieve:
“You have to create some intrinsic connection to the plan. If you agree with yourself on 
it, you can last a long time. And then you have to hold out! Persevere and believe in 
yourself. Find the energy to constantly convince people, answer questions. For this, you 
need knowledge and creativity but first of all commitment to yourself.” 4
This also triplicates the need for strategic and tactical skills to cooperate, be adaptive 
and take the necessary steps in order to get things done. A remarkable skill in this light 
is the ability to creatively use or ‘bend’ the rules. Years of bureaucracy have often led to
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a jungle of, often conflicting, rules and regulations. Finding a way through this jungle 
and sometimes bending the road a little to make sure it leads in the desired direction is 
indicated as a very useful characteristic in policy-making.
These results indicate that personal characteristics, i.e. the actor’s personality and the 
skills he/she has are strongly interrelated with the ability to create strategies and tactics. 
The actor uses his personal characteristics in order to engage in certain strategic and 
tactical actions while interacting with the contextual conditions
3.5 Incorporating the empirical results in the theoretical landscape
The model resulting from the empirical material displays a large focus on actor charac­
teristics. The strategies that are highlighted in this model are in line with this orienta­
tion and are focused on pushing a proposal further by ways of ‘telling and selling’. An 
individual launching a proposal must convince others of his or her idea and as such 
create supporters for the proposed policy.
It can be concluded that respondents in the interviews see daring decision-making as 
a content driven type of leadership. They largely relate daring decision-making to trans­
formative policy proposals and, w ithout denying the importance of brokering activities, 
emphasize the need for advocacy strategies and corresponding skills. According to the 
interviewees one needs to have a clear vision and be able to communicate that vision to 
others, convince them and use strategic skills and institutional possibilities in order to 
perpetually push a pet proposal.
This emphasis can also be found in the description of Kingdon’s policy entrepre­
neur, but the theory adds the im portant insight that the distinction between advocacy 
and brokerage strategies rests on a continuum. In fact, this insight is shared by all the 
described theories. In the conditions for daring decision-making some brokerage activi­
ties are mentioned such as being adaptive, cooperative and open to hear and possibly 
incorporate other views. Therefore it can be concluded that daring decision-making 
strategies according to the interviewees are similarly based on a combination of both 
types of activities, but the focus is mainly on advocacy strategies. The leadership typol­
ogy of daring decision-making and its accompanying strategies are comparable to the 
policy entrepreneur and the reformist leader. In figure 3.3 the empirical findings are 
incorporated in the theoretical landscape.
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Figure 3.3: Daring decision-making according to interview results and types of leadership in the 
theoretical landscape.
3.6 Transactional and transformational leadership: a conceptual map
The theoretical landscape that is formed in confronting leadership action and focus 
implicitly creates the possibility for two pairs of extreme characterizations of leadership 
roles. One pair would consist of an extreme content oriented advocate and an extreme 
process oriented broker. These two types could then be reflected by their counterparts 
resulting in the second pair; an extreme process oriented advocate and an extreme 
content oriented broker.
W hen focusing on the first pair, a combining of these theoretical extremes with the 
results o f positioning the theories as well as the interview outcomes, results in a concep­
tual area that can contains the various different typologies that were described. In this 
area expectantly most leaders will be maneuvering. This maneuvering can be done either 
in a specific role that resembles the typologies described here or through alternation of 
different roles according to different circumstances. Also possible combining of different 
roles can be expected.
The conceptual area resembles the earlier encountered continuum  between transac­
tional and transformational leadership, described by Bass (1985). The characteristics of 
transformational leadership with its key behaviors such as articulating goals, building 
an image, demonstrating confidence, and arousing motivation, can be related to the 
theoretical extreme characterization of the content oriented advocate. The characteriza­
tion of transactional leadership with its focus on system maintenance can be related to
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Figure 3.4: A conceptual map; creating a zone of natural occurrence in leadership
When com bin ing the  results o f position ing the theories and the in te rview  outcomes, w ith  possible 
theoretical extremes a conceptual area in w hich most leaders can be expected, emerges. This conceptual 
area resembles the earlier m entioned con tinuum  between transactional and transform ational leadership.
the position of the extreme process oriented broker. In figure 3.4 this ‘zone of natural 
occurrence’ is depicted.
Ï
3.7 Conclusion
In this article the role of leadership in policy innovation is explored. An insight in this 
role has been generated through both theoretical and empirical research. Based on these 
insights a conceptual map, encompassing the various typologies of leadership, could be 
created. The map suggests an agglomeration of leadership roles, based on a combina­
tion of various strategies and tactics that can be found on a continuum  of advocacy 
and brokerage combined with the focus these actions have. This agglomeration forms 
a conceptual area in which expectantly most leadership activities as well as possible 
specific leadership roles can be positioned. This zone of natural occurrence embodies the 
continuum  described in transactional and transformational leadership.
W ithin this zone several more or less fixed types have been distinguished, derived 
from literature as well as empirical study. The conceptual model provides a means to 
compare he different types and their specific characteristics. Although types are more 
or less fi ed in the model, it can be expected that individuals can assume any of these
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roles, combine or even alternate between them driven by personal preferences or situ­
ational characteristics. Confronting this hypothesis with further empirical study could 
provide further insights in the practice of leadership as well as the possible motivations 
for specific leadership behavior.
A conclusion that can be drawn from the map is that especially on the transformative 
side of the leadership spectrum, these leadership roles consist o f a specific mixture of 
advocacy and brokerage strategies. The theoretical map further suggests that leadership 
which is focused on the content rather than the process and which often assumes a 
strong advocacy role and displays only a small brokerage role can be characterized as 
more transformational than those that prefer brokerage activities above a strong advo­
cacy role. The question emerges whether daring decision-making is such a specific form 
of leadership or whether it is a strategic use of several of the possible roles in order to be 
not only transformational in characterization but also in actual implementation.
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Notes
1 “En vergeet ook niet, gedurfde besluiten hebben vaak een grote fysieke impact 
De vraag nu is, wie gaan dat betalen? En dat wordt het pas echt gedurfd.
En dat komt pas een gedurfd besluit over wat durf je als gemeente vrij te maken voor zon W ant als je altijd 
een huishoudboekje hebt dat elk jaar klopt en daar doe je je standaard dingen voor..dan komt opeen zoiets 
voorbij wat zoveel geld kost.. J a  en dan wordt pas echt gedurfd want dan kies je voor iets wat dan ten koste 
gaat van iets anders.”
2 “Beslissing nemen in onzekerheid. Dat je de uitkomst van een beslissing niet weet.
Dat je dat het lef hebt om dat proces in te gaan en dat zijn beloop te laten hebben.
Gaandeweg probeer je natuurlijk te interveniëren mar dat je weet niet hoe dat gaat.
We zijn geneigd in stappenplannen te denken en bij gedurfde besluiten laat je juist dat los.”
3 “Volhouden! Je moet de energie en ambitie hebben om de drempels en barrières die komen te slechten en 
die komen er, daar moet je gewoon vanuit gaan.”
4 “Dus stap 1 is iets intrinsiek van jezelf maken. En dat geld niet voor kleine dingen maar die wezenlijke 
besluiten die verschil maken voor zo’n dorp. Echt wat verschil maakt.
En als je het dan met jezelf eens bent dan houd je het lang vol. Je moet er zelf mee verbonden zijn anders kun 
je niet creatief zijn. En de kennis hebt. En dan heb je die creativiteit nodig om de vragen te beantwoorden 
door de opponenten in de raad. Dus je hebt heel veel dingen waarbij je de energie moet vinden om die 
mensen telkens weer te overtuigen. En die overtuiging moet je eerst zoeken in jezelf.”
Daring Leadership: balancing between 
Transactional and Transformational Leadership
A version of this chapter has been submitted to: Water Alternatives as: Scholten, P., 
Edelenbos, J., Groot, W. de, Meijerink, S., & Teisman, G.R. (forthcoming), Daring 
leadership: balancing between transactional and Transformational leadership.

Daring Leadership: balancing between 
Transactional and Transformational Leadership
Abstract
This article focuses on in ter-organizational leadership, i.e. the  m anagem ent o f  com plex decision­
m aking  processes in w hich  different k inds o f  organizations (governm ental, m arket an d  civil 
society) are present. Based on th e  literatu re  o f  transactional an d  transform ational leadership, 
w hich  is focused on in tra-organizational processes, it develops a ideal-typical conceptualization 
for leadership in in ter-organizational settings an d  in troduces daring leadership as a th ird  ideal­
type o f  leadership th a t is partly  based on the  com bination  o f  elem ents from  b o th  ideal types bu t 
also harbors new  elem ents.
T hrough  com parative case study  research we describe and  analyze th e  activities o f  public 
leaders as well as th e  effects o f  these m anagem ent activities on th e  com plex process o f  decision­
m aking. W e see th a t in th e  context o f  D u tch  public  m anagem ent, w hich  is largely driven by 
transactional processes, any th ing  o ther th an  transactional behavior can be seen as a step ou t o f  
th e  box. Public leaders easily ‘fall back’ in bureaucratic  routines and  form al accom m odation . 
Sustaining daring an d  transform ational leadership behavior is h igh ly  dependent on b o th  personal 
an d  contextual features.
In balancing betw een transactional an d  transform ational leadership, daring leadership can 
provide opportun ities to  catalyze an d  develop new  ideas w hilst m aking sure th a t these innova­
tions are anchored  in th e  daily practice o f  policy m aking.
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Many conceptualizations of leadership and its role in processes of decision-making 
have been proposed over the years and specifically the publications of Burns (1978) 
and Bass (1985) have been an inspiration for a growing body of literature on transac­
tional and transformational leadership. This body of literature focuses on theorizing and 
conceptualizing leadership (c.f. Burns1978; Bass 1985; Avolio and Bass 1995, 1999) 
and on empirical evidence and prescriptions for managers and leaders (Bass 1997; Den 
Hartog et al 1997; Bass and Avolio 1994). Some of this literature stresses the importance 
of transformational leadership in reaching organizational success such as innovation 
capacity (c.f. Bass 1985). O ther literature focuses on applications of transactional and 
transformational leadership styles in various contexts all over the world (c.f. Avolio and 
Bass 1995). These efforts have resulted in conceptualizations of leadership that provide 
accurate means to describe what managers in both public and private organizations do 
and are therefore very appealing to both scholars and practitioners.
Generally, the concepts of transactional and transformational leadership have been 
used to describe and analyze intra-organizational processes. We argue that these concepts 
are also very useful for analyzing inter-organizational processes, i.e. the management of 
collaborations between different organizations, both governmental and societal. We are 
specifically interested in leadership styles in the field of water management. This field 
is characterized by a high level of complexity. Multiple values and perspectives (nature 
development, water retention, economic viability, urban development, etc.) are held by 
many actors and organizations that participate in the governance process.
This leads to the statement that a complex social system is trying to govern a complex 
physical system (Teisman et al 2009). Acknowledging this, an increasing number of 
studies describe inter-organizational processes, service delivery or policy implementa­
tion in terms of networks and network development (Mandell 2001; Rhodes 1997; 
Sorensen and Torving 2007). In these governance networks the relations between public 
actors and other actors (private, non-profit organizations but also societal stakeholders) 
are characterized by a high degree of interdependency and by complex decision-making 
processes (Teisman 2001; Edelenbos 2005). Various parties interact on various levels 
with different goals and different backgrounds, using different rules and perceptions, in 
an ever-changing world.
The question than arises: how do public leaders deal with this complexity? W hat 
kinds of leadership styles do they apply in the management of these complex multi-actor 
and multi-purpose processes? We take as our point of departure that in this situation 
of complexity, the integrative and energizing capacities of leadership becomes an im ­
portant factor in the inter-organizational processes. Contrasting to the procedural and 
bureaucratic governance approach which is largely aimed at directing and control, we
4.1 Introduction
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claim that within the complexity of the governance system individual leadership aimed
opportunities to catalyze and develop new ideas (Uhl-Bien et al 2007). We elaborate a
tion in order to create room for alternative issues and conditions in which followers’ 
behaviors can produce structure and innovation (Marion & Uhl-Bien 2001). Thus, the
et al. (2007) which frames leadership as a complex interactive dynamic from which 
adaptive outcomes, such as innovation, emerge.
Water management in the Netherlands provides good examples of complex situa­
tions. After decades of regarding river management issues as safety issues that are subject 
of national management, the new river management paradigm in the Netherlands is 
focused on combining safety measures with economic potential and landscape enhance­
m ent in a regional development approach. This has strong consequences for the role 
of local riverine municipalities who have to incorporate new issues of sustainable river 
deltas into their regular policy process (Scholten 2009).
In the daily practice of municipal administrations, the great majority of activities 
and routines are related to incremental policy processes. Orientations of leadership that 
are dedicated to this system are therefore most common and effective. Such styles of 
leadership are focused on the maintenance and accommodation of the policy making 
process and are being labeled as transactional. Transactional leadership, as opposed to 
transformational leadership, is about incremental decision-making (Lindblom 1959). 
About making marginal, stepwise improvements, and how to reduce resistance for the 
implementation of decisions (Bass 1985).
In a situation of the arrival of issues of consequence that are new, innovative or al­
ternative to the existing incremental routines, a coupling of these external issues with 
the existing internal municipal process is required in order to effectively integrate such 
issues in the actual decision-making. The role of individual leadership in this process of 
coupling is regarded as essential. The strategies that are related to the combining or not 
combining of these external issues to the existing context of policy-making can have vari­
ous forms and are related to the leadership orientation of the individual municipal leader.
In this article we focus on the role of individual municipal leadership (aldermen) in 
the context of the D utch water management. We will attempt to gain an insight in the 
various strategies that are involved with specific leadership orientations on the aims and 
abilities to combine existing processes of transaction with bringing in alternative issues 
that require adjustment of these processes.
We depart from the ideal typical descriptions of transactional and transformational 
leadership. Research on transformational and transactional leadership indicates that
at interconnectedness and the synchronizing of people, ideas and structures can provide
leadership style, entitled daring leadership, that is both willing and able to combine a 
largely procedural government context with a strategy of flexibility and synchroniza-
public leadership we propose is closely related to the paradigm developed by Uhl-Bien
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transformational leadership is not exclusively im portant for successful organizations. 
Bass and Avolio (1993) provide evidence that the best of leaders display both transfor­
mational and transactional leadership. We will pay much attention to how these ideal 
types can be combined. The aim of the paper is to define and underpin an ideal typical 
combination, which we characterize as daring leadership. Through highlighting practi­
cal examples of leadership roles in the context of water management we will support 
the claim that daring leadership exists in the reality of the complex system of Dutch 
water management. In how far the typology of daring leadership is applicable in other 
national or international contexts is unclear. Therefore we propose no external validity 
in our insights and conclusions yet we hope they might still provide colorful and useful 
examples of individual behavior in public decision-making for those interested in the 
understanding of the role of leadership in the complex inter-organizational processes.
First we will describe the theoretical insights on transactional and transformational 
typologies that form the basis of our conceptualization of leadership. Then we will de­
scribe several cases of municipal leadership and their activities in combining innovative 
proposals with the daily practice of policy making, concerning the water management 
project ‘WaalWeelde’. Furthermore we will analyze these empirical findings in terms of 
the conceptualization of leadership based on the three ideal types, namely, transactional, 
transformational and daring leadership. We will end with some concluding remarks and 
discussion.
4.2 Leadership theory and conceptualization
Leadership can have various forms and orientations. In a behavioral approach of 
corporate management styles, Bass (1985) has developed a conceptualization of trans­
formational leadership based on an archetypical distinction between transactional and 
transformational forms of leadership. This distinction is derived from Burns’ (1978) 
classification of transactional and transformational political leadership. Burns’ theory 
in turn seems influenced by the Weber’s (1947) model of bureaucratic, traditional and 
charismatic authority in explaining leader-follower relations.
Here we build on Bass’ interpretations of the two leadership types and subsequently 
apply this theory to describe the dynamics of political leadership in local D utch water 
management. Inspired by the theories of transactional and transformational typologies 
of leadership we conceptualize a form of leadership that draws from both repertoires and 
because of its specific elements characterize it as daring leadership.
In our conceptualization, we depart from organizational studies of transactional 
and transformational leadership (Bass 1985; Avolio and Bass 1997) and combine these 
insights with the literature on inter-organizational processes (Mandell 2001), network
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theory (Rhodes 1997), complex decision-making and entrepreneurship (Kingdon 
1985).
Transactional leadership is focused on marginal improvements, maintaining the 
quantity and quality of performance, how to substitute one goal for another, how to 
reduce resistance and how to implement decisions (Bass 1985). This type of leadership 
is essentially focused on the maintenance of the process of policy making. Activities are 
accommodating to the current system and existing status quo.
Transformational leadership is specifically focused on raising awareness about certain 
issues and convincing or motivating others to share the ideas on these issues. This 
requires a leader with vision, self-confidence and inner strength to argue successfully 
for what he or she thinks is right or good, not for what is popular or acceptable (Bass 
1985, 17). Apart from the strong association with proposals for change, this type of 
leadership seems to be more personal and value-driven. In terms of end and means, 
transformational leadership is generally more concerned about the ends in contrast to 
transactional leadership which is mostly concerned with the means.
The distinction between system maintenance (focusing on the means) and pushing 
a proposal (focusing on the ends) can also be found on the practical level in Kingdon’s 
description of advocacy and brokerage strategies, used by policy entrepreneurs. Entre­
preneurs advocate their proposals but they also act as brokers, negotiating among people 
and making the critical couplings (Kingdon 1995, 183).
Brokerage activities seem mostly related to transactional leadership while advocacy 
strategies form the greater part of transformational types of leadership. It is generally 
agreed upon that in practice mostly a combination of these types of strategies can be 
found (Kingdon 1995; Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith 1993; Huitema and Meijerink, 2010). 
This is in congruence with the theory building of transactional and transformational 
leadership based on the Weberian triad of traditional, bureaucratic and charismatic 
leadership. Weber also pointed out that none of the three types occur in pure form and 
transitions and combinations can be observed (Weber 1947, 333).
We will now further conceptualize these two typologies of leadership based on the 
described differences in motivation and focus, their use of specific advocacy or bro­
kerage strategies as well as some distinctive other features. Based on these typologies, 
we will introduce a different form of leadership that is focused on the combining of 
innovative ideas with the existing patterns of policy making. This leadership type draws 
from the repertoires of both transactional and transformational leadership and through 
strategic combinations, comprises a new strategy which is considered to be successfully 
applicable in the current practice of water management in the Netherlands.
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In terms of motivations transactional leadership is, as we have already pointed out, 
characteristically focused on conducting a fair and correct democratic decision-making 
process. The focus of action here is very much on system maintenance. The manager 
is fully and solely concentrated on accommodating the interaction, i.e. the process of 
deliberation, cooperation and bargaining between actors. Process is leading, and sub­
stance follows from process (Edelenbos et al, 2009). This process orientation is visible in 
practice when the manager constantly has an eye for the position of stakeholders and is 
oriented on following the rules and regulations, official procedures of decision-making 
w ithout stating a clear own personal agenda or goal. W ithout a personal agenda or 
policy goal and a focus on avoiding conflict this type of leadership only acts when public 
or political support is a given and secured fact.
The main repertoire of activities in transactional leadership consists of the mainte­
nance and accommodation of the policy process and as such is very much comparable 
to the brokerage activities of Sabatier’s policy broker (Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith 1993). 
Here, we label this brokerage as accommodating in contrast with an entrepreneurial and 
advocacy form of brokerage we will describe later on. The transactional leader develops 
and implements a smooth process of cooperation and continuous interaction with 
stakeholders in which hard conflicts or tough decisions are avoided by merging all the 
interests in an attempt to strike an average. This interaction form often results in a 
compromise that addresses the various different opinions but risks a reinterpretation 
of the initial policy goals. In a process of wheeling and dealing and accommodation a 
plan is developed which is supported by the majority of involved actors (Edelenbos and 
Klijn 2006). Transactional leaders want securities that the plan is backed up. Their ac­
tions are mostly focusing on creating internal support (within or between governmental 
organizations) and, to a lesser extent, external support (outside the organization with all 
kinds of stakeholder organizations). They want to control the policy process and there­
fore apply regulated openness for the environment to their project. The involvement of 
stakeholders is organized through strict procedures and rules of conduct.
The strategic components in transactional leadership are focused on exploring or 
tapping the ideas of others. Com m unication is much more a means to enable the 
process of decision-making through dialogue and m utual exchange of ideas and opin­
ions, rather then a tool to convince others of one idea. Leadership usually starts in 
its early stages with an open dialogue. It is typical of process managers not to strive 
towards identifying the solution too quickly, as this can distract from their ability 
to understand all the competing interests. Problem-solving occurs through a D D D  
strategy: Dialogue, Decide and Deliver (De Bruijn et al 1998). A dialogue is initiated 
based on the original problem definition, key aspects of the ideal solution are actively
4.2.1 Transactional leadership
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Table 4.1: Conceptualization of Transactional Leadership
Leadership
typo logy
Transactional leadership
Motivation Conducting good and fair interactions between different actors in the decision-making 
process
Focus o f  action System maintenance, reduce conflict, making sure things happen according to the 
system
Betting on support? No, creating commitment as soon in the process as possible.
Main repertoire o f 
activities
Accommodating brokerage
Interaction form Cooperation oriented /  focused on conflict avoidance
Strategies Communication strategy 
Discussion, debate,
Stakeholder involvement 
strategy
Decision-making strategy
accommodation and Regulated Openness Dialogue Decide and
compromise
The environment of 
different actors is involved, 
but through a process of 
strict rules and procedures
Deliver
debated and collaborative decision-making takes place before projects are implemented 
(Mandell 2001).
4.2.2 Transformational leadership
Transformational leadership is specifically motivated to raise awareness about certain 
issues of consequence and convincing or motivating others to share the ideas on these 
issues. This requires a leader with vision, self-confidence and inner strength to argue 
successfully for what he or she thinks is right or good, not for what is popular or accept­
able (Bass, 1985). Apart from the strong association with proposals for change, this type 
of leadership seems to be more personal and value-driven (Bass & Steidlmeier 1999). 
In terms of ends and means, transformational leadership is generally more concerned 
about the ends in contrast to transactional leadership which is mostly concerned with 
the means, being the process, it’s rules and regulations (Bass 1997) This orientation on 
substance, i.e. the content of the policy proposal, is visible when the manager constantly 
tries to convince others of his or her proposal and has no explicit attention for the ideas 
and proposals of others.
The focus of action in transformational leadership is on the pushing of a proposal and 
the convincing of others that this is the best or most preferable option in the light of 
addressing a specific issue of consequence. This approach is also labeled in literature as 
project management (Edelenbos et al, 2009; Mantel 2005). The transformational leader 
is pushing for these proposals because he or she considers them  of great importance and
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not because they are popular. In doing so this type of leadership starts of in a situation 
that is unclear about whether there will be enough public or political support for the 
proposed plans. A bet on support is made and it is expected to gain support through 
the act of convincing others. Consequently, advocacy is the main repertoire in this case 
of leadership.
The transformational form of interaction is characterized as competitive. A preferred 
proposal is pushed forward and put to compete with possible other ideas or interests 
(Teisman 2001). The manager sees the interaction process with others as a competition 
in which the stronger, and fitter, ideas will survive (are selected in) and the weak ones 
will die (are selected out). The manager operates from exclusion and avoids cooperation 
because this makes things too (needlessly) complex (Edelenbos et al 2009).
The strategies of transformational leadership are primarily concerned with promoting 
the proposed idea and trying to convince other parties that this is the necessary and best 
solution. The manager is focused on telling and selling the idea to the public/the envi­
ronm ent of stakeholders. Such a style is based on a DAD strategy: Decide Announce 
and Defend. The desired solution is decided upon in a more or less unitary fashion, 
w ithout consultation and deliberation. This decision is then announced to the environ­
ment and defended from opposing arguments or misgivings (Beierle and Cayford 2002; 
Quah and Tan 2002). Although this can be convincing, a transformational orientation 
might push for a proposed solution too hard, and risk ending up with a lack of public 
and political support.
Table 4.2: Conceptualization of Transformational Leadership
Leadership
typo logy
Transform ational leadership
M otivation Bringing forward issues o f consequence in the form of a strong and appealing idea or 
policy proposal
Focus o f action Pushing a proposal, convincing others
Betting on support? Yes, stressing the substantial strength o f the vision
Main repertoire o f  
activities
Advocacy
Interaction form Competition/ survival o f the fittest idea
Strategies Communication strategy 
Tell and Sell the idea
Stakeholder involvement 
strategy
Decision-making strategy
Try to  convince others Closed for stakeholders, 
only open for those actors 
who show sympathy for 
the vision
Decide Announce and 
Defend
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In addition to transactional and transformational leadership, we present daring decision­
making as an orientation on leadership that draws from both other repertoires in various 
ways.
The motivations for daring leadership are comparable to those in transformational 
leadership, namely the bringing forward of issues of consequence and the proposing of 
a solution strategy. Unlike transformational leadership this solution is not yet a proposal 
with fixed content but merely a direction or set of parameters. In this case the manager 
has an eye for an appealing idea and tries to mobilize the environment of stakeholders in 
this general line of thought. There is explicit iteration between process and content, but 
with a general idea of direction towards a policy goal (focal point). The decision-making 
strategy is through Announce-Dialogue-and-Adjust (ADA). It is about mildly selling 
the idea, but being prepared to adjust to appealing ideas that arise from dialogue about 
the initial idea.
In terms of action, this leadership orientation uses an advertising but open concept 
in a deliberative process combined with an enthusiastic, motivating and mildly directing 
leadership attitude. Actions are focused on influencing and directing toward certain 
policy content whilst simultaneously an openness and adaptability in the process of 
decision-making is created. This mixture of efforts is found on different levels in the 
policy process. Apart from the advocacy strategies needed to persuade others to join and 
promote the proposed policy direction also a very specific form of brokerage is used. In­
stead of being solely occupied with the accommodation and maintenance of the policy 
process, as it is the case in Sabatier’s policy broker, this form of brokerage is focused on 
pushing forward a policy proposal in a process of cooperating or bargaining with other 
parties. This particular form of brokerage activities can be indicated as entrepreneurial 
brokerage. This leads us to a more subtle definition of the classification between advocacy 
and brokerage, based on the combination of transactional and transformational orienta­
tions from the described ideal types.
The delicate balance of openness in the process, creating an unclear outcome in a 
highly complex context, combined with tenacity and a catching enthusiasm to lead the 
process in the proposed direction, is a leap of faith. Especially when combined with 
entrepreneurial brokerage activities, bargaining in the light of an expected end result 
w ithout being completely assured that this will be achieved, this type of leadership can 
be regarded as betting on public and political support in a situation where the outcome 
of the process is still unclear. Therefore, this specific mixture of transactional and trans­
formative orientations of leadership involves a certain daring. Hence, we propose the 
term daring leadership. Daring leadership can be regarded as a flexible orientation of 
leadership, integrating elements from both transactional and transformational leader-
4.2.3 Daring leadership
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ship conceptualizations into a more subtle and practically applicable repertoire, rather 
then dismissing either one of them.
Another distinguishing concept related to daring leadership, which can be found on 
two levels o f interaction with others, is alternation. The first level of alternation is visible 
in the interaction with stakeholders. Unlike the isomorphic strategies of transactional 
cooperation and exploration or the transformational competition and selection, daring 
leadership alternates between both strategies. We have characterized this as ‘coopetition’. 
This alternation takes place both within and between the different levels of the policy 
process. Expressing a clear policy goal and accompanying direction would be combined 
with a process of exploration as to how the proposed concept can be brought further. 
In an alternation process of fixing achieved consensus on partial results with further 
exploration of the following steps, the decision-making is being shaped through a half­
open-half-closed strategy.
The second level of alternation is the simultaneous use of different strategies in the 
relation with different parties at different levels of the policy process. A manager can be 
using a strategy of competition in the interaction with higher government parties, trying 
to create room for a proposal. Here both advocacy and entrepreneurial brokerage are 
used. At the same time the manager can conduct a very open and explorative decision­
making process in the more local setting, attempting to achieve consensus between the 
various stakeholders.
Table 4.3: Conceptualization of Daring Leadership
Leadership
typo logy
Daring leadership
M otivation Bringing forward issues o f consequence in the form of an advertising concept to activate 
and motivate people to put energy in getting an idea further developed
Focus o f action Connecting issues o f consequence with daily routine through combining flexibility and 
deliberative process with activities o f influencing and directing toward a certain policy 
goal/change
Betting on support Yes, trying to align the environment to the plan
Main repertoire o f  
activities
Entrepreneurial brokerage and Advocacy
Interaction form Coopetition, balanced process of competition and cooperation
strategies Communication strategy Stakeholder involvement Decision-making strategy 
strategy
Announce Dialogue and Adjust
Mildly selling the idea Half open-half closed
Alternating process of 
a successive process o f exploration, fixation o f result 
open and closed moments (Consensus) and new exploration
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4.3 Leadership in WaalWeelde: a case study of water system 
governance
In this section we describe several empirical cases of individual leadership and their 
various orientations on the aims and abilities to combine external issues with the daily 
practice of policy making in their municipalities. O ur case concerns the project Waal­
Weelde. This project aims to create a sustainable approach for developing a floodplain 
area that combines safety measures with economic potential and enhancement of 
landscape quality. Regional municipalities are invited to cooperate with several local 
stakeholders in the creation of policy proposals that connect local needs and opportuni­
ties to (inter)national policy goals on river management. Such an approach is considered 
very new and alternative since the floodplain areas haven’t been on the agenda of the 
local municipal policy making for several decades.
“Before the project WaalWeelde, the floodplains were a no go area, policy-wise. Not even 
after the great floods of 1995. Only in the last few years this has changed dramatically.”1
4.3.1 Methods
The empirical material has been gathered through a combination of participant-obser­
vation, interviewing and document review. The project WaalWeelde consisted of three 
clusters of cooperating municipalities. The empirical material was gathered in all three 
clusters of the project. Ten local municipal alderman and their direct staff have been 
followed in the two year period in which their confrontation with and correspondence 
to the project has been shaped.
Apart from the observations, eight of the municipal leaders were interviewed at the 
end of this period. Besides these leaders also several other informants have been con­
sulted such as process facilitators, municipal administrative staff members, provincial 
officials, project coordinators and private parties that participated in or were related to 
the project. This resulted in a total of 18 interviews.
The interviews were semi-structured. This type of interviewing allows for openness 
and dynamics and is considered the most appropriate tool in explorative research designs 
(Babbie,1995; Corbin & Strauss 2008). Although the interviews had subtle variations 
in focus, they all included questions about preferences for activities and perceptions 
of the role and function of leadership positions relating to transactional and transfor­
mational concepts. The interviews were transcribed and analyzed using the software 
package MAXQDA. Documents that were reviewed included reports of meetings in 
WaalWeelde groups, municipal council reports, sketched plans and proposals, calcula­
tions and documents drafted by the organizing committee of WaalWeelde.
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The data analysis was based on a process of coding. The different leadership behaviors 
that were displayed in the confrontation with the project could be summarized in three 
categories, based on the conceptualized ideal types. The empirical material provided 
indications for further conceptualization of the ideal types through a process of combin­
ing insights from existing theory with encountered patterns in the data which resulted 
in the description of the specific elements of leadership (see Tables 1, 2 and 3).
In the following section an overall description of the project during the first two years 
is given. Then we will focus on several more specific cases in the categorization.
4.3.2 WaalWeelde, an overview
The D utch government has decided to increase safety measures to prevent flooding and 
improve the quality of the landscape in the D utch great river area. (PKB part 3 2006)
In order to resolve this several measures in the floodplain areas have been proposed. 
For the river Waal this boils down to an integral lowering of the existing groins in 
combination with several dyke relocations. These measures are considered to be an 
adequate answer for expected water levels until 2015 but have no positive impact on the 
landscape quality. Also, these measures are expected to be insufficient protection against 
expected water levels in 2050.
These demerits can be considered the main motivation to initiate the project Waal­
Weelde. Initiated in the fall of 2006 by scientists o f the local university in an unofficial 
cooperation with the province of Gelderland, the project was able to receive the atten­
tion of a dozen municipal leaders. The project aimed to create a sustainable approach 
for developing a floodplain area that combines safety measures with economic potential 
and enhancement of landscape quality. Regional municipalities cooperated with several 
local stakeholders in the creation of policy proposals that connect local needs and op­
portunities to (inter)national policy goals on river management.
Roughly a period of two years (2007 and 2008) consisted of a beginning phase, a 
middle phase and the last phase at the end of the two year period in which the provincial 
government decided to adopt WaalWeelde and make it part of the provincial policy 
agenda.
The project area was divided in three clusters (East, Central and West) of neighboring 
riparian municipalities that form a transition-arena in which local leaders could work 
together with a wide range of different stakeholders and interest groups. The process in 
these arenas has been supported by external facilitators.
The alderman participating in the Western cluster engaged in many meetings to 
discuss several possibilities. During the initial phase uncertainty about other parties 
resulted in a reluctance to create and promote proposals. It was feared that in this phase 
other parties such as inhabitants of the region or interest groups will only frustrate
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Figure 4.1: The WaalWeelde project area, divided into three clusters.
the process. In the following phase this reluctance largely remained. Although propos­
als were introduced, little headway was made. Discussions focused mainly on broad 
perspectives, visions, boundaries and the relation between short term and long-term 
possibilities. These discussions were also part o f two participatory meetings. Eventually 
the desire for a top down steering on content as well as the providing of legitimacy was 
expressed. In the last phase a consortium of private parties announced proposals for the 
floodplain area. Initial arrangements for public-private cooperation were then made.
The central cluster knew a vibrant starting phase, despite several historical conflicts 
as well as present problems such as the development o f a large industrial site in one 
municipality positioned directly opposite a small community of the neighboring 
municipality. Apart from several existing projects the alderman invited all interested 
parties to participate in the process o f creating new proposals. Several meetings and 
participation rounds were organized but the interest of other parties was limited. Market 
parties are already engaged in the industrial proposal. Despite renewed relations between 
the neighboring administrations it is concluded that the differences in interest for the 
participating municipalities are too deep. The process of inter municipal cooperation 
was then replaced by a more solitary approach.
The eastern cluster started with a different approach compared to the other two 
clusters. M any projects concerning the river have already been developed in this region 
so there was little or no interest in monthly inter-municipal meetings. One municipality 
initiated a new and extensive proposal for its complete floodplain area and proposed 
linkages with the existing projects of neighboring municipalities. Instead of waiting for a 
more top down steering and legitimacy, a letter of intent was signed by the neighboring
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municipalities and an integral proposal has been launched in anticipation on the pos­
sible adoption of the project and support for the plans from the provincial government.
4.3.3 Encounters with leadership
As mentioned before, the regular practice of D utch public management is strongly 
based on transactional behavior. Such is also the case in WaalWeelde. Confronted with 
the external issue announced in the project most alderman incorporated WaalWeelde 
into their normal transactional routine. In a more detailed description of individual 
leadership and the various orientations on the aims and abilities to combine external 
issues with the daily practice of policy making in their municipalities we distinguish 
several different categories. In terms of leadership most examples are characterized by a 
certain transactional orientation while in some cases an encounter with daring leader­
ship has been categorized. Typical transformational strategies were also observed, but 
not on the part of the alderman.
Transactional leadership as daily practice
Transactional forms of leadership have been encountered most often in this case study. 
Several differing motivations for this leadership orientation have been distinguished. 
Some transactional aldermen that were encountered discussed new possibilities but 
were reluctant to connect the discussions from the WaalWeelde platform to their daily 
practice of policy making. Bringing ideas further into the decision-making process was 
considered to be unwise without an officially obtained legitimacy and a clearly defined 
framework from a higher political level. Aldermen were literally waiting for a top-down 
providing of directions and legitimacy. One alderman conveyed this very strongly:
“Provincial government and WaalWeelde, do something! Give us the directions and draw 
the boundaries within which we can carry out the plans.”2
Another consideration that also played a role in this reluctance to take action was the 
notion that floodplains were the area of national, and not municipal, policy. After 
decades of hegemony from the M inistry of Water and Public Works (Rijkswaterstaat), 
this notion is still heavily anchored in the perceptions of several municipal aldermen.
“As far as this project concerns measures of river safety, the state should come up with a 
plan.”3
The leadership orientation of these aldermen was focused on accommodating processes 
that are directed from higher level and the step to alter this transactional routine and
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initiate a process in a bottom  up direction, seeking connections at higher levels seemed 
impossible. Actions are focused on making sure the system of decision-making can run 
smoothly and proposals from a higher level are being transferred to the local municipal­
ity and consequently comments on the proposal are being transferred back without 
too much interference from the alderman. The leader accommodates the process in a 
traditional brokerage role. In his own words, an alderman strikingly articulated this role:
“An alderman must make sure that the country is administered”4
For other transactional leaders participation in the project was limited to attending 
meetings and conferences in order to be informed of possible developments that could 
affect the status quo. The leadership orientation in this process is to consolidate and if 
necessary to accommodate a higher level decision:
“A municipal administration should always observe the long term planning. To make 
sure that nobody puts a marker on the wrong spot for instance. And have the ability to 
give a warning. In case somebody requests a building permit, we are able to tell them to 
wait because it may be decided to remove the premises completely in the near future.”5
This orientation of accommodating and facilitating the decision-making process is also 
reflected in the relation with the municipal council:
“My role is to provide the various parties with the information needed for the public 
debate. And to provide the information in a way that is as transparent as possible. It is 
never the case that this administration is making decisions that are completely against 
the opinion of the council, because if you do that you’ll lose the job. So it is important 
to create a harmony in this process.”6
Such a leadership orientation and the corresponding behavior that is shown here, is 
clearly focused on system maintenance. Brokerage activities are solely deployed in order 
to accommodate the process and keep the system running smoothly.
The primary behavior in the confrontation of daily practice with the emerging issues 
of water management in WaalWeelde is focused on consolidating the day to day affairs. 
Actions concerning these issues are not perceived to be a municipal responsibility.
“One should put his energy into the things that really matter and not into things that 
are already happening. With such a thing as WaalWeelde scientists and engineers are 
working together and you should leave that alone. Let them do their thing. The river is
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still at the same place as where it was a hundred years ago and so all you do is keep an 
eye on it.”7
Apart from that the possibility to come up with your own ideas and proposals and push 
them using advocacy strategies while taking a bet on public support is considered unwise.
“If you keep advertising to do things the way you want to do them, you will be cast out. 
Nobody will want you to hold this position. If you go walk in front of the rest, you’ll 
end up lost and alone.”8
Encounters with daring leadership behavior
In the project WaalWeelde we encountered two cases in which daring leadership behav­
ior has been displayed. In the first case we observed a changing pattern of leadership 
orientation and corresponding behavior. The municipal alderman initially embraced the 
project and developed several ideas, exploring possibilities to connect the issue of new 
floodplain management with spatial development issues within the municipal practice.
As a result of decisions made on the national level, this municipality faced drastic 
spatial measures in the form of dyke relocation on their territory. This procedure would 
have a great impact on the community. Instead of accommodating this higher level 
decision, the alderman tried to use WaalWeelde as a possible platform to come up with 
alternatives. These alternatives comprised two very small dyke relocations which would 
only marginally affect the community, compared to the large relocation proposed by the 
government. But shortly after the first ideas were on the drawing board, the alderman 
backed out and refused to bring the plans out in the open and initiate a decision-making 
process in his municipality. Starting out with a daring motivation of bringing forward 
new proposals, a shift back to a more transactional orientation was made as soon as the 
proposals were to be revealed to other parties.
“I have been developing some of my own ideas, but that was theoretical. I will not bring 
this into the open. What would happen to me politically? I come up with an idea 
for two relocations while on the other side of the river new buildings will arise in the 
floodplain. That is unexplainable to the community. This is a political pitfall.”9
O n the other side of the river right in front o f this community another municipality 
is planning a large industrial site in the floodplains. This plan has been developed long 
before the inception of WaalWeelde and had a favorable position considering the plans 
of the provincial government to concentrate industrial areas. It was directly integrated in 
the project WaalWeelde. Although the design is specifically focused on accommodating 
high water levels and from a broad perspective it is understandable to concentrate indus­
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try in this specific location, it seems unexplainable to the local community living right 
across the river from it. In his role as representative of the community, the alderman in 
this case can not afford to simultaneously come up with proposals to remove buildings 
in his own community in favor of space for the river while on the other side plans for 
building in the river bed are being made. So he returns to a more transactional role 
representing the short-term interests of his community and preserving the status quo 
rather then motivate them to embrace change. The bet on support that he was initially 
willing to make is perceived to be no longer an option. Therefore this alderman puts 
responsibility back in the hands of higher-level government.
“I am pulling out. I have initiated ideas and they are now in the hands of the provincial 
government. Let them do something with it. And if some private developers would be 
interested then maybe I’ll be willing to cooperate but it would be best if this would be 
imposed on our local politics by a higher level.”10
In the second case the local alderman had a different orientation on the combination of 
existing processes of transaction with the new issues of water management. Instead of 
incorporating the issue into the regular transactional behavior, he chose to emphasize 
the need to address these issues and put them  on the municipal agenda in the form of 
a proposal. In his actions to push this proposal, the alderman drew from both transac­
tional and transformational repertoires in a fashion that resembles the description of 
daring leadership.
He was the first in a total of 14 participating municipalities to come up with a 
complete spatial design that integrates economic, nature and safety functions. The local 
alderman considers the project of great value for his own as well as the neighboring com­
munities. Long term goals concerning safety issues are being coupled with short term 
issues such as the expanding suburban area which is expected to be accompanied with 
a growing need for recreational and natural environments. In this sense the proposal is 
being connected with the local situation and daily practice of policy making.
The proposal that was created involves a lot of local actors and many complexities. 
Several market parties are involved ranging from landowners to project developers and 
the local electricity supplier that owns several dumpsites in the area that would need to 
be removed. Apart from this there are several other stakeholders and of course various 
levels of government involved. The alderman recognizes this complexity and describes 
his role in relation to these parties as a driving force:
“Push it and drive it forward! Because I believe in this plan and if I believe in it then oth­
ers will follow. If I don’t do that then nobody would act. The municipal administration 
has to be the driving force. And we also invest in it. What we have done so far will cost
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the community a hundred thousand Euros. Nobody will do that for us. I believe that 
the municipality should deliver this in order to make this floodplain a beautiful place. If 
the alderman believes it then the rest will follow.”11
Here, a motivation to activate other parties and motivate them to follow the proposed 
policy direction is displayed.
In the interaction with other parties and stakeholders in the process the seeking of 
subsequent moments of consensus is considered to be vital. In order to achieve this all 
parties are actively invited to join the process of developing plans toward the proposed 
policy direction.
“Not everybody has the same ideas or interests but if you confront this during the process 
you’ll get a better outcome than when different ideas are developed independently and 
eventually are confronted at the end of the process. If you disagree then the best possible 
solution at that moment must be found and from there you can continue. This is what 
you constantly have to repeat. In this way you’ll get a plan that can count on everyone’s 
support.”12
In the process of developing the proposal together with several stakeholders a strong 
advocacy role is being used in combination with an advertising concept. This role is also 
im portant in the relation with the municipal council. The enthusiastic and convincing 
attitude is expected to generate the necessary support:
“I can explain very well why we all want this. And why it is such a very good development 
in our floodplains. Well, with such enthusiasm on my part I expect to be supported.”13
In his role as activator and convincing motivator this leader draws from the repertoire 
of transformational leadership. At the same time, apart from the advocacy strategies 
also brokerage activities are being developed. But, unlike the accommodating and 
maintenance function that brokerage has in transactional orientation on leadership, 
these brokerage activities are focused on making essential couplings and pushing the pet 
proposal. Such brokerage strategies can be described as entrepreneurial brokerage.
In order to strengthen the proposed plans, couplings are made with neighboring m u­
nicipalities and their specific situations. A synergetic combination with the existing plans 
in Nijmegen is made and the own proposal is being suggested as an alternative for the 
unpopular governmental plans of a dyke-relocation on the other side of the river. W ith 
such an exchange the alderman hopes to reroute the planned financial stream aimed at 
realizing the relocation, into his own plans. Furthermore he has been able to make these 
couplings more official in the form of a mutual agreement of cooperation between the
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municipalities in the region. The signed document has given more political weight to 
the proposed plans, which resulted in an aroused interest of the provincial government.
Apart from making these essential couplings a specific other aspect of entrepreneurial 
brokerage, the pushing of the proposed plans, is being addressed. A good example of 
this is found in the relation with the national M inistry of Water and Public Works. The 
ministry obstructs a development of housing in the floodplain area because of the strict 
rules and regulations that are being followed even though these rules are very generic 
and do not apply to the specific situation. The development was initiated by a private 
company but has been incorporated in the municipal proposal. In order to open up 
this jammed up process, the alderman uses a daring bargaining strategy. The ministry 
needs his cooperation for the implementing of policies concerning the maintenance 
of highways and bridges in the municipal area, but he refuses to respond unless the 
ministry is open to discussion and exploration of solutions for the housing problem. 
Such a strategy can be regarded as a bet on the eventual support of the Ministry.
A comparable bet is made from a financial point o f view:
“When you are the first to take the lead you sometimes might find that other govern­
mental parties give you the money needed to find out whether your proposed plan is 
feasible. If you never take the lead you always end up last in line and all the others will 
have used up the available resources. Then you’ll have to make do with whatever others 
are willing to offer. So I think if you have a good plan and you like it, it is best to be in 
front and show yourself.”14
In this role the alderman takes responsibility for the bet and the accompanying risk. 
He expects WaalWeelde to be incorporated into higher-level political decision-making, 
resulting in financial support from the provincial government to proceed with the plan. 
Nevertheless, the investment that needs to be made based on this assumption has to be 
generated by the local community:
“We have invested a hundred thousand Euros, which is a lot of money for a small mu­
nicipality. But that is a decision of the administration. If you see opportunities, you 
invest in them.”15
The same decision needs to be made concerning personnel capacity. It requires a certain 
leadership orientation in order to shift capacity from one priority to the other.
Anticipating the incorporation of his proposal in the provincial policy plans, this 
alderman follows an opposite strategy compared to the leadership in our first category 
where no initial action is taken in attendance of political support and legitimization by 
the provincial government.
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The leadership orientation of this alderman is very connective in the complexity of 
different parties, stakes and multiple insecurities. Instead of waiting and accommodat­
ing, he uses the complexity in order to create cooperative connections and find mutual 
and innovative solutions. Considering the investment of both financial and human 
resources in a project of which the outcome remains uncertain, this behavior can be 
characterized as daring.
Transformational behavior in WaalWeelde: a non-political position
Purely transformational behavior didn’t occur amongst the political leaders in the Waal­
Weelde case. Therefore it is not a part of our categorization of municipal alderman. Such 
a specific behavior however has been observed in the case of the initiating team, which 
constructed the WaalWeelde formula and eventually was able to ‘sell’ it to the various 
leaders in the project area. One individual in this team turned out to be a strong policy 
entrepreneur who was able to convince the necessary parties to participate in the project 
and to gain the financial means needed to develop it and push it further.
Despite the fact that the issue of river safety and landscape quality had been part o f a 
national-scale process of decision-making that lasted seven years and resulted in integral 
plans for this policy field that were largely the responsibility of the national ministry, the 
policy entrepreneur found a way to convince the local decision-makers to participate in 
the project WaalWeelde. In doing so he reopened a political discussion that had only 
recently been closed.
W ith an isomorphic strategy of using strong advocacy techniques he was able to 
convince the local alderman that developments on their municipal agenda could be 
realized within the context of WaalWeelde. In doing so he coupled the issue at hand 
with the municipal daily practice, even if  others considered this to be problematic or 
unrealistic. In the advice that was given to alderman about how to communicate such 
issues to their local population, the characteristic advocacy style is clearly represented:
“If you talk about “retention areas” for water most inhabitants will oppose such issues but 
if the same thing is framed in terms such as space, innovation and impulses for the area, 
a completely different story emerges.” 16
This overwhelmingly positive attitude seemed to attract many of the alderman to at least 
find out what exactly would be happening and find out whether this could serve their 
interests.
As soon as the project was initiated and the most reluctant alderman finally where 
convinced to join, the entrepreneur withdrew from the daily organization and assumed 
a more advisory role in the background of WaalWeelde.
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In our case study we found that different orientations on the aims and abilities to com­
bine external issues with the daily practice of policy making exist. These differences are 
influenced by multiple factors ranging from internal motivations to political contexts 
in which an individual alderman is situated. In this section we will elaborate further 
on the different types of leadership that were encountered in the case study, using the 
conceptualizations of transactional, transformational and daring leadership.
Transactional leadership
In the category of transactional orientations on leadership different factors or combina­
tions of factors seem to play a role. As a result we can distinguish between two types of 
transactional behavior.
In the case of the first type of this group an interface between the daily practice and 
the external issue is formed, yet the actual responsibility for decision-making is perceived 
to be someone else’s role. As a result the orientation and motivation in this specific situa­
tion is on accommodation of the policy process. Corresponding with the focus of action 
on system maintenance, accommodating brokerage is the main repertoire of activities. 
The alderman in this category see their interface role as necessarily accommodating a 
process of decision-making in which proposals are mandated or initiated from a higher 
political level. In this case the provincial government. Simultaneously bottom -up reac­
tions and activities from the municipal council or stakeholders and citizens in the area 
are also being facilitated. In this sense the alderman plays the role of managing the 
dynamics of the decision-making process between top-down and bottom -up directions, 
w ithout personally interfering. In this interaction the alderman tries to avoid conflict 
while passing on and managing the various positions of the different parties. In this 
moving back and forth of proposals from a higher level on the one side and bottom-up 
reactions to these proposals on the other, a continuing exploration oftentimes resulting 
in a compromise can be expected.
The aldermen are not uninterested in proposals for the floodplain area but do not 
consider themselves to be responsible for this policy area and therefore cannot be the 
legitimate initiators of plans. So they actively seek the legitimization and political sup­
port from higher-level government. In that sense, the alderman in this group can be 
characterized as an active interface between the daily municipal practice and emerging 
external issues.
This is in contrast to the second type that was found in this group, who has no 
interest or intentions in proposals for the floodplains, and is solely oriented on ac­
commodating the democratic decision-making procedures whenever this is necessary 
whilst general behavior is focused on preserving the status quo. If push comes to shove
4.4 Case analysis
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a process of decision-making initiated by higher-level government proposals would be 
accommodated, but no active role in forming an interface with emerging external issues 
is taken on. Therefore this transactional leadership behavior can be characterized as a 
passive interface.
The characteristics of passive and active transactional leadership are very m uch com­
parable. The main repertoire of activities and corresponding focus of action of passive 
transactional leadership is also on system maintenance and facilitating the process and 
can be labeled as accommodating brokerage.
In transactional leadership no bet on support is made since no pet proposals are 
launched nor are premature steps in a new policy direction taken. Public leaders liter­
ally wait for political support from higher-level government agencies, before bringing a 
possible proposal into the municipal decision-making process, or they are uninterested 
in such proposals and will only accommodate when this is required either from a top 
down or a bottom  up influence.
Daring leadership
The orientation from our former description is an opposite stance, compared to the 
alderman in this category whose main motivation is to bring forward an issue of conse­
quence and introduce a proposal that invites others to join and further develop the idea. 
In doing this the external issue of consequence is being connected to the daily practice.
As it is shown in our second example of daring leadership, a proposal is being advo­
cated but simultaneously, there is room for dialogue and adjustment. This results in a 
process of alternation. Although the content of the proposal is not fixed, the direction 
is clearly focused and in a deliberative process some influencing is being done in order 
to push the proposal toward a policy goal. This is colorfully illustrated in the example of 
seeking consensus. Phases of openness in which the various viewpoints and interests are 
being discussed are succeeded by moments of closedness in which a preliminary result, 
based on consensus is fixed in order to push the process to the next level.
In order to advertise the proposal an appealing and advertising concept has been 
made and a specific combination of advocacy and brokerage strategies drawn from 
both transactional and transformational repertoires is used in order to push it further. 
Conspicuous in this case are the specific brokerage activities that we have labeled en­
trepreneurial brokerage. By using a combination of brokering skills from transactional 
orientations and advocating skills from transformational orientations, the several parties 
involved are being connected to the proposal. This is done in a cooperative sense when 
the proposal is being linked to other parties’ interests, but also through negotiation 
when cooperation is being bargained for in the relation with the Ministry. This lat­
ter form indicates an interaction form that can be labeled as coopetition, a balancing
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between cooperation and competition. This bargaining also contains a risk and here the 
alderman takes a bet on the eventual support of the ministry.
Another bet is being made concerning the municipal context. As it has been pointed 
out in the empirical descriptions, both financial and personnel investments need to be 
made in order to push the proposal and develop it further. These steps toward the new 
policy direction are made even before some level of certainty about implementation 
possibilities or the needed support for that matter has been gained. In this case a bet on 
both political and public support from the municipal community is made.
W hether a public alderman will or will not risk such betting behavior is possibly 
depending on personal character but, as we have seen in our first example, seems to 
depend also largely on contextual factors. In this example the alderman showed an 
interest in creating proposals but before he could develop any form of behavior in terms 
of daring or transformational strategies, he felt compelled to return to a transactional 
position due to the fact that his municipality needed to be represented in the struggle 
against the industrial developments in their neighboring floodplains. These two posi­
tions were perceived to be an impossible combination.
Transformational leadership
Leadership behavior that is solely based on transformational characteristics was not 
found in the cases of municipal alderman. It did however occur in the inceptive phase 
of the project in which one specific individual in the initializing team was largely re­
sponsible for the convincing of all aldermen to join the project.
This was done through strong advocacy of the idea that many chances for a com­
bination of landscape enhancement with river safety and economic potential could be 
found in the floodplains. W ith this repertoire the idea was pushed forward and in all 
encounters with other parties a strategy of telling and selling was used. Participants were 
convinced that whatever idea or ambition they had, it could be made submissive to the 
general plan and as such given opportunities to be achieved.
A bet on support was made in the sense that if eventually the group of alderman 
willing to join would be too small, the project would fail. But this being the only con­
sequence shows the specific position of this non-elected leadership. Public leadership in 
the case of elected officials operating in a largely transactional context can be considered 
a much more fragile position. This might be a possible explanation for the fact that in 
WaalWeelde no political leader, engaged in the transfer of bringing an idea into the 
formal practice of decision-making and as such make the essential coupling between 
the transition arena and the domain of formal decision-making, has been relying on a 
transformational strategy. In this specific case, the creation of a transition arena such 
as WaalWeelde can be done by convincing the various parties needed and get them 
together. No essential public or political support is needed. But in order to make the
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next step and bring an innovative idea from the transition arena toward implementation 
in the real world, public and political support is indispensable.
Overview
Generally we see that in the largely transactional context of the D utch public sector, 
most reactions of individual alderman to the issue of WaalWeelde can be characterized 
as corresponding transactional behavior. Only two out of ten public officials displayed 
behavior corresponding to the daring type.
A remarkable result from our empirical study is the absence of transformational 
behavior in the cases of public leadership. From these results we might conclude that 
transformational styles of leadership are a very unreliable strategy in the case of political 
officials due to the lack of connectedness these strategies have with the largely transac­
tional context in which public leaders are situated. The pushing of a proposal through 
a strategy of convincing w ithout too m uch eye for other parties, stakeholders and the 
processes of decision-making is a strategy that will produce little results in cases of public 
management. Such a strategy seems more suited for different contexts in which the 
leadership position is less dependent on the support of other parties.
In the case of public political leadership both political and public support are in­
dispensable. Daring leadership strikes a balance between a transactional focus on the 
system with its conditions for the decision-making process and a transformational focus 
occupied with pushing a proposal for change. In the context of D utch water manage­
ment this type of leadership seems most suitable to integrate issues of consequence with 
the daily practice of decision-making.
Apart from the daring needed to initiate such activities the sustaining of this behavior 
can be rather difficult. In the balance between transactional responsibilities and the 
possibilities to strive for societal innovations many factors seem to be influencing the 
equation. Firstly, personal characteristics have shown to be important. Competence, 
enthusiasm, perseverance and a willingness to take the bet on support are but a few of 
the necessary personal skills. But also the context in which an individual operates has 
proven equally important. As it is shown in our first example of daring behavior, a con­
flict with the undeniable transactional responsibilities of a public alderman emerged due 
to contextual factors. As a result the daring behavior could not be sustained. Apparently 
in such a context daring types of leadership are characterized by certain vulnerability.
4.5 Conclusion and discussion
In this article we have used concepts of transactional and transformational leadership 
(Burns 1978; Bass 1985) while focusing on inter-organizational cooperation processes
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in the field of D utch water management. O ur interest in this article is in styles of in­
dividual public leadership and the existence and use of these styles in the daily policy 
practice.
Building on the existing literature we have defined and underpinned the existence 
of an ideal typical combination of transactional and transformational leadership reper­
toires, which we have characterized as daring leadership.
In the current context of Dutch policy making, which is largely aimed at maintain­
ing existing processes of transaction and based on repertoires of stability, guidance and 
control, the role of individual leadership can be a key element in the emergence of 
innovation. Individual leadership, which is less procedural and can bring about the 
openness and flexibility to bring in alternative issues, can shape conditions in which 
these issues can be developed and coupled with the existing transactional context of 
policy making. The personal orientations and strategies of individual leaders on dealing 
with the management of these complex interactions are therefore an im portant factor 
in the policy process.
In our research we focused on elected municipal officials and their various strate­
gies that are involved with specific leadership orientations on the aims and abilities to 
combine existing processes of transaction with bringing in alternative issues that require 
adjustment of these processes. From our empirical results we can conclude that much 
leadership behavior in our cases can be characterized as transactional. Transformational 
styles were not observed in the cases of public leadership and seem unsuitable in the 
context of the D utch public management which is dominated by transactional pro­
cesses. In this context anything other than transactional behavior can be seen as a step 
out of the box and from our empirical results we conclude that such behavior goes hand 
in hand with a bet on public and political support.
As we have seen in our cases, this bet can be taking place on the crossroads of 
transactional and transformational leadership. It is about finding a balance between the 
two. This is what we coined as daring leadership. W ithout opposing the statement that 
balance is a cruel concept (March 1999), we think that it is easy to overemphasize either 
transactional or transformational leadership with negative consequences for processes 
of cooperation and finding innovative results. In order to strike a balance between both 
types and as such create the possibility to combine a transactional practice with emerg­
ing issues of consequence such as the water management issue in the Netherlands, the 
ideal type of daring leadership is considered to be most suitable. Daring leadership is 
characterized by its ability to combine repertoires from both transactional and trans­
formational leadership and as such, can provide opportunities to catalyze and develop 
new ideas whilst making sure that these innovations are anchored in the daily practice 
of policy making.
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Nevertheless, in a context of policy making that is largely driven by transactional 
processes as well as the need for public and political support, a daring leadership style 
is to some extend fragile. Sustaining such leadership behavior is highly depending on a 
variety of factors both on a personal as well as a contextual scale.
Since our research took place in only one sector (water management), in only one 
country (the Netherlands) we have to be careful with generalizations. More insight in 
the motivational factors and conditions for different types of leadership as well as the 
deepening of the concept of daring leadership is needed in order to further understand 
the role of individual leadership within the complexity of inter-organizational coopera­
tion processes.
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Notes
1 “Nee, want voor WaalWeelde waren de uiterwaarden een soort ‘no-go area’ beleidsmatig gezien. Statisch, 
gebeurde niks. Laatste vijf jaar is daar een beleidsverandering op los gelaten, en iedereen stort zich nu op de 
uiterwaarden. Van LNV tot en met VROM, na 10 20 jaar niks, zie je ineens dat iedereen iets wil met die 
uiterwaarden. Ik weet niet hoe het komt. Ook niet na hoogwater 1995, geen intensieve insteek. Pas de laatste 
vijf jaar is het heel intensief.”
2 “En als je die lange termijn doelen ziet dan zeg ik dat zijn prima doelen, maar formuleer nou eens de kaders, 
kort en bondig en ga daar nou eens mee aan de slag. En nou zeggen ze dat er aan het eind van het jaar kaders lig­
gen en dat er een plan getoetst kan gaan worden, maar provincie, waalweelde: doe wat! Het duurt me te lang.”
3 “En voor mij is het doel van de veiligheid die wordt als het goed is ingevuld door het rijk want die hebben 
de verantwoordelijkheid van de veiligheid van de grote rivieren. Dus daar hoef ik me als gemeente niet zozeer 
om te bekommeren.”
4 “Een bestuurder moet ervoor zorgen dat het land bestuurd wordt.”
5 “Wat je dus als dagelijks bestuur in de gaten moet houden is dat de lange termijn planning goed in 
beeld blijft. Dat daar niet straks iemand een streepje verkeerd zet. En dan kunnen wij bij voorbereiding van 
bepaalde zaken kunnen zeggen van hé u kunt beter even wachten met u bouwaanvraag want misschien wordt 
er in 2015 wel besloten om u helemaal weg te halen.”
6 “Nou om ze de juiste informatie te geven om dat debat te kunnen voeren. Om  ze te informeren over alles 
en transparant te zijn en geen achterdeurtjes hebben. En het is niet zo dat het college besluiten neemt die 
compleet indruisen tegen de opvattingen va de gemeenteraad dat gaat niet want dan wordt je weggestuurd. 
Nee, het gaat erom dat je dat goed op elkaar afstemt.”
7 “Ja, maar het gaat er om dat je je energie moet inzetten voor die dingen die dat wel vergen en vragen en 
niet voor iets dat gewoon normaal loopt. Ja dat is met zo’n plan als daar wat wetenschappers en techneuten 
met elkaar bezig zijn dan moet je dat fijn zo laten. Heel mooi, die rivier ligt nog steeds op dezelfde plekwaar 
die 100 jaar geleden ook lag en dat moet je dan in de gaten blijven houden.”
8 “Ja, als je dom eigenwijs blijft rondlopen als bestuurder en zegt het is zoals ik het wil ja dan kom je er niet 
en wordt je afgeserveerd en ben je na een paar jaar uitgeblust en wil niemand je meer daar hebben zitten op 
die plek. Dan kun je wel ontzettend voor de muziek uitlopen als vaandeldrager en rechtsaf gaan terwijl de 
muziek rechtdoor gaat, dan heb je niks.”
9 “Kijk ik heb zelf ook wat groene ideeën aangedragen maar dat is gewoon technisch vanuit de oplossingen 
denkend, maar ik ga zo’n verhaal niet effe neerzetten.
Want wat gebeurt er met mij politiek? Ik kom met een voorstel voor 2 kleine dijkverleggingen, nou ik hoef 
het jou niet uit te leggen want je kent het verhaal.
Nou plaats dat eens in dit verhaal. Aan de overkant worden woningen in de uiterwaarden gebouwd. Dat kan 
ik politiek voor geen meter verkopen, bij geen enkele burger!
Ik moet straks, moeten mensen hun woningen uit..en daar worden woningen gebouwd..nou ik ga dat echt 
niet vertellen aan mijn bewoners, dat is een bananenschil voor mij. Dat is politiek glad ijs. Dat doe je niet.”
10 “Ja, zo zie je in dat proces dat ik steeds meer terug trek. Ja, dus, dat heeft alles te maken met allerlei 
valkuilen die je ziet. Allerlei verschillende belangen..het belang van de provincie om te gaan slepen met zon 
bedrijf..er komen zoveel belangen doorheen, ik loop alleen maar vast. Ik zal mijn m ond niet houden en heus 
wel aanwezig zijn maar niet meer vanuit het initiatiefdenken. Tja, als er bedrijven geïnteresseerd zijn dan wil 
ik ook nog wel eens kijken maar het is een beetje aan de provincie om dat te stimuleren.
En het moet eigenlijk ook een beetje gedwongen worden richting mijn eigen politiek.”
11 “Aanjagen en trekken! Laten we zeggen, ik geloof er in! Nou als ik erin geloof, dan geloven die anderen 
het ook. Als ik er niet in geloof. Dan wordt het ook niks. Dan gaat niemand iets doen. Als de wethouder er 
niet in gelooft dan wordt het niets. Het moet vanuit de gemeente komen. Wij moeten zeggen jongens kom 
op, we steken er ook geld in. Wat we nu al gedaan hebben kost de gemeenschap tot 100 duizend euro. Dat 
is de prijs die Beuningen betaalt. Er is niemand waar wij ons handje bij kunnen ophouden. Dat steken we er 
sowieso al in, ook als gemeente vind ik dat we daar een bijdrage aan kunnen leveren om er een mooi gebied 
van te maken. Dus wat dat betreft vind ik, als bestuurder moet je erin geloven. Als ik erin geloof geloven die 
anderen het ook.”
12 “Niet alle sporen lopen gelijk maar als je dat gaande het proces met elkaar bespreekt, dan krijg je een 
andere uitkomst als dat je de ene kant zijn traject laat lopen en de andere kant ook en dan moet je met die 
eindresultaten iets zien te bereiken. Als je het niet eens bent met elkaar dan ga je met die beperking ga je weer 
de beste oplossing zoeken ieder keer weer opnieuw dat doe je in het hele project constant de beste oplossing
__continu met elkaar in gesprek bent en op zoek bent naar de beste oplossingen. En dan hoor van je van
anderen goh zou je niet een beetje dit of dat en dan zoek je daar de beste oplossing bij. Dan krijg je een 
gedragen plan.”
13 “Nee, ik denk dat ik het heel goed kan uitleggen waarom we dit allemaal willen en dat het juist een hele 
mooie ontwikkeling is die uiterwaarden. Nou dat door het enthousiasme van de wethouder verwachten we 
dat voor mekaar te krijgen.”
14 “Ja dat is soms attractief want als je voor de muziek uitloopt en een beetje leading ben dan kan het wel 
eens zo zijn dat ook andere overheden jou geld gaan geven om te kijken of dat allemaal haalbaar is. Als je 
niet voor de muziek uitloopt ben je altijd de laatste in de rij dan heeft iedereen al alles opgesnoept voor je 
dan kun je volgen en doen met de kennis die anderen voor je vergaard hebben maar die kennis is nooit zelf 
opgebouwd. Ik ben wel van de partij als we voor de muziek uitlopen. Laten we zeggen, ik vind dat je in de 
voorste regionen moet zitten. Als je het leuk vind moet je ook meedoen, moet je niet een klein partijtje blazen 
maar gewoon een grote.”
15 “Wat we nu al gedaan hebben kost de gemeenschap honderd duizend euro. Dat is de prijs die Beuningen 
betaalt. Dat is onze keuze. Er is niemand waar wij ons handje bij kunnen ophouden. Dat steken we er 
sowieso al in, ook als gemeente vind ik dat we daar een bijdrage aan kunnen leveren. Als je de kansen ziet om 
er een mooi gebied van te maken.”
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16 “Als je het gaat hebben over noodoverloop gebieden dan is natuurlijk iedereen geneigd om tegen te zijn. 
Maar als je hetzelfde op een andere manier brengt en je praat over ruimtelijke kwaliteit en nieuwe impulsen 
voor het gebied dan wordt het ineens een heel ander verhaal.”
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Abstract
The m ajo r aim  o f  th is chap ter is to  identify  key explanatory  factors th a t underlie  specific leadership 
styles an d  behaviors o f  public  leaders in order to  b e tte r u n d erstan d  their role in policy innovation , 
as well as its po ten tial for th e  successful connecting  innovative proposals to  the  existing context 
o f  policy-m aking. W e will construct a m odel w ith  w hich  th e  specific m otivational aspects that 
underlie  th e  leadership behavior can be identified and  described.
Before m otivational factors can be identified  an d  linked  to  specific styles and  behaviors o f 
leadership, we first need to  be able to  describe th e  displayed behavior and  style o f  leaders. In order 
to  do th is we m ake use o f  a typology o f  leadership ideal-types th a t was specifically conceptualized 
for describing an d  analyzing leadership exercise in th e  public  dom ain; th e  T D T-typology.
W ith  th e  T D T -typo logy  an d  th e  m odel o f  drivers we will describe an d  analyze 3 em pirical 
cases o f  leadership (i.e. three  provincial delegates) concerned  w ith  a radical change in th e  w ater 
m anagem ent strategies o f  th e  D u tc h  V olkerak-Z oom m eer (VZ).
From  the case studies it can be concluded  th a t influences on leadership behavior are originate 
in personal characteristics o f  th e  leader, the  context in w hich the  leader m ust operate as well as 
in terp lay  betw een these tw o factors. However, the  research shows a considerable role for personal 
characteristics as a prim ary  elem ent in understand ing  and  explaining leadership behavior. W ith  
regard to  th e  influence o f  personal characteristics in th is research an im p o rtan t role for th e  shap­
ing o f  leadership behavior is fo u n d  in th e  personal am bition  o f  the  indiv idual in a leadership 
position .
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Processes of transformation, aimed at adaptation to environmental change, are often 
initiated in informal arenas where forerunners meet and breed. O n their way to imple­
m entation many such proposals have to cross over from the informal arenas to the 
formal domain of public decision-making. This implies a key role for public leaders, i.e. 
elected political officials, as gate keepers that can link an innovative policy proposal to 
the existing complexities of the government context in which social barriers, democratic 
obligations and the representation of existing routines that might be challenged by this 
innovation play a role.
The major aim of this chapter is to identify key explanatory factors that underlie 
specific leadership styles and behaviors of public leaders in order to better understand 
their role in policy innovation, as well as its potential for the successful integration of 
innovative proposals into existing policy. In order to describe the various influences on 
leadership behavior we will construct a model that attempts to converge views about the 
role and influence of personal characteristics on the behavior of leaders from psychologi­
cal organizational perspectives (Kets-de Vries, 1986; Miller et al, 1982) and viewpoints 
from the policy sciences that present contextual factors as main drivers for behavior of 
individuals (March, 1994; March & Olsen, 2006). W ith this model of drivers, which 
will be further explained in section 3, the specific motivational aspects that underlie the 
exercise of leadership are described.
Before motivational factors can be identified and linked to specific styles and behav­
iors of leadership, we first need to be able to describe the displayed behavior and style 
of leaders. In order to do this we make use of the basic typology of leadership that was 
specifically conceptualized for describing and analyzing leadership exercise in the public 
domain (Scholten, et. al, 2010)1. A further developed and condensed version of this 
typology will be used here. We will refer to this condensed classification of leadership 
ideal-types as the TDT-typology. A further description of the TDT-Typology is given 
in section 2.
W ith the TDT-typology and the model of drivers we will describe and analyze 3 
empirical cases of leadership (i.e. three provincial delegates) concerned with a radical 
change in the water management strategies of the D utch Volkerak-Zoommeer (VZ). In 
the light of ecological rehabilitation and safety from possible flooding the need to restore 
this artificially maintained fresh water basin to its former saline state and allow influence 
of marine dynamics has been articulated. These adaptations provide several challenges 
for finding alternatives for the supply and use of fresh water to existing agriculture and 
industry.
5.1 Introduction
1. See also chapter 4 of this book.
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Thus, firstly we will describe cases of public leadership using the T D T  typology and 
we will describe the drivers behind leadership behavior. In relating these two descrip­
tions we aim to identify explanatory factors for leadership behavior, which is the general 
aim of this paper.
In the following section we will elaborate on the TDT-typology that will be used to 
describe the exercise of leadership. Next, we will construct the model of drivers with 
which we will describe the possible drivers behind specific exercise of leadership. Then 
we will elaborate on the methods used in the case study followed by a general descrip­
tion of the VZ project in section 5. The paper’s piece de resistance is section 6 in which 
the empirical results of the 3 leadership cases are described and analyzed. Section 7 
contains general conclusions and discussion.
5.2 Transactional, transformational and daring leadership in the 
TDT-typology
In the description of the exercise of public leadership as it occurs in practice we make 
use of an ideal-type classification of leadership behavior, the T D T  typology. Based on 
the existing typology used in descriptions of intra-organizational leadership (Bass, 1985, 
Bass & Avolio, 1994), this typology describes public leadership behavior in an inter- 
organizational context.
The TDT-typology uses the original dichotomy of transactional and transformational 
leadership to which a third type, daring leadership, is added. We will conceptually dis­
tinguish the three ideal-types of leadership based on several specific leadership elements. 
First a short description of the main characteristics of each type is given.
Transactional leadership is focused on marginal improvements, maintaining the 
quantity and quality of performance, how to substitute one goal for another, how to 
reduce resistance and how to implement decisions (Bass, 1985, Avolio & Bass, 1995). 
This type of leadership is essentially focused on the maintenance of the process of policy 
making. Activities are aimed at accommodating the current system and maintaining the 
existing status quo.
Transformational leadership is specifically focused on raising awareness about certain 
issues and convincing or motivating others to share the ideas on these issues. This requires 
a leader with vision, self-confidence and inner strength to argue successfully for what 
he or she thinks is right or good, not for what is popular or acceptable (Bass, 1985: 17). 
In terms of end and means, transformational leadership is generally more concerned 
about the ends in contrast to transactional leadership which is mostly concerned with 
the means.
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Public leadership can play an im portant role in the process of pushing innovative 
proposals forward (’t Hart, 2000; Termeer, 2007). Although a transformational style 
seems a convincing strategy to do this, in the context of public policy making, which is 
largely based on transactional processes, leadership styles that have a sole focus on the 
outcome have the risk of losing the connections with the processes through which deci­
sions can be made. Especially in the case of inter-organizational leadership connections 
with the processes of decision making, the various actors in the process and the context 
within which policy proposals are to be embedded, need to be maintained (Teisman, 
2001; Edelenbos, 2005) Connective capacities are therefore highly im portant in the 
public leadership role that is focused on combining existing processes of transaction 
with bringing in alternative issues that require adjustment of these processes.
Capacities to create the stimulating environment in which connections can be made 
require a certain daring from the leadership position. This daring is needed to allow 
complexity and uncertainty into the policy system in order to enable possibilities for 
the development of creative and innovative solutions. Such an uncertain situation in 
the policy system is not without risk and can often be considered a bet on the public 
and political backing of the proposed plan. M arion & Uhl-Bien (2001) refer to this 
as: ‘risking catastrophe to enable creativity and fitness.’ This leads us to the alternative 
ideal type of daring leadership. In its focus on the coupling of alternative issues to the 
existing context the daring leadership ideal type forms a new combination of partly
Table 5.1: Exercise of Leadership in the TDT-Typology
Transactional Daring Transformational
Focus of action Process Connecting Content 
w ith Process
Content
Main repertoire of 
activities
Accom m odating
brokerage
Entrepreneurial 
brokerage & 
A dvocacy
Advocacy
Interaction form C ooperation Coopetition Com petition
strategies Dialogue, Decide 
and D eliver
Announce, Dialogue 
and A djust
Decide, Announce 
and Defend
Betting on support No Yes No
Interest in the 
content of the 
decision
Low High High
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intermediary, partly crossed-over and partly unique aspects with regard to the ideal types 
of transactional and transformational leadership.
The three types are distinguished and described in the TDT-typology based on spe­
cific elements of the exercise of leadership (Table 1).
Focus of action
In this category of leadership exercise we distinguish between actions that are primarily 
focused on either process (transactional) or content (transformational) or, in case of 
daring leadership, on a combining of both. Transactional leadership is primarily focused 
on the maintenance of the decision-making process, the reduction of conflict and the 
following of procedures. Process is leading, and substance follows from process (Edelen­
bos et al., 2009). Contrary, transformational leadership is strongly content oriented and 
focuses primarily on the pushing of a proposal and the convincing of others. This ap­
proach is comparable with what is labeled in literature as project management (Mantel, 
2005). In daring leadership the focus of action is on combining the efforts to promote 
the preferred content with existing processes and deliberative routines. Actions are fo­
cused on influencing and directing toward certain policy content whilst simultaneously 
an openness and adaptability in the process of decision-making is created. New process 
rules may be negotiated along the way, if the content of the plan so requires.
Main repertoire
The main repertoire of leadership activities in transactional leadership consists of accom­
modating brokerage. This type of brokerage has a solely facilitative role in the processes 
of decision-making. It is focused on maintenance of the policy process and keeping 
conflict levels low. In transformational leadership the repertoire exists mainly of advo­
cacy activities. Here, the leader is constantly trying to convince others that this is the 
most preferable option to address a specific issue of consequence (Scholten et al., 2010).
In a daring leadership repertoire advocacy activities, used to promote the proposed 
policy direction and energize others to further develop ideas in the proposed direc­
tion, are combined with specific brokerage activities. These activities have a strong 
entrepreneurial quality based on pushing the proposal forward through cooperating and 
bargaining with other parties in the process. In contrast to accommodating brokerage 
which merely facilitates the various stakeholders in their mutual relation building and 
decision-making processes, this type of brokerage actively uses stakeholder relations to 
enhance the position of the proposed policy and can therefore be labeled as entrepre­
neurial brokerage (Scholten et al., 2009).
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Interaction form
Transactional leadership structures the process of decision-making on cooperation and 
continuous interaction with the different stakeholders in which conflictive decisions are 
avoided by merging all interests in an attem pt to strike an average. This interaction form 
often results in a compromise that addresses the various different opinions but risks a 
reinterpretation of the initial policy goals (Scholten et al., 2009).The transformational 
form of interaction is characterized as competitive. A preferred proposal is pushed for­
ward and put to compete with possible other ideas or interests (Teisman, 2001). The 
manager operates based on exclusion and avoids cooperation because this makes things 
too (needlessly) complex (Edelenbos et al, 2009). Daring leadership is attempting to 
create a balanced process of competition and cooperation in the interactions between 
stakeholders in which the policy direction is fixed beforehand but the various different 
aspects and ideas get room to compete in order to generate creativity and mutual un­
derstanding in a cooperative search for solutions that concur with the policy direction. 
Such a combined interaction form could be characterized as ‘coopetition’.
Strategies of decision-making
A transactional communication strategy is strongly focused on dialogue between the 
different stakeholders in the project. Decisions are resulting only from the process of 
communication and need to encompass the views of all participants. This strategy can 
be characterized as a D D D  strategy: Dialogue, Decide and Deliver (De Bruijn et al, 
1998).
Transactional leaders focus on controlling the policy process and therefore apply 
regulated openness for the environment to their project. The process is open to all par­
ties but the involvement of stakeholders is organized through strict procedures and rules 
of conduct. Decision-making in a transactional style is directed toward a compromise. 
The leadership role is focused on accommodating the discussion and debate between 
stakeholders eventually leading to a decision that is supported by the majority of in­
volved actors yet might be hardly effective in addressing the problem at hand.
A transformational communication strategy is characterized by the relative absence of 
dialogue. The desired solution is decided upon in a more or less autocratic fashion, without 
consultation and deliberation. This decision is then announced to the environment and 
defended against opposing arguments or misgivings (Beierle and Cayford, 2002; Quah 
and Tan, 2002). This strategy can be characterized as a Decide, Announce and Defend 
(DAD) strategy. As a result the decision-making process in transformational leadership is 
closed for the whole range of stakeholders. Only those actors that have sympathy for the 
proposed policy or can be convinced to share the vision are actively involved. Although 
this can be convincing, a transformational orientation might push for a proposed solu­
tion too hard, and risk ending up with a lack of public and political support.
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Combining both strategies in a daring leadership style leads to an advertising strategy 
that announces an issue of consequence in the form of an explorative proposal and 
invites to a dialogue between all stakeholders which can lead to an adjustment within 
the fixed boundaries of the proposed policy direction. Such a style can be characterized 
as an Announce, Dialogue and Adjust (ADA) strategy (Scholten et al., 2009). In the 
combining of both repertoires daring leadership expresses a clear policy goal and ac­
companying direction and attempts to combine this with a joint effort of exploration 
with stakeholders to determine how the proposed concept can be brought further. In 
the decision-making process the leader alternates between moments of exploration and 
fixation. In such a combination of fixating achieved consensus on partial results and 
further exploration of the following steps, the decision-making is being shaped.
Betting on support: dealing with complexity
The public domain is characterized by a specific complexity. In processes of policy­
making various parties interact on various levels with different goals and different back­
grounds, using different rules and perceptions, in an ever-changing world (Scholten, 
2009). W ithin this complexity public leaders have to operate based on the support of 
the majority of parties. W hen focusing on an issue of consequence and promoting a 
specific innovative proposal that combines the issue with the existing context of policy 
making, a step beyond daily routine is taken. In an attem pt to push such a proposal 
further and connect the innovative ideas to the existing policy arena public and political 
support are ultimately essential. Initially it is unclear whether the necessary support will 
ultimately be found. The aspect of betting on support in the TDT-typology represents 
the specific way that the three ideal types relate to this issue as well as how they deal with 
the uncertainties that it provokes in the complex context of decision-making (Teisman,
2005).
The ideal typical transactional leader would in the case of such uncertainty remain 
focused on the process and as a result this approach leaves little room for pushing an 
innovative proposal. The process oriented transactional style can only function within 
the boundaries of existing commitment to a certain issue. W ithout the commitment 
of stakeholders the transactional leader can not initiate a process. In other words, the 
transactional type doe not display a bet on support.
Leadership that goes beyond transactional behavior and focuses attention on a spe­
cific issue in the form of a proposal w ithout the assurance of support for such ideas can 
be regarded as betting on public and political support. Such leadership exercise requires 
daring. Yet, there is an im portant difference between the ideal types of transforma­
tional and daring leadership. The typical transformational leader strongly believes in the 
content of the proposal and is convinced that others will become followers as soon as 
they are confronted with compelling arguments that show that the proposed solution
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is indeed the best solution. This typical way of dealing with support can seem like a bet 
for outsiders but the individual leader has no doubt in this case. Therefore, from the 
leadership point of view, it can be concluded that there is no actual bet on support.
Daring leadership considers the existence of ultimate support as uncertain and 
therefore is actively betting on support. In this case the bet is accompanied with an 
active involvement in the process of exchanging viewpoints with other stakeholders. 
The daring leader is attempting to merge views and incorporate different interests into a 
policy trajectory that still aims for the goals that were set in the initial proposal.
As such a daring style actively engages the complexities of the policy process instead 
of attempting to reduce complexity. Such a complexity reducing behavior can be wit­
nessed in the strong focus on the rules and regulations of the process as it is done in 
transactional leadership. Transformational leadership attempts to reduce complexity by 
a sole focus on the content and the pushing of this proposal, regardless of the specific 
circumstances.
Interest in the content of the decision
Generally the transformational leadership type is accompanied with a high interest in 
the content of the specific outcome of the decision-making process. Contrarily, the 
transactional type is mainly occupied with process maintenance. In this style the process 
denominates content. A daring type of leadership is also accompanied by a high interest 
in the content of the proposed decision and specifically tries to connect this content 
with the existing context.
W ith the TDT-typology we now have a tool for describing the specific exercises of 
leadership encountered in the research. In the following section we will construct a 
model to investigate the drivers that underlie the specific exercises of leadership.
5.3 Drivers and influences on leadership
In the investigation of factors that influence leadership behavior, this article uses a 
conceptual framework based on an existing model to study local political leadership 
and map key elements that are of influence (Sweeting, 2002). We have enriched this 
model with contributions from various authors that have developed similar and related 
concepts on leadership and the motivational factors that influence specific leadership 
behavior (John & Cole, 1999; Taylor, 2008; Scholten, 2009). The framework consists 
of three major components; personal characteristics, the local environment and the 
supra-local environment.
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Personal characteristics
Personal characteristics form the first component. Psychological characteristics, person­
ality, traits and skills are stressed as an im portant factor in many leadership theories and 
typologies (John & Cole, 1999; Burns, 1978; Kets-de vries, 1996).
Firstly, this component is made up of the personal traits and skills to display distinct 
strategies and tactics in the policy process.
Another im portant part of this component is formed by the individual leader’s 
preferences and priorities. In this category we identify the personal drivers for leadership 
behavior that are dependent on personal commitment and corresponding values to the 
proposed policy (Taylor, 2009), personal views of managerial responsibilities and politi­
cal ambitions (Schlesinger, 1966).
Local environment
Firstly we identify the direct political environment. Direct influence can be expected in 
the close interaction with direct delegate colleagues, political parties, councils and also 
other leading figures in the direct political environment. Local stakeholders that have a 
direct relation to the proposed policy are a second characteristic element. Furthermore, 
the local environment includes the specific characteristics of the region and the specific 
issues that are on the local agenda for which the leader is the responsible representative 
(Sweeting, 2002).
Supra-local environment
The supra-local environment consists of the broader context within which the exercise 
of leadership occurs. Policy decisions and happenings on the national and international 
level, economic developments, election results or developments in public opinion are 
examples of the influential factors in this category. Another im portant factor is formed 
by the issues of financial distribution that concern public as well as private parties on 
local, regional and national levels.
In this article we observe leadership in the context o f new plans for water manage­
ment. Due to the interconnectedness of the water system, changes in the management 
scheme have an influence on a much larger scale. Apart from public organizations, 
a m ultitude of other stakeholders are involved and may experience potential benefits 
from the implementation of the plans. It is expected that if benefits are shared, so are 
the costs. Yet, the identification and distribution of costs and benefits can be a difficult 
process that can have a profound influence on the implementation process and the role 
and subsequent exercise of leadership.
The interconnectedness of water issues is not only of influence on the financial dis­
tribution issues but has a profound influence on every step of the governance process.
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Inter-local relations between the various parties based on the interconnectedness of the 
water system are therefore also an im portant factor influencing the leadership exercise.
The description of the drivers that shape these leadership behaviors and the descrip­
tion of the exercise of leadership with the TDT-Typology form the main ingredients 
for the empirical research. In relating these two descriptions we aim to identify key 
explanatory factors for the displayed leadership behavior. This general structure of the 
study is displayed in figure 1.
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Figure 5.1: general structure of the study
In the following sections we will use this structure to describe and analyze the leader­
ship of three provincial delegates in a multiple case study on water governance issues in 
the D utch Southwestern Delta region. One of the main projects in the region concerns 
the Volkerak Zoommeer (VZ). The V Z is an artificial fresh water basin which suffers 
severe ecological degradation. Proposed solutions to this problem are found in a saliniza­
tion of the water, which has profound effects on the local stakeholders. Before giving 
a more elaborate description of the V Z project, we will first give an overview of the 
methods that were used to gather and analyze empirical data in the VZ project.
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Three cases of individual leadership were selected based on the role of three provincial 
delegates in the project VZ: Zeeland, Zuid-Holland and Noord-Brabant. The three 
provinces are connected in the project V Z due to their location, adjoining the Volkerak- 
Zoommeer.
In the description and analysis of the three individual leaders and their specific 
contexts a qualitative multiple case study design was used. To capture the richness of in­
dividual settings and understand how actors act and think within their specific contexts, 
a case study approach is highly appropriate (Yin, 1994).
The empirical material in this study has been obtained from two sources. Firstly, the 
main part of the data has been obtained through semi-structured interviewing. This 
type of interviewing allows for openness and dynamics and is considered the most ap­
propriate tool in explorative research designs (Babbie, 1995; Corbin & Strauss, 2008). 
These interviews have been conducted in two rounds. The first round focused on the 
direct circle of public servants, process facilitators and other colleagues in the VZ project 
surrounding the individual leaders that were the focus of this study. Semi-structured 
interviews of one to one and a half hour were undertaken. If necessary for additional 
data certainty or precision, a follow up by telephone, e-mail or an additional interview 
has been carried out. Respondents were selected based on the following criteria: 1) long 
tenure in the organization in order to provide an historical overview that stretches be­
yond the position of the current leaders, 2) direct involvement with the three individual 
leaders, to provide deeper and first-hand knowledge and 3) functional variety to obtain 
a more colorful range of perspectives on the leadership position. The second round 
consisted of interviews with the three public leaders themselves. The use of multiple 
respondents provides the opportunity to mitigate biases or socially desirable answering 
by allowing the information to be confirmed across several sources (Golden, 1992). A 
total of 14 qualitative in-depth interviews were carried out. In addition to this, observa­
tions during public meetings concerning the decision-making process of the V Z project 
have been made.
Furthermore, a document analysis was undertaken. This included documents such 
as policy papers, technical reports and notes of meetings. This document analysis was 
used to reconstruct the various events in the process and forms the basis for the case 
description in this article. The combining of this archival data with the information 
obtained in the interviews provided opportunities for data triangulation (Hammersley 
& Atkinson, 1983).
The interviews were recorded, transcribed and subsequently processed with the 
software package MAXQDA. The transcripts were analyzed through selective coding 
(Corbin & Strauss, 2008). The process of coding was based on the conceptual model of
5.4 Methods
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leadership influences and exercise described in figure 5.1. The various components of 
the leadership exercise as well as the drivers have been further developed into codes and 
sub codes. These codes were used to group and structure the statements from respon­
dents. In establishing patterns in the data using codes, special attention was given to the 
various factors that form the drivers and motivations for a specific leadership exercise. 
Text segments that gave the most expressive, colorful or pronounced description of the 
component behind the code are also used in the empirical description that follows in 
the next section. In addition to the codes that were derived from the conceptual model, 
alternative codes were created to capture other factors that emerged from the empirical 
research but were not conceptualized beforehand. One example is found in the exercise 
table in section 2 in which the element ‘Interest in the content of the decision’ was 
added during the process of data analysis.
5.5 The VZ case
The south-western part of the Netherlands consists of a large estuary in which some of 
Europe’s largest rivers find their way into the N orth  Sea. In this area safety against floods 
has always been an im portant issue. The constant building and improving of storm 
and flood barriers proved to be difficult and expensive. A solution was found in the 
closing of the main river estuaries. This solution is widely known as the ‘delta works’. A 
hazardous flood in 1953 created a sense of urgency that lead to the adoption of the delta 
works solution and implementation of the plans started in 1954.
The delta works were intended to protect large areas that had been prone to frequent 
flooding and soil salinization. All but one of the estuaries were sealed off by storm 
barriers, sluices and dams which created a highly compartmentalized, and highly con­
trollable, estuarine area.
Besides the safety measures, the dams in the delta were functional in the controlling 
of the water levels in the Rhine-Scheldt connection, that formed a direct route between 
the ports o f Rotterdam and Antwerp. They further functioned as means to stabilize the 
environment for agriculture in the provinces of Zeeland and Noord Brabant. Due to the 
dam structure a number of fresh water basins were formed. These basins provided possi­
bilities for the development of intensive agriculture in an area that had been historically 
unfit for cropping. The Volkerak-Zoommeer (VZ) consists of two of these basins which 
are connected through the Rhine-Scheldt canal.
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Problems
Although the delta works have been regarded as a wonderful piece of engineering, it ap­
pears that it is not the solution it once seemed to be. Over the past years a steady decline 
in ecological diversity and water quality have been identified in almost all parts o f the 
delta region. Even the once so innovative sluice construction in the eastern Scheldt 
has resulted in an unforeseen decline of marine sedimentation. Apart from ecological 
degradation due to this decline, the process is also counterproductive regarding flood 
prevention since the natural accretion of land in a natural situation is now reversed into 
sand decretion due to the technical measures that have been implemented.
In order to create a more ecologically sound environment in the delta and enhance 
adaptive capacity to rising water levels due to climatic changes a change in the manage­
m ent strategy is needed. The former perspective of extreme control needs to be changed 
toward a management style that allows the return of estuarine dynamics in the delta area.
In order to manage the problems in the delta an administrative body consisting of 
delegates of the three provincial governments directly affiliated with the delta, the local 
water boards as well as the ministry of water has been established. This Delta Commit­
tee, supported by a project team, has created a management programme that should 
encompass solutions for all the major problems in the delta area. A very important 
part of this solution program is formed by the VZ. Since it is an area that connects the 
three provinces and local solution strategies in one province have possibly profound 
influence on the other provinces, the V Z project has become central in the dynamics of 
decision-making.
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The VZ project
As a result o f the deployment of storm barriers and dykes in the eastern Scheldt, two 
large fresh water basins connected by the Rhine-Scheldt corridor formed the Volkerak- 
Zoommeer. The basin receives fresh water from several rivers and canals. Due to the 
high concentration of nutrients in the water as well as the marginal outflow due to the 
dams the basin is highly eutrophicated. As a former estuary the bottom  soil is rich in 
phosphates which flow into the water during the summer season (MER waterkwaliteit 
VZ, 2010). These circumstances culminate in a severe algae bloom during the summer 
period which severely destabilizes the ecosystem and creates a major impediment to 
the local communities. The decay of algae results in a toxic residue that leads to a high 
mortality of fish and bird species and results in skin and stomach problems for humans. 
The water is very low on oxygen and emits an awful smell.
From 2002 onward the administrative council for the VZ together with the national 
water authority have investigated possible solution strategies with the ambition to have 
found and implemented a solution by the year 2015. After intense research it appeared 
that a re-salinization of the basin in combination with a reintroduction of some of the 
original tidal flows would be the only viable solution. Such a solution strategy would 
be much more costly and intensive than what was initially hoped for. However, the 
proposed solution fits very well with the changing paradigm in D utch water manage­
ment based on the idea that less hum an control and more space for water dynamics in 
riverine and maritime areas can provide more safety as well as a growth in ecological and 
landscape quality (van Buuren et al, 2010; Smits et al 2006).
Local agriculture is very dependant on the availability of fresh water in the region 
and uses the V Z as a source for fresh water. The re-salinization of the region could pose 
a threat to the agricultural industry on the islands. An alternative supply of fresh water 
is necessary to continue agricultural production in its current form. In the period of 
2005-2009 a decision-making process that involved a large group of stakeholders led 
to a proposal for re-salinization on the condition that alternative supplies of fresh water 
would be established (Stuurgroep Zuidwestelijke Delta, 2009).
In 2009 the proposal faced a new challenge. The re-salinization of the V Z would pose 
a threat to the adjacent ‘Hollands Diep’ (H D ), a large fresh water basin that forms a 
major source of fresh water for agriculture, horticulture and industry in the Rotterdam 
Harbor, all major players in the economy of the province of Zuid-Holland. Due to 
the frequent opening of the sluices in the Rhine-Scheldt corridor large quantities of 
salt water would flow into the H D . Also, the H D  has already been confronted with a 
project of its own. In the light of ecological rehabilitation of the delta area, plans were 
made to leave a small opening in the storm barrier that separates the basin from the sea 
on the western side. A controlled influx of maritime dynamics and possibilities for fish 
migration would strongly enhance the region’s vitality. However, an expected influx
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of sea water has resulted in the replacement of fresh water inlets toward the east. Now 
with a saline VZ a new influx of salt water is to be expected coming from the east. This 
is experienced as a threat and has led to a further development of the proposal for the 
V Z in which a re-salinization can only be implemented after establishing alternative 
fresh water supplies as well as the implementation of technical solutions that reduce the 
eastern influx of salt water in the H D  with at least 90 percent.
The proposal has been further developed and in cooperation with the D utch national 
ministry of Water and public works in order to find solutions for both implementation 
demands. The leaking of salt water into the H D  could possibly be prevented with an 
experimental design for regulating water flows and dynamics. This design is being tested 
and final results are expected in 2011.
In relation to the demand for an alternative water supply, both measures for water 
supply and measures to save water are being explored.
5.6 The role of individual public leadership in the Volkerak Zoommeer 
project
In this section we will describe the leadership behavior of the three provincial delegates 
that have a key role in the VZ project. These are the delegates from the provinces of 
Zuid-Holland, Brabant and Zeeland. A case description is given of every individual 
delegate based on the delegate’s actions and behaviors within the context of decision­
making concerning the V Z project. This so-called exercise of leadership is described 
and then further clarified through the conceptual lens provided in table 1. This has 
resulted in a visual representation of leadership exercise in which the T D T  ideal types 
are used as a means to capture patterns in the coding. The leadership exercise tables can 
therefore be regarded as interpretative. Such an interpretative endeavor undoubtedly 
has its limitations but also results in an adequate analytical tool for hypothesis building.
Directly following the description of leadership exercise a description of the various 
personal and contextual opportunities and constraints is given in order to shed light on 
the motivations behind the displayed leadership behavior.
Following this description we will further explore possible relations between the 
exercise and influential factors based on the framework provided in figure 2.
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5.6.1 Case 1 
The exercise of leadership in the Volkerak-Zoommeer project
The leadership exercise of delegate 1 has been undergoing a radical change in recent 
years from a rather uninterested and inactive position toward a highly committed and 
decisive role in the process of the southwestern Delta and specifically the VZ project.
In this mom ent of change the delegate has put in many efforts to gain the chair posi­
tion of the committee that is responsible for the South Western Delta. The V Z project 
is one of the key projects in the proposed plans for this area.
This resulted in the fact that she is now a leading figure in the policy process. A 
bureaucratic staff member from the neighboring provincial government of Brabant 
remembers:
“In that specific week she has been calling our delegate almost every day to make sure that 
she would be getting the chair position”.1
The delegate shows an intention to couple the plans for the VZ project with the interests 
of the larger delta area and specifically with the interests of the involved stakeholders 
in her province. As such the focus of her actions is on connecting the content of the 
VZ proposal with the existing processes, which is consistent with daring leadership 
behavior. Generally her leadership style can be described as trying to convince others 
with an energetic and dash leadership exercise.
“She wants inspiring results and when she believes she knows the ins and outs, she starts 
to convince others. She has a lot of energy and inner drive.”2
Consequently, advocacy is a dom inant factor in her repertoire. This tendency toward 
advocacy behavior sometimes has negative effects in the case of the V Z project where so 
many different opinions and interests collide. The delegate herself is aware of this and 
refers to this in the context of the V Z project as follows:
“My personal weakness is that if I personally believe in a proposal I want others to believe 
in it too! But oftentimes they don’t. This makes it very difficult to deal with.”3
The difficulties of such a style were also experienced in the general interaction with other 
parties which is initially characterized by a competitive form. One of the informants 
points out that:
“The power in her style is more articulated through conflict than through connectivity”4
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It is im portant to note that, although in practice the delegate often has the tendency 
toward a competitive interaction and a Decide, Announce and Defend behavior, the 
overall aim and strategy in the VZ project can be characterized as a daring leadership 
style in which the announced and initially defended idea is eventually subject to dialogue 
and can as such be adjusted to the various different opinions within the parameters of 
the proposed policy direction, following the ADA-strategy. The delegate describes this 
as follows:
“Communication in this process is in two directions. And those that object the proposed 
policy must eventually be able to find that their objections have had an influence on the 
process and are as such embedded in the eventual decision.”5
Furthermore, the delegate shows an intention to couple the plans for the VZ project 
with the interests of the larger delta area and specifically with the interests of the in­
volved stakeholders in her province. In this process the delegate attempts to combine 
openness toward stakeholders with decisiveness.
“You need to always stay open minded to the ideas and input of others and to the fact 
that these might change the initial viewpoint or proposal, but this should not prevent 
the necessity of reaching a decision in a timely fashion.”6
A visualization of the exercise of leadership using the T D T  typology describes a lead­
ership behavior which has a daring orientation but simultaneously involves a specific 
transformational element (see table 5.2).
W ith the sudden change in interest for the V Z project and the assuming of a leading 
role in the policy process, the delegate displays a daring attitude and takes a bet on 
support in the pursuit of success in this difficult project which is faced with a lot of 
opposition. Although her direct political environment is not at all convinced of the 
plans for the VZ project, she continues to push forward and states that:
“The mobilizing of power to convince them is needed.”7
She also shows a high interest in the content of the proposed plan and uses this knowl­
edge of the ins and outs of the plan to ensure the interests of the stakeholders in Zuid- 
Holland are being looked after.
In the next section the context of leadership and its relations with the leadership 
behavior are elaborated further.
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Table 5.2: the leadership exercise of leader 1
T ransactional Daring Transform ational
Focus o f  action Process
Connecting Content 
w ith Process
Content
Main repertoire o f  
activities
Accom m odating
brokerage
Entrepreneurial 
brokerage & 
A dvocacy
Advocacy
Interaction form C ooperation Coopetition Com petition
strategies
Dialogue, Decide 
and D eliver
Announce, Dialogue 
and A djust
Decide, A nnounce 
and Defend
Betting on support No Yes No
Interest in the 
content o f  the 
decision
Low High High
Influences
W ith a large urban area and many connections with other urban provinces in the so 
called ‘Randstad region’, the provincial government of Zuid-Holland is traditionally 
focused on the urban region whereas the VZ project is located in the rural periphery of 
the province. Above that, the provincial government had its hands full with a neighbor­
ing Delta project, concerned with the opening of the sea sluice in the waterway of the 
‘Hollands Diep’(HD). This explains the marginal initial interest in the project VZ.
Since predictions have shown that a salinization of the V Z would lead to a severe 
leaking of salt water into the Hollands Diep fresh water area, the attention for the VZ 
project has awakened. In this area many of the fresh water inlets for local agriculture as 
well as the water supply for the more northern situated greenhouse industry. Apart from 
that the Rotterdam harbor industries also obtain their water from this area. W ith an 
opening of the sea sluices on the western side of the H D  and the emerging possibilities 
of salt leaks at the eastern side of the H D , many stakeholders feared being caught in the 
middle. The local farming and glasshouse industry as well as various other industrial 
activities in the harbor region are very strongly relying on the availability of high quality 
fresh water.
These developments led to a heightened interest in the VZ project and opposition 
came from many parties. Especially the agricultural organizations and water boards 
created a strong lobby that reached even to the national government. Also within the 
provincial government many parties felt that although the V Z project would contribute
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to the implementation of the ecological policy agenda and would solve a local problem, 
its disadvantages for the region were prevailing.
Furthermore there are many other projects that are considered to have a higher prior­
ity so the choices for projects and accompanying political priorities were subject to 
debate. This debate is accompanied by a lot of competition for projects, funds and fame 
within the board of delegates.
“In this situation I have to deal with my colleagues which are also my competitors. If 
you push for your ideas and have some success and media exposure then this creates 
sentiments with the others that make things difficult.”8
In this situation it is not easy for the delegate to obtain the needed political support 
in the pushing of the VZ proposal. W hen this article was written, two political parties 
(one of which is the delegates own party) were skeptically awaiting the test results of the 
technical measures to prevent salt leaking.
Despite the obstructions within the local environment, the delegate saw many op­
portunities to solve a problem for the local communities and make sure that the interests 
of the province and its stakeholders are being looked after. Apart from this motivation 
her personal preferences also play a role according to the informants:
“Personal ambition might also play a role here. In her former period of office she was 
responsible for a major project with many challenges and lots of media attention. When 
she returned for a second period someone else already confiscated that project and so 
she searched for a new challenge. She found it in the chairmanship of the South Western 
Delta. As chair she is the one that can speak with the Minister. And the other two can’t. 
These personal characteristics do play a role”9
This high level of ambition and the desire to be a champion shows to be a strong driver 
for leadership behavior.
According to her direct environment the delegate has a strong, convincing and 
somewhat provocative style that enables strong leadership in the political sphere. In 
this case however, such a style impedes the relations with local stakeholders. This is seen 
specifically in the interactions with the farmer community:
“The delegate can’t really relate to these people and vice-versa. The farmer organization in 
Zuid-Holland keeps its distance and remains skeptical.”10
Nevertheless, a deliberative campaign in 2009 with many discussions amongst all 
stakeholders resulted in a situation in which the majority of stakeholders has agreed to
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possible salinization of the VZ provided that the salt leak is reduced to a m inim um  and 
alternatives for fresh water supply are accommodated.
In this behavior we see many examples of the typical daring leadership style in which 
the leader is very much aware of the necessity of support and exercises her leadership 
in this dynamic balance of connecting the proposed policy to the existing context and 
constantly trying to incorporate the many different views and stakes, adjusting the ele­
ments of the plan yet simultaneously making sure that the ultimate goal of the process 
remains in sight.
“I need to phrase and rephrase arguments in order to incorporate the views of others and 
as such find support for these arguments. This means that a delegate needs to invest 
enormous amounts of time in deliberation from stakeholder platforms to the kitchen 
table and explain how the arguments have been formulated and remain open to sug- 
gestions.”11
Leader 1 interprets her leadership role as a responsibility to contribute to society and not 
just be passive and conserving. W ith this interpretation of the leadership function in a 
very skeptical and unwilling local environment a bet on support is clearly taken
Also in the light of supra-local contextual factors such as financial distribution issues, 
a daring attitude is being displayed. The financial distribution issues play an important 
role in regard to the province of Zuid-Holland. The provincial government has a limited 
budget and many priority disputes. At the same time the project VZ has the least direct 
benefits for the province but the negative side effects of salt leakage are expected mainly 
on its territory. The province of Zeeland is also struggling with their financial issues and 
the province of Brabant is reluctant to contribute financially because in their view it is 
a national responsibility to finance this project. As we have seen the national economy 
is unstable and due to political changes it is unclear whether the innovation in the delta 
area will be a national priority.
In the interaction with the other leaders that are involved in the V Z project, some 
difficulties can be indicated. Her dash and provocative behavior has proven difficult 
for the equally ambitious delegate of Brabant and their mutual relation is known to be 
somewhat tense:
“They call each other very often but can’t seem to get along very well. O f course they 
won’t criticize each other in public but within the organization it might surface now 
and then.”12
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In this section we will analyze the relations between the described exercise and the dif­
ferent categories of influences based on the framework provided in figure 1.
Influence of local context
We have seen strong competition in the direct political environment in getting specific 
issues on the agenda. There is a general focus on the urban core areas of the province 
and it can be concluded that there is no supportive political environment for the plans 
concerning the peripheral V Z project. Local characteristics show the connectedness 
of the various water systems and many parties fear being caught in the middle. Local 
stakeholders are very skeptical and have strong ties with national level politics. Thus, the 
local context comprises a tense situation with many uncertainties regarding the avail­
ability and persistence of political and public support. Such a context does not invite a 
leadership behavior that extends beyond transaction and focuses on coupling alterna­
tives that challenge the status quo. Yet this leader displays daring behavior combined 
with transformational repertoires that are focused on doing just that. This behavior is 
therefore contrary to what the context invites.
Influence of Supra-local context
The supra-local context is largely similar for all three cases of leadership, yet the specific 
ways to deal with the supra-local elements indicates an im portant role for personal char­
acteristics in the influencing of the leadership exercise. The supra-local context provided 
the opportunity for chairmanship of the Delta committee. The ambitious move to claim 
this role has proven to be a strong boost for her leadership position.
Influence of personal characteristics
The exercise table displays a leadership behavior that shows many characteristics com­
parable with the daring ideal type. One exception catches the eye. The repertoire of 
activities shows a transformational character. Here a difference exists between wanting 
and doing: the delegate would like to have a leadership repertoire comparable with the 
daring type, yet is clearly aware of the fact that she often has a transformational tendency 
in her day to day leadership exercise.
This can possibly be explained when regarding the influence of personal characteristics. 
Here we have seen that her traits and skills are mostly in the sphere of strong leadership 
with much convincing capabilities combined with a dash and provocative behavior. Her 
preferences and priorities show a strong ambition and a need to score combined with 
a general perception on her role as delegate as a responsibility to contribute to society.
M any quotes indicate a behavior that searches for that middle position between 
pushing content and simultaneously focusing on the processes in which openness and
Analysis
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flexibility are of great importance. Therefore the leader is considered to have a propensity 
for daring leadership.
Conclusion
The local context in this case can be characterized as uninviting for the specific behavior 
displayed by the leader. Nevertheless this leader has shown ambitious moves and a 
display of daring behavior. These observations provide indications for an im portant role 
of personal characteristics as drivers for the exercise of leadership.
The personal characteristics of this leader show a high personal ambition and a 
desire to score and contribute to society. Also a desire for the accompanying public 
attention is found. From the findings it can be hypothesized that these factors have 
been a motivation for daring decisions and an accompanying daring leadership style 
even though the context can be regarded as uninviting for non-transactional behavior 
regarding public and political support. Furthermore, to explain the observed tendencies 
toward transformational behavior in an otherwise daring exercise respondents empha­
size personal characteristics as a main driver in this case. Therefore we hypothesize that 
personal characteristics of the delegate in this case play an im portant role in the exercise 
of leadership.
5.6.2 Case 2
In the second case we have encountered a peculiar exercise of leadership in which 
ambition once again emerges as an im portant driver for leadership behavior. Yet, the 
empirical findings show that it can have both a motivating and de-motivating effect. 
First a description of the exercise of leadership is given. Then the personal and contex­
tual background, which form the motivational foundations of the exercise, are being 
explored and analyzed.
The exercise of leadership in the Volkerak-Zoommeer project
The exercise of leadership in the project VZ of this delegate has been far less intense 
compared to his colleagues in the project. Initially he put some effort in the project but 
later on his role has been characterized by absence.
His initial effort is characterized by a transformational style of leadership. During 
this phase a public meeting was held to discuss the problem of fresh water supply to the 
region of the V Z project. The delegate’s repertoire of activities consisted mainly out of 
advocacy behavior in which a proposed solution was pushed forward. W ith the display 
of a decisive and convincing decision-making strategy it was hoped followers could be 
found and as such the meetings would give birth to immediate results. He started the 
process of deliberation with stakeholders by announcing the results of research reports
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about the possible solution strategies concerning the alternative fresh water supply and 
attempted to push the proposal that was provided by his department based on these 
reports. One of the process facilitators during this period describes it as follows:
“We wanted to start with an orientation of stakeholder opinions but the delegate had 
different ideas on that. He believed everything was sorted out and solution strategies 
could be presented and put into action. He wanted actions that lead to results. If there 
is no immediate result to focus on, he won’t act.”13
A transformational leadership style could also be found in the strategies of communica­
tion and the interaction with other parties in the policy process.
“In this case I think the delegate is not so interested in listening, he will be more apt to 
send out his message.”14
This message contained the proposed solution strategy and was communicated in a style 
that can be characterized as a Decide Announce and Defend strategy. The proposal was 
treated as the preferable decision and as such announced and defended. In that specific 
exercise of leadership the involvement of stakeholders was closed for those that had 
possible other opinions.
This competitive interaction form resulted not in the emergence of followers. The 
group of stakeholders that were present at the meeting didn’t agree with the delegate and 
demanded a process of deliberation about the possible solutions.
W ith this outcome the delegate reoriented his focus and attention and decided to put 
little further effort in the project. Consequently, this lead to a period of absence of the 
delegate in the decision making process.
“..He thought it could be arranged in two meetings, but when it appeared to take longer, 
he sent his subordinate to attend the meetings. We haven’t seen him since.”15
Summarizing the exercise of leadership using the exercise table we can clearly observe a 
transformational leadership exercise in this specific case.
The element ‘focus of action’ remains empty. Due to the decision to refrain from 
an active involvement in the policy process it is concluded that the delegate’s actions 
were not convincingly focused on either facilitating the process or pushing for specific 
content.
Efforts to connect process and content were also not undertaken.
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Table 5.3: The leadership exercise delegate 2
Transactional Daring Transform ational
Focus o f  action Process
Connecting Content 
w ith Process
Content
Main repertoire o f  
activities
Accom m odating
brokerage
Entrepreneurial 
brokerage & 
A dvocacy
A dvocacy
Interaction form Cooperation Coopetition Com petition
strategies Dialogue, Decide 
and D eliver
Announce, Dialogue 
and A djust
D ecide, Announce 
and Defend
Betting on support No Yes No
Interest in the 
content o f  the 
decision
Low High H igh
“I am more interested in the main issue. And others tend to focus on the problems and 
side issues. Well, that probably all needs to be solved but I leave that to others. I am 
holding on to the main issue.”16
The delegate’s interest in the specific content of the decision is considered low. In the 
project VZ his attention has been focused on the possibilities for achieving direct results 
and making possible decisive moves.
“He seems only committed to direct results with which he can show his decisive skills.”17
W hen results were not directly available the delegate left the process in the hands of his 
subordinates and the process facilitators while concentrating his efforts on other things. 
A bet on support for the initially proposed content is therefore also not made.
Influences
The province of Brabant has been the initiator of the process concerning the V Z project. 
Two previous delegates have been involved in this process, before it became a respon­
sibility of the current delegate. In the local environment years of policy preparation 
and participative processes have paved the way for a possible implementation of the 
VZ project. There is no substantial resistance against the plans and the realization of a
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stable freshwater situation in the region is highly appreciated since the local agriculture 
depends heavily on the availability o f high quality fresh water. The local stakeholders are 
participating in the process of finding suitable fresh water solutions. Another local issue 
concerning the establishment of emergency water storage areas that can be used in case 
of flooding hazards is strongly related to this process.
In his previous administration the delegate was responsible for economy. He entered 
new elections with a mission statement to reduce government influence in the private 
sector.
“The reason that he wanted to focus on environmental issues was his mission to reduce 
governmental influence. This was his election promise.,,s
After elections in 2007 he became responsible for ecology and subsequently the VZ 
project. In this mom ent the chair for the delta committee which is supposed to change 
every two years and had been held by the previous delegate of Zeeland, became available 
for new leadership. The delegate from Zuid Holland claimed the role of chair and the 
delegate of Brabant, who was new in the field and had no initial interest in the content 
of the plans, agreed to this. He also allowed the delegate of Zeeland to be the chair of 
the BOKV. These developments lead to a less prom inent position for the delegate of 
Brabant in the policy process concerning the V Z project.
The delegate is known for a style of leadership that could largely be characterized as 
transformational. There is however an im portant difference with the transformational 
ideal type in the sense that this leader has no direct focus on the content of the VZ pro­
posal. It is a style that uses transformational elements such as advocacy, strong persuasive 
skills and charismatic presentation but is generally focused on obtaining results in the 
policy process. The actions of this delegate are mostly focused on pushing a proposal 
and subsequently drawing the conclusions and making the last decisive move toward 
implementation. The specific content of a proposal is secondary to the achievement of 
results.
“I am not at all interested in a discussion about whether a stream is supposed to pass 
a village on the left or the right side. Let others do that. I am interested in the main 
outline of a policy, not in the details.”19
This characteristic feature of his leadership style is well known in his working environ­
ment, especially concerning the VZ project.
“I once heard him make the statement that he really wasn’t interested in the VZ project. 
He was just interested in solving policy problems.”20
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Another characteristic feature of this delegate is his tendency to eclectic leadership 
behavior. Today he can push a proposal very strongly into a specific direction whereas 
tomorrow he might make a complete opposite move. This specific behavior was also 
encountered in a personal interview in which the delegate first stated that the saliniza­
tion plans for the V Z project were highly important:
“If I have one goal in this project, it is salinization.”21
But when asked later on if he could be an ambassador to the V Z plans, which are 
basically built on the premise of salinization, he stated:
“No, because if I would say yes then I would imply to be able to defend a plan that I do 
not agree with.”22
This eclectic style makes him  highly adaptable but also has a negative side because 
eventually it is said to lead to distrust and cynicism.
“He has great skills to convince. Yet, some people in the provincial government are cyni­
cal about this because they feel that if push comes to shove in another arena, he might 
suddenly have a completely different story. They believe that what is achieved today 
might be broken down again tomorrow.”23
“There is a tension between this delegate and the provincial council and I have the feeling 
that the delegate is not making an effort to reduce this tension”24
Personal ambition can be regarded as a major driver behind the day to day choices of the 
delegate as well as the specific leadership exercise in the case of the VZ project. W ith a 
less prom inent position in the VZ project and the knowledge that the initial ambition 
for decisive action could not easily be reached w ithout further deliberation, the project 
turned out to be a low priority for the delegate.
“What I have noticed is that the delegate has many priorities which he finds more impor­
tant than this project. Due to other priorities he has not attended meetings that were 
initially scheduled specifically based on his agenda.”25
There is some indication that the delegate’s behavior and choice of priorities is based on 
a political ambition to become active on the national level. This became more eminent 
when the national government found itself in an impasse that lead to new elections.
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“With the breaking of the national cabinet we have seen that the delegate’s agenda be­
came more and more preoccupied with national politics.”26
Just after the recent national elections in which the liberal party, of which the delegate 
is a member, received the majority of votes and were privileged to form a new national 
government coalition, the delegate has officially announced to decline participation in 
the upcoming provincial elections and as such make himself available for other respon­
sibilities and challenges.
As we have already pointed out in case 1, the mutual relation with the equally ambi­
tious and prominently behaving delegate of Zuid-Holland can be somewhat tense:
“I find it difficult to work with leaders such as the delegate of Zuid-Holland. They keep 
bringing the whole world in the equation. And tell everyone how very difficult it is for 
the province of Zuid-Holland.”27
Analysis 
Influence of local context
The local context can be regarded as inviting for bringing the proposal of the project 
V Z further. The proposal originated from within the direct political environment and 
was part of an ongoing deliberation with local stakeholders which positioned themselves 
as cooperative in finding practically applicable solution strategies. Yet, the delegate has 
not been putting many efforts in bringing the plans further. This indicates that other 
influences have been playing an im portant role.
Influence of supra-local context
O n the supra-local level the relations with the other provincial governments was an influ­
ential factor. In the division of roles and activities in the project VZ, the delegate of Zuid 
Holland had been able to secure the most prom inent position in the project which left 
the delegate of Brabant with a relatively marginal role. In addition the national political 
developments opened up new possibilities for the progressive ambitions of the delegate.
Influence of personal characteristics
A very remarkable detail in the exercise of leadership of this delegate is the combination 
of a transformational style with lack of a genuine focus on the content of the proposal. 
This can be explained when taking in to account the personal preferences and charac­
teristics of the delegate.
Firstly, his personal preferences and priorities are more focused on less influence from 
government in order to stimulate economic developments and not on environmental
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policy and ecological rehabilitation. Above that the empirical material shows that re­
gardless of content, the delegate is striving for decisiveness and has a strong ambition 
to score. Therefore his initial interest in the V Z project can be explained as reaching 
for a potential possibility to score. In this situation he used his amiable personality and 
skills to convince other parties in agreeing with the proposed decision. However, when 
it became clear that the process was still far from reaching a successful decision and 
deliberation was needed, the delegate turned his interest toward other priorities that 
possibly suited his ambitions better. So here the same ambition that initially lead to 
pushing the proposal and announcing the decision, finally turned into a de-activator 
in the project and a choice to put his energy in a more nationally oriented perspective. 
Thus, the personal characteristic of ambition can be regarded as an im portant driver 
behind leadership behavior in this specific case. Simultaneously the lack of a personal 
identification with the plan is considered an im portant factor.
Conclusion
In this specific case of leadership the exercise of leadership is influenced by personal 
characteristics, contextual factors as well as interplay between these influences.The mo­
tivational aspects of ambition interplay with contextual factors such as the interaction 
with the other delegates and in particular the division of roles in the decision-making 
process. A further contextual factor that had a combined influence on the leadership 
exercise is the need for more deliberation that was articulated by the stakeholders in the 
process. In addition, the opening up of potential possibilities on the supra-local level 
played an im portant role. These factors add up to a situation in which the leader decided 
to largely move away his focus and efforts from the project VZ.
Although we can conclude that leadership behavior in this case is a result of the 
interplay between personal and contextual factors, the personal characteristics can be 
identified as a primary element for the leadership exercise while the context is the sec­
ondary element. The context provides opportunities and constraints but the way to deal 
with these and the specific exercise that follows from this choice is in this case found to 
be highly personal.
5.6.3 Case 3 
The exercise of leadership in the Volkerak-Zoommeer project
This delegate is considered an im portant figure in the process of the VZ project due to 
his commitment to the content of the plans.
“The delegate is important because he strives for realization of this project. He sees an 
intrinsic need for salinization.”28
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W ith his instatement as delegate, this leader took up the chair position of the dormant 
regional board concerning the affairs connected to the VZ. He initiated the revival of 
this assembly in order to bring the V Z project further in a regional cooperation. His 
focus of action can be described as daring since he is focused on connecting the content 
of the proposal to the existing context and the mechanisms that are involved in the 
decision-making process. In a personal interview the delegate states:
“Personally I would say that content should be primarily important, yet support for this 
content is indispensible. Therefore, the process is of great importance. So it is my goal 
to create a good balance between them.”29
In this act of balancing content and process a tendency toward accommodating broker­
age behavior is recognized by several respondents in the interviews.
“The delegate has a very careful and conscientious role in the process of decision­
making.”30
“He’s a man who tends to seek the middle of the road”31
“He is more conserving than an innovator”32
“He wants to keep everyone in the process on board”33
Another example of this process accommodating style can be found in the interaction 
form. Here, this leader uses a non-competitive style, which is mostly focused on stimu­
lating and preserving cooperation between the various parties in the process. Brokerage 
activities are not entrepreneurial but process facilitating. In the interactions with the 
neighboring province, he has already in a premature stadium declared that he will not 
push the proposal and strive for the chosen policy direction in case the experimental 
measures to retain the salt leak into the Hollands Diep would fail. It can be expected 
that re-salinization of the VZ would then meet lots of opposition from the neighboring 
province of Zuid-Holland. Here an emphasis on the content of the plan is considered 
less im portant then the process of decision-making and the preservation of a low conflict 
level in order to keep all parties involved in the interaction.
In his overall strategies this leader displays an openness and flexibility in the com­
m unication which is congruent with a daring leadership style. He doesn’t push his own 
position at the costs of other arguments yet at the same time remains focused on a 
distinct policy direction. He puts in a lot of effort to engage stakeholders in the decision­
making process.
“He took the initiative to ask the involved farmers what would be the best next step in 
their opinion.”34
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“It was his idea to form alliances of stakeholders that can operate together and find 
possibilities to cover the costs for the planned innovations.”35
However, it seems questionable whether a distinctively daring leadership mom ent of 
decisiveness in which a fixation of partial results is established, is reached as well.
“He has been a very good leader when it comes to the decision-making process and 
hearing all the stakes and opinions, yet I think it would be good if he would sometimes 
be a little more decisive.”36
Generally this delegate performs an im portant role in the process of the VZ project. 
He puts in lots of energy to bring the process further. Characteristically this is not done 
with an advocating and energizing style but rather in an explanatory fashion, highlight­
ing the substantive elements of the project and their necessity. As such he can sustain 
long in the processes of decision-making without taking the lead and displaying strong 
directive actions. W ith this process oriented and non-advocating style he has been able 
to influence the process.
“The delegate is not characterized by great assertiveness but he has had his influence in 
his own and modest way.”37
W hen summarized in table 5.4 again a hybrid description of the leadership exercise 
emerges. W ith a high interest in the content o f the V Z proposal and a clear focus on 
combining this content with the existing context of policy-making, this leadership 
can be initially described as daring. Yet, simultaneously in the day to day practice of 
decision-making the delegate shows a strong tendency toward transactional activities 
and interactions. The process accommodating fashion with which the leader operates 
in combination with the existing political and public support for the plans of the VZ 
project indicate that this exercise of leadership is hardly a bet on support.
In a description of the personal and contextual characteristics we will analyze this 
ambiguous leadership exercise and attempt to indicate the main drivers for the specific 
leadership behavior that was found.
Influences
The project of VZ has the most clear and direct benefits for the province of Zeeland. 
Most of the D utch Delta area is located within its borders. Therefore most of the issues 
related to the Delta have a direct influence on the province and the people living there. 
The VZ project is seen as a primary and essential project and its success or failure will 
have a great impact on the policy processes and consequently the success or failure of
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Table 5.4: The leadership exercise of delegate 3
Transactional Daring Transform ational
Focus o f  action Process Connecting Content 
w ith Process
Content
Main repertoire o f  
activities
Accom m odating
brokerage
Entrepreneurial 
brokerage & 
A dvocacy
A dvocacy
Interaction form Cooperation Coopetition Com petition
strategies Dialogue, Decide 
and Deliver
A nnounce, Dialogue 
and A djust
D ecide, Announce 
and Defend
Betting on support No Yes No
Interest in the 
content o f  the 
decision
Low H igh H igh
i
“Salinization is not an issue of discussion in the politics of Zeeland. This is not a difficult 
case for the delegate.”38
Thus, the delegate of Zeeland can count on both political and public support for the VZ 
plans in his local environment.
many other projects in the region. Therefore both public and political support for the 
V Z plan is large. The initial skepticism of the farmers association has turned into a 
constructive attitude in which the plans for salinization can be agreed upon providing 
that the alternative supply of fresh water has been arranged properly.
For the local stakeholders there is much to gain. There is a great chance that the 
fresh water situation for the local farmers will be improved with the new arrangements. 
Historically they are used to farming in a very salt environment, focusing on basic crops 
such as potatoes and sugar beets. Furthermore, salinization is a direct solution to the 
yearly problems with algae for those who live in the vicinity of the VZ. This provides 
possibilities for recreation, tourism and an improvement in spatial quality. A salty VZ 
would also provide more opportunities for the production of high quality mussels, a 
specialty that is the pride of the region and forms an im portant part of its cultural 
identity.
Obviously, the direct political environment of this delegate is largely supporting the 
plans in the VZ project:
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The personal characteristics of this delegate show an interesting mix of skills and 
preferences. His direct environment describes him  as a competent and composed leader 
who can provide good arguments in a discussion but is by no means a charismatic 
and enthusiastic speaker. He has a strong focus on the process of decision-making and 
performs this transactional leadership role with carefulness.
Simultaneously he displays a strong substantive motivation to bring the proposal of 
project V Z further because it has many benefits for his province and he is convinced 
that the proposed strategy is the best solution to the problem. This substantive driver is 
combined with an operational motivation to fulfill the representative tasks of a provin­
cial delegate.
“He simply wants to arrange these things in a way that is orderly and beneficial for 
the province of Zeeland.”39
He therefore tries to balance this focus on the content of the plans with the process 
orientation and the maintenance of support in the decision-making process. But main­
taining a balance can be difficult:
“In the complexity of decision-making processes there is sometimes hardly a chance to 
make sure that the quality of the process and the content of the proposal remain bal­
anced. If the creation of support becomes the foremost concern you might end up with 
a bad plan, so content should be leading. Yet, in our current political climate public 
support is indispensible. It is always a struggle.”40
The struggle between content and process in the case of this delegate results in a dif­
ference between wanting and actually doing. He wants to balance content and process 
orientations yet in practice it often results in a stronger focus on the process.
Regarding the personal characteristics of political ambition the delegate shows a 
remarkable position. In his current situation political ambition is completely absent. 
Due to circumstances within the political party a candidate for the position of delegate 
could not be found and, as a party member with lots of managerial experience, he was 
asked to postpone his retirement for one period and take the position. Due to these 
specific circumstances no political ambition other than doing what was asked to do for 
one administrative period plays any role.
O n the supra-local level most im portant forces of influence are found in the financial 
issues. The province of Zeeland is highly dependent on other parties to (co-)finance the 
project. Most parties are very reluctant in their possible financial contribution to the 
implementation and point toward the national government to take responsibility for 
the plans. But with an abrupt change of government in an economic unstable period 
it is unclear whether there will be support for the V Z plans and more specifically the 
government’s contribution in financing the project.
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Influence of local context
It can be concluded that the local context in Zeeland provides a very positive climate 
for pursuing the proposed policies in the V Z project. Therefore a bet on public and 
political support is in this context not an issue. Still, this specific context invites a 
decision-making strategy that is focused on bringing the proposed project further. Con­
sidering these characteristics it is remarkable that this leader shows a tendency toward 
transactional behavior even though he has outspoken desires to act with a stronger focus 
on the content of the proposal. A possible explanation for this can, can according to 
respondents in the interviews, be sought in the dom inant culture of the region. While 
comparing leadership styles from the different delegates one of the respondents in the 
interviews remarks:
“The style of leader 2 would probably not work in Zeeland, because there is a difference 
in culture. In Zeeland things are handled very quietly and well mannered in a process 
with lots of discussion.”41
Influence of supra-local context
The uncertainties of the supra-local context are similar for this delegate in comparison to 
the other two yet the province of Zeeland has the most to gain in the project and is the 
most depending on the several parties, opportunities and constraints of the supra-local 
context. Nevertheless this doesn’t inhibit the delegate from carrying on his activities in 
the process of the project VZ.
Personal characteristics influence
Regarding his skills and personal propensity the delegate from Zeeland has a strong 
process accommodating characterization that fits very well with the description of the 
policy-making culture in Zeeland.
Nevertheless, the specific personal situation of the delegate, which is unhindered by 
possible future ambitions, creates an opportunity for daring in the decision-making as 
well as a display for non-transactional leadership behavior.
In this light, the transactional tendencies of this delegate give rise to the question 
whether ambition is a driver specifically for non-transactional behavior and whether the 
absence of ambition in the case of the delegate is therefore explanatory for the tendency 
toward transactional behavior.
Analysis
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Conclusion
Explanations for the observed tendency toward transactional behavior in a local context 
that largely invites non-transactional behavior can in this case be found in personal 
characteristics as well as in the dom inant culture of which this delegate is a part.
The question of what is the greatest determinant o f the leadership behavior in this 
case remains largely unanswered.
5.7 Discussion
Key motivational elements have been explored in the description of the three cases of 
leadership. Generally, such influence on leadership behavior originates in personal char­
acteristics of the leader, the context in which the leader must operate as well as interplay 
between these two factors. The case analyses have generated some specific observations 
regarding the nature of these influences and their relations.
In the first case of leadership we have observed an uninviting context for non-trans­
actional behavior. The fact that this leader is nevertheless displaying non-transactional 
leadership points toward an influence from personal characteristics. Furthermore to 
explain the observed tendencies toward transformational behavior in an otherwise dar­
ing exercise respondents emphasize personal characteristics as a main driver for these 
behaviors. In this case we therefore conclude that personal characteristics are a primary 
element in understanding and explaining leadership behavior.
In case 2 the context can be described as inviting non-transactional behavior aimed at 
coupling the innovative proposal to the existing policy context. Still this leader decided 
not to push the proposal further and refrained from involvement in the project. A first 
explanation is found in the personal characteristics of the leader and specifically his am­
bition to score. Simultaneously, contextual factors such as the less prom inent position 
within the project for this leader as well as the opening up of new career possibilities on 
the national level play a role. So in this case interplay of contextual and personal factors 
can be observed but the specific way to deal with the opportunities and constraints that 
are provided by the context is regarded highly personal and subject to influence from 
personal characteristics. Therefore we conclude that also in this case personal character­
istics are a primary element in the influence of leadership exercise.
For leader 3 the local context equally invites non- transactional behavior, yet in this 
case a tendency toward transaction could be observed. It remains unclear whether these 
tendencies are to be explained by contextual influences specifically rooted in the local 
culture to which the individual leader must adapt his behavior, or that this tendency is 
simply part of the personal make- up of the leader which would indicate a personal in­
fluence. Especially since this leader was born and raised in this area, culture and personal
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characteristics can be regarded as highly intertwined. The observations in this case make 
clear that the model used in this research has its limitations since it does not provide for 
a cultural explanation.
Although one case remains unclear the two other cases provide indications of per­
sonal characteristics to be key motivating factors without dismissing the importance of 
context. Respondents in the interviews have put a great emphasis on personal charac­
teristics as influential for leadership exercise. Based on these specific empirical results, it 
is hypothesized that personal characteristics of the individual leader play an im portant 
role in the influencing of leadership exercise in this research. These exercises can not 
be completely explained following the logic of appropriate behavior that is derived 
from an institutional context which provides the normative standards within which 
an individual can operate (March & Olsen, 2009). Undeniably, the context provides 
opportunities and constraints but the way to deal with these and the specific exercise 
that follows from this choice is in this research found to be highly personal. This can 
be related to the idea that policy actors act with their own understanding of the nature 
of the problem and the feasibility o f particular solutions, each with its own individual 
and institutional self- interest and its own normative preferences, and each with its own 
capabilities or action resources that may be employed to affect the outcome (Scharpf,
1997 p.11).
W ith regard to the influence of personal characteristics the role of ambition as a 
driver for non-transactional behavior has been highly emphasized by respondents in this 
research. The urge to score and be a successful politician can be regarded as a positive 
driver to bring the content of a proposal further. This is clearly shown in the first case 
of leadership that we described. However, the leader’s identification with the proposal 
and the perceived opportunities for success have shown to be indispensible conditions. 
In one of our cases we have observed that lack of identification with the plans, going 
hand in hand with a lack of interest in the content of the plans and lack of possible 
opportunity to score worked as a strong de-motivator. Nevertheless, in both scenarios 
the fact remains that personal ambition is a main driver for leadership performance in 
this study which leads to the hypothesis that a highly im portant role for the shaping 
of leadership behavior is to be found in the personal ambition of the individual in a 
leadership position.
Personal ambition of individual actors in a leadership position can thus be considered 
an essential ingredient in policy making and something to be reckoned with for those 
with a desire to instigate policy change, e.g. to promote a sustainable policy agenda.
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Notes
1 “Ze hing die week iedere dag aan de telefoon zo van: ik wordt voorzitter van de stuurgroep.”
2 “Zij is echt van dat ze het wel weet en dan gaat ze mensen winnen en overtuigen.
Gaan voor inspirerend resultaat. Daadkracht en energie heeft ze wel.”
3 “Het is een ongelooflijk spel en ik heb zelf, mijn zwakte is dat als ik zelf ergens in geloof dan vind ik dat 
anderen er ook in moeten geloven.. .maar dat is dus niet altijd zo. Dat is niet eenvoudig!”
4 “Dus haar kracht zit meer in de sfeer van conflict dan in de sfeer van bindend leiderschap.”
5 “H et is tweerichtingsverkeer, waarbij degenen die bezwaar hadden uiteindelijk terug kunnen vinden dat die 
bezwaren een plek hebben gekregen en zijn meegenomen in de uiteindelijke oplossing.”
6 “Nee, hier zou ik willen zeggen ik wil wel blijven openstaan voor mensen die een menig hebben die 
misschien toch moet leiden tot een verandering van het standpunt
dus je moet altijd toch open blijven staan voor de inbreng van anderen maar wel uiteindelijk een keer een 
besluit nemen.”
7 “Nou dat staat wel op mijn lijstje om daar overtuigingskracht voor te mobiliseren.”
8 “Constante spagaat. En dan heb je dus in de politiek altijd te maken met je concullega’s dat betekent dat 
teveel succes dat geeft ook weer gevoelens. Dus als een gedeputeerde of een wethouder want dat heb ik overal 
..kom je dat tegen.. .teveel succes heeft of teveel in de picture staat dan gaat er ook iets gebeuren..boven het 
maaiveld..moet je niet heel vaak hebben.”
9 “Voor een deel denk ik dat het persoonlijke ambitie is. Als ik kijk naar de gedeputeerde__de vorige periode
had zij een veel zwaardere portefeuille ze was voorzitter van een heel pretentieus project dus bijna elke week 
stond ze daarmee in de krant.
Toen ze daarna weer terug kwam wat aanvankelijk niet de bedoeling was maar dan toch. Toen had ze een veel 
kleinere portefeuille en het project, daar was iemand anders al mee aan de haal gegaan.
De gedeputeerde heeft compensatie gezocht en heeft die gevonden in het voorzitterschap van de stuurgroep 
en wil dat niet opgeven. W ant alleen in de rol van voorzitter kan zij rechtstreek met de minister van landbouw 
aan tafel zitten en de anderen kunnen dat niet.
Dat soort dingen persoonlijke eigenschappen van gedeputeerden dat speelt wel mee.”
10 “En ja, de gedeputeerde vindt dat heel lastig. Die heeft geen klik met die mensen, en andersom, dat gaat 
niet goed, ze blijven op afstand.”
11 “Dus je moet je toch proberen om met hele goede argumenten waar ook hun belang in terug te vinden 
is dat daar draagvlak voor vinden.
Dus dat betekent dat je steeds meer als bestuurder en dat is best een praktisch probleem want dat kost heel 
veel tijd, dat je steeds meer met klankbordgroepen, keukentafelgesprekken, veel steken in het horen van wat 
mensen zelf vinden, uitleggen dat je gekomen bent tot het standpunt wat je hebt en het altijd open houden.”
i
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12 “Ze bellen vaak met elkaar maar op een of andere manier lukt het niet om daar lijn in te krijgen. Ze vallen 
elkaar ook niet af openlijk. Maar zo onder ons wordt er wel eens wat onvrede geuit.”
13 “Wij beginnen met een kick off maar de gedeputeerde had daar een ander idee over, die had zo iets 
we hebben alles uitgezocht we weten wat de oplossingsrichtingen zijn dus we moeten dat vertellen en dan 
kunnen we verder. Want we moeten acties. Hoes is wel van actie hij wil resultaatgericht bezig zijn. Als iets 
niet resultaat gericht is dan geeft hem dat niks en dus doet hij er niets mee.”
14 “Luisteren weet ik niet, ik denk dat hij vaak wel snel gaat zenden.”
15 “Toen kwamen er heel veel vragen uit de zaal en dat had hij niet verwacht__In die 6 maanden daarna
hebben we hem nooit meer gezien. Dus dat is een beetje het beeld dat wij hebben van zolang het niet direct 
resultaatgericht is dan laat hij het aan zijn ambtenaren over.”
16 “Dus ik bescherm mezelf daarmee en laat dat over aan mijn collega specialisten. Ik zit veel meer op 
hoofdlijnen. Die moet ik vasthouden. Zij brengt iedere keer die problemen weer op tafel. Dat het allemaal 
zo moeilijk is. Nou ik denk dan OK, dat moet allemaal opgelost worden maar dit moet ik vasthouden.”
17 “Hij is alleen committeert aan dingen die echt resultaat hebben waar hij dan vervolgens mee kan laten 
zien wat hij kan als gedeputeerde.”
18 “Beweegreden dat hij gedeputeerde van milieu is geworden was omdat hij overheidsbemoeienis wilde 
verkleinen. Dat heeft hij ook beloofd in de verkiezingen.”
19 “Laat ik mij vooral niet bemoeien met de vraag o f dat water nou linksom of rechtsom om het dorp heen 
moet. Dat interesseert me niks.
Mijn ambtenaren wel hoor, nou laat dat aan hen. Wij moeten gewoon die kernboodschap vasthouden. Als 
ik overal in de details moet dan gaat het niet.”
20 “Hij heeft toen gezegd:’Ik heb niks met de delta. Ik heb wat met bestuurlijke processen.’ Dus de belang­
stelling vanuit de inhoud daar heeft hij niks mee.”
21 “Dat het echt moet verzilten en daarom moet je heel dogmatisch aan dat verzilten vasthouden.”
22 “Anders zou ik ook ambassadeur kunnen zijn van een plan waar ik het zelf niet mee eens ben. En dat 
is meteen de stemmingsverklaring die je opgenomen krijgt. Als het plan VZ niet helemaal conform mijn 
wensen is dan zou ik als ik hier zeer mee eens zeg, daar toch ambassadeur van kunnen zijn. En ik ga niet een 
plan verdedigen waar ik het zelf niet mee eens ben.”
23 “In eerste instantie vond ik dat hij een fantastisch redenaar was. Dan wint hij mensen voor zich, maar 
vervolgens heb ik ook gemerkt dat mensen daar weer snel in afhaken. Die vinden het iets teveel de show en 
die proeven een grote stappen snel thuis, snel praatje, nu dit zeggen en straks dat zeggen maar er komt niks 
vanuit. En vervolgens zie je dan dat hier in huis bijvoorbeeld Provinciale staten cynisch zijn zo van”dat kan 
hij nu wel zeggen maar dat is ie over een week ook weer kwijt”. Als hij in een andere arena staat dan vliegt 
hij het zo weer langs de andere kant aan.”
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24 “ Ik merk, op de ene of andere manier spanning tussen de gedeputeerde en de staten. Waarbij hij niet het 
gevoel geeft dat hij die spanning wil verminderen.”
25 “Ja, het is een beetje onvoorspelbaar en dat maakt het wel boeiend maar wat ik merk en dat is een hele 
lastige positie, is dat hij heel veel dingen belangrijker vind dan dit.
Ik heb vergaderingen belegd mede op basis van zijn agenda en dan kom t hij toch niet. Niet omdat hij 
aantoonbaar geen zin heeft maar omdat hij andere dingen toch laat prevaleren.”
26 “Met de val van het huidige kabinet moet ik vaststellen dat de agenda van de gedeputeerde vaak overruled 
wordt door kennelijk dingen die in de landelijke politiek spelen.”
27 “Ik kan ook heel moeilijk omgaan met bestuurders..vandaar ook de gedeputeerde van ZH.. Zij brengt 
iedere keer die problemen weer op tafel. Dat het voor Z H  allemaal zo moeilijk is. Ik kan er heel moeilijk mee 
omgaan dat zij de hele wereld erbij haalt.”
28 “Hij is van belang want hij staat achter zout. En wil zich daarvoor inzetten. Hij ziet in dat het voor zeeland 
de beste oplossing is.”
29 “Vanuit mijn inborst zou ik willen zeggen vind ik de inhoud leidend en daarnaast is om je doel ook te 
bereiken draagvlak nodig en is dus het proces van groot belang. Anders gaat het daarop fout. Dus dat is mijn 
inzet om daar in elk geval een gezonde balans in te realiseren.”
30 “Hij is voorzichtig. Dus toen hadden we daar niet zoveel aan maar in deze discussie toen heb ik wel 
gemerkt dat het iemand is die heel zorgvuldig is. Heel zorgvuldig en netjes in het proces.”
31 “Hij is een man van het midden.”
32 “Nee, hij loopt niet voor de muziek uit; hij is behoudend.”
33 “Nou echt krachtdadig is niet zijn manier van werken, hij wil iedereen erbij houden.”
34 “Toen hebben we wel gehoord dat hij wel die resultaten heeft opgepakt en naar die boeren is gestapt van 
hé hoe kunnen we hiermee verder.”
35 “Nou de gedeputeerde is gekomen met het idee om allianties te sluiten. Overheid en marktpartijen. Dat 
heeft als doel om bij alle partijen langs te gaan en na te gaan of er gekoppelde belangen zijn en als die er 
zijn of er dan ook gedeelde verantwoordelijkheden liggen en langs die redeneerlijn tot mede kostendragers 
kunnen komen.”
36 “Kijk hij is wel heel aardig. Hij zou misschien wel eens wat minder aardig kunnen zijn en met de vuist op 
tafel slaan. Maar voor het proces is hij wel heel goed. Precies de goeie woorden netjes openen en het mooi 
afsluiten, conclusies meenemen en dat moet je ook maar kunnen.”
37 “Zeker niet het type dat graag op de voorgrond staat, hij heeft bescheiden profiel maar ja als het moet dan 
is hij er natuurlijk wel. Bescheiden maar zichtbaar. Geen grote geldingsdrang gewoon ik moet er voor zorgen 
dat er voortgang wordt geboekt.”
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38 “Dus de verzilting van het VZ staat politiek niet ter discussie in Zeeland. Maar het zorgt wel dat de 
gedeputeerde, dit is niet het hoofdpijndossier voor hem.”
39 “Ja, de gedeputeerde is denk ik gewoon iemand die het zorgvuldig wil regelen voor de mensen uit zijn 
provincie.”
40 “Natuurlijk, daar kun je niet omheen. Maar toen die vraag zo onder mijn ogen kwam, toen dacht ik waar 
gaat het uiteindelijk om. Het gaat erom dat er een balans is tussen de kwaliteit van het besluit en draagvlak. 
Maar ook zoiets, dat je in de maalstroom van het proces nauwelijks tijd hebt om er goed over na kunt 
denken. Dat vind ik wel een van de gevaren van dit beroep. Dat je niet voldoende afstand kunt nemen om 
te zeggen hoe verloopt het nou allemaal en zit die balans er wel?
Als draagvlak bepalend wordt dan kan het wel eens een slecht besluit zijn. Dan heb je misschien wel draag­
vlak, maar wat heb je dan bereikt? Uiteindelijk moet het dan toch om de inhoud gaan. Dat heeft bij mij 
voorrang ten opzichte van draagvlak. Maar in de politiek, vooral de laatste jaren is dat veel sterker geworden, 
is draagvlak ja is onmisbaar. Dus het is altijd worstelen wat dat betreft.”
41 “Het is maar net hoe het valt want er is wel een cultuurverschil. Op zeeland is het ook heel anders dan in 
Brabant. Dus de stijl van die gedeputeerde zou misschien helemaal niet goed vallen in het Zeeuwse. Zeeland 
is heel netjes en rustig en veel praten en heel veel mensen kennen elkaar ook van andere gremia waar ze elkaar 
spreken. Dus dat gaat allemaal heel netjes.”


Synthesis
Abstract
This final chap ter provides a synthesis o f  th e  preceding chapters, reflecting on th e  insights that 
were generated  an d  answ ering the  questions posed in C h ap te r 1.
First, the  insights an d  conclusions o f  th e  individual chapters are revisited an d  confron ted  w ith 
each o ther in a narrative analysis, m u ch  like taking a retrospective jou rney  th ro u g h  th e  ‘snap 
shots’ from  earlier travels. In th is process we (re)construct th e  developm ent o f  daring leadership as 
a concept an d  as an ideal type o f  leadership w ith in  th e  transactional-transform ational dichotom y, 
from  th e  g rounded  exploration to  th e  investigation o f  influences on leadership behavior.
A tten tion  is th en  focused on the  m otivational factors th a t drive leadership behavior. The 
outcom es o f  th is pa rt o f  th e  study  an d  th e  concept o f  daring leadership th a t has been developed 
th ro u g h o u t th e  chapters are th en  subjected to  theoretical reflection. Som e im plications o f  this 
study  are discussed as well.
The th ird  section o f  the  chap ter presents general conclusions. These conclusions provide 
answers to  the  research questions th a t were fo rm ulated  in th e  first chap ter o f  th is book.
The chap ter closes by  reflecting on the  applicability  an d  relevance o f  th e  concept o f  daring 
leadership, cu lm inating  in several recom m endations for policy-m aking an d  o p p ortun ities for 
fu rth er research.
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6.1 Developing the leadership concept
This section describes the conceptual journey that the development of the concept of 
daring leadership has been. The journey shows the different experimental shapes of the 
concept that it has known throughout the chapters of this book. Because the chapters 
present the different articles that are submitted to journals, they can be seen as the snap­
shot of conceptual thinking at that moment. This section provides a synthesis through 
the retrospective examination of these “snapshots”, comparable to how we can look 
back at photographs from our travels and see things again, but from a further developed 
perspective.
Chapter 2: A grounded exploration
In this chapter we explored the role of public leaders in connecting an issue of con­
sequence to the existing context of policy-making. This exploration was marked as 
‘grounded’ meaning that all theory and concepts have been placed between brackets. We 
relied only on open interviews with public leaders who had reputations as risk-accepting 
types. According to the leaders who were interviewed the specific position in connecting 
issues to existing context is characterized by a high level of complexity and insecurity. 
It is unclear how processes will unfold and whether the necessary public and political 
support will eventually emerge.
In the interviews the leaders shared their views on how to generate meaningful be­
havior in such uncertain situations and how they actively deal with the complexities at 
hand. One im portant issue that they emphasized involved the fact that it takes daring to 
enter the complex and insecure realms of a public decision-making process and bring to 
the table an issue that is controversial, can have a high impact and consequently poses 
a risk for the leader due to uncertainty regarding ultimate public and political support. 
Daring decision making can therefore be considered as a leap of faith for public leaders 
who try to couple an innovative proposal to the existing context of policy-making.
The grounded definition of daring leadership as “betting on support” (Chapter 2) 
that resulted from this exploration has proven a fundamental element in the concep­
tualization of daring leadership, with regard to coupling of innovative proposals to the 
existing policy context. The subtleties in this element of daring leadership as a specific 
way of dealing with complexity and uncertainty that were encountered in the empirical 
research were initially overlooked. This resulted in a largely “transformational” descrip­
tion of daring decision-making, dominated by a primary focus on content and an 
emphasis on advocacy strategies.
In retrospect, it can be seen that the roots of the additional characteristics concerning 
the management of complexity, which added further development to the definition of the 
element ‘betting on support’ in chapter 5, were already present in this first research phase.
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The subtle differences in views on daring leadership became visible after re-reading the 
interview files and relating them to the descriptions of public decision-making processes 
from complexity literature (Flood, 1999; Teisman, 2005). This literature emphasizes 
the limitations of complexity-reducing behavior of individuals dealing with the specific 
complexities of public management. The combining of these empirical findings with 
the insights from the literature has in chapter 5 led to the statement that a daring style 
actively engages the complexities of the policy process instead of attempting to reduce 
complexity by strictly focusing on the rules and regulations of the process as it is done 
in transactional leadership or, in the case of transformational leadership, by a sole focus 
on the content and the pushing of this proposal, regardless of the specific circumstances.
The conditions needed for daring decision making that were described by the respon­
dents in the interviews of Chapter 2 show a strong focus on personal characteristics. 
Respondents attributed a central role to these characteristics in the attempts to couple 
innovations to the existing policy situation. In Chapter 5 analysis of empirical findings 
from a completely different context demonstrate the that influence of both context and 
personal factors are im portant influences on leadership action when innovations have 
to be coupled to the existing policy situation as does the interplay between these tow 
factors. From all of these factors, personal characteristics emerged as the most important 
drivers. In this sense, the findings reported in Chapter 5 largely confirm the views of the 
public leaders described in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3: Relating the concept to theory
This chapter contains the second step of conceptualizing daring leadership. Various 
theoretical views are compared and related to the empirical findings of Chapter 2. In the 
different theories, descriptions of various types have been explored. The dichotomous 
leadership description of Transactional and Transformational leadership is also described. 
Transactional leadership is described as incremental and focused on the maintenance of 
the process, and transformational leadership is characterized as content-oriented and 
trying to raise awareness, advocating for something that is considered right or good 
(Bass, 1985).
This conceptual pair is then compared to the policy entrepreneur, as described by 
John Kingdon (1995) in the policy-streams approach. A policy entrepreneur is an ad­
vocate for a certain proposal. According to Kingdon the combination of a position with 
authority, the skills to forge the right connections as well as being persistent is the best 
recipe for success. Two specific types of action are distinguished in the repertoire of the 
policy entrepreneur: advocacy and brokerage. Advocacy involves pushing a proposal and 
promoting it as the best solution. Brokerage concerns negotiating among various actors 
or coalitions, coupling networks and trying to find win-win solutions. A more extreme 
form of brokering is found in the type of the policy broker whose dom inant concerns
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are with system maintenance, keeping the level of political conflict within acceptable 
limits and reaching some reasonable compromise (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1993). 
The boundary spanner (Williams, 2002) possesses the same brokering skills, yet can also 
appear as an entrepreneur and innovator, advocating alternative approaches and creative 
solutions to problems. The last type description in Chapter 3 concerns the reformist 
leader. This type consists of individual political actors who promote radical changes in 
the institutional structure of a policy system, which are directed towards a specific goal 
(’t Hart, 2000). These individuals are characterized by communicative and negotiation 
skills as well as by tactical insight and the skill to use institutional possibilities of the 
leadership position. In general the various skills and characterizations of the theoretical 
types described here are related to the continuum  of advocacy and brokerage, as identi­
fied by Kingdon (1995).
The characteristics of these type descriptions from the literature are combined with 
the empirical findings and then expressed as a conceptual map (see Figure 6.1). This 
conceptual map gives an impression of the variety of theoretical types, each with its own 
specific set of ingredients. Where in the map could daring leadership be located?
In the conclusion of chapter 3 the question emerged whether daring leadership could 
be identified as a type of leadership comparable with transformational leadership or 
that it entailed a specific combination of the various type descriptions given here in 
order to not just propose an innovative idea but also to be able to connect it to existing 
policy processes. This question already harbored the expectation that combining various
advocacy
Leadership action
process
Leadership focus
content
1. policy entrepreneur
2. reformist leader
3. boundary spanner
4. policy broker
5. interview results
brokerage
Daring
Leadership
Figure 6.1: Daring leadership combing leadership action and focus
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types could be an im portant condition for leadership in order to bring ideas into actual 
implementation. So, daring leadership as it was defined by the respondents in chapter 2 
is enriched with insights from the theoretical types in chapter 3.
Daring leadership can be located in the centre of the figure where it covers the various 
types positioned here (see Figure 6.1). As such it combines advocacy and brokerage 
strategies but also has a combined focus on the content and the process.
As described in chapter 3, the conceptual map suggests that a focus on content 
combined with a repertoire consisting largely of advocacy activities implies a more 
transformational type of leadership. In a purely conceptual comparison of the three ideal 
types, this is indeed the case. Examination from a more practical perspective, however, 
raises the question of whether it would be possible for a leader who wants to advance 
certain content that is aimed at transformation to adopt a largely transactional style. 
Such a leader can be positioned in the upper left quadrant o f figure 6.1, an area that is 
not covered by the existing type descriptions in the described literature. An answer to 
this question is found in Chapter 5 where the leadership exercise of one particular leader 
is indeed characterized by bringing forward a transformational proposal but using a 
largely transactional-oriented style. It can therefore be concluded that there can be a dis­
tinction in the characterization of the content of the proposal and the characterization 
of the leadership activities that are being deployed. It appears therefore that a leadership 
concept that allows for a more free combination of transactional and transformational 
dimensions is warranted.
Between Chapter 3 and 4: from theory uptake to theory development
Although the introduction of various theoretical type descriptions in Chapter 3 en­
riched the concept of daring leadership in terms of activities and focus, it did not appear 
to capture daring leadership in a critical and systematic manner. The way forward was 
found by taking the dichotomy of transactional and transformational leadership as the 
template and pull the two types conceptually apart, thereby creating a conceptual space 
between them.
The dichotomy of transactional and transformational leadership which was redevel­
oped from political science to fit organizational theory (Bass, 1984), provides a sharp 
distinction in leadership styles that results in two opposing core descriptions. This 
strict dichotomy has little compatibility with the complex characteristics of the inter- 
organizational sphere and the role of public leadership undertaking a bet on support in 
the act of coupling an innovative proposal to existing policy context. This role suggests 
an additional leadership style description, partly based on a combination of the two 
existing leadership types and partly characterized by new elements.
The typical individuals that were described in the theories in Chapter 3 all have a 
mixture of characteristics that can be related to both the transactional and the transfor­
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mational position. Using this dichotomous typology of leadership as a basis, the con­
ceptualization of daring leadership attempted to provide a meaningful re-aggregation 
and re-conceptualization of the various type descriptions in the conceptual map, thus 
creating a meaningful third ideal type based on empirical and theoretical insights.
Figure 6.2: A  typology of leadership within the conceptual map
Daring leadership incorporates insights from literature and empirical results into a third ideal type within 
the transactional-transformational dichotomy.
This raised the question of whether this third type -this conceptual space- should be 
seen as merely an intermediate style of leadership that seeks a compromise between the 
transactional and transformational extremes, or whether it should be seen as a distinct 
ideal type that incorporates unique elements or specific combinations of transactional 
and transformational elements. In Chapter 4 we entered this phase of theory develop­
ment, which ultimately resulted in the TDT-typology of Chapter 5.
Chapters 4 and 5: Developing the concept of Daring Leadership
The outcome of Chapter 3, which presented daring leadership as a constellation of theo­
retical type descriptions within the dichotomy of transactional and transformational 
leadership, was taken as a starting point for conceptualization in Chapter 4. In this 
chapter, the differences between the ideal-typical transformational leadership behavior 
and the concept o f daring leadership become more pronounced and daring leadership 
becomes an independent and distinct ideal type.
The three ideal types were conceptualized and related to each other based on a com­
bination of leadership elements. These elements were created through the iteration of 
theoretical insights and empirical findings from the WaalWeelde cases combined with 
a new input of theoretical and practical knowledge that was generated in collaboration
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with public-administration scholars at Erasmus University in Rotterdam. This resulted 
in the conceptualization of three ideal types of leadership, as summarized in the tables
1, 2 and 3 of chapter 4.
The empirical findings of Chapter 4 indicate that most leadership behavior in the 
WaalWeelde project could be characterized as transactional. W ithin this transactional 
behavior, however, a difference was observed between behavior that was characterized 
as either a passive or an active transactional interface. In the first characterization, the 
leader manages the dynamics of the decision-making process between top-down and 
bottom -up directions w ithout personally interfering. In Chapter 4 it is highlighted that 
although these leaders may be interested in the content of proposals, they do not perceive 
themselves as the legitimate responsible authority to promote it. Because they actively 
seek the legitimization from higher government, they are characterized as an active 
interface. This is in contrast to the second category of transactional leaders who show no 
initiative to engage in forming an interface for emerging external issues and who simply 
preserve the status quo. It is stated that this group has no interest in new proposals. The 
difference in interest that leaders may have for the specific content of a proposal has 
also been observed in later research, where it has proven highly relevant as one of the 
factors driving the exercise of leadership. It has therefore been incorporated as a defining 
leadership element in the further conceptualization of leadership in Chapter 5.
At this point, it is im portant to note the difference that was observed concerning the 
bet on support in daring leadership, as compared to the bet in transformational leader­
ship. Transformational leadership was observed in the case of the non-public leader in 
WaalWeelde. In this case, the bet on support carried few consequences for the position 
of the individual. However, in the case of the public leader a strong dependence on 
ultimate public and political support could be witnessed. This daring bet was therefore 
accompanied with more awareness and carefulness compared to the transformational 
type. W hen predictions of public and political support became less positive the daring 
bet was exchanged for a more transactional position in which the short-term perspec­
tives of the local population could be facilitated and represented. In retrospect we can 
link these empirical observations to the statements of the leaders who were interviewed 
in Chapter 2. In this context it was remarked that the bet on support is the step into 
the unknown that a public leader must make when attempting to actively connect an 
innovative proposal to the existing policy context. This step is ultimately characteristic 
of public leadership, as only leadership in a public position is so directly dependent on 
public and political support and the public decision-making process is characterized by 
specific and high complexity. A multitude of parties and stakeholders advance a variety 
of viewpoints and interests, unforeseen developments lead to changes in opinions as 
well as to new interests that must be taken into account within a process in which the 
leadership position is highly dependent on the level of support from the other parties.
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This difference in the characteristics of public leaders versus other forms of leadership 
became the basis upon which daring leadership as a substantive ideal type is distin­
guished from transformational leadership.
The daring leader is very much aware of this complex and uncertain context and 
therefore makes a conscious bet on support when stepping into this complex arena with 
a new proposal. The essence of daring decision-making lies in the active and conscious 
engaging of such complexity in contrast to transactional and transformational leadership 
which both are efforts to reduce the complexity into something that can be perceived as 
controllable such as the running of a process according the rules or a complete devotion 
to the promoting of the proposal. In the case of transformational leadership that was 
observed in the WaalWeelde project the specific a-political function of the individual 
displaying the behavior rendered the complexity issue unproblematic. Therefore it is 
concluded from this case that the transformational bet is not comparable to the daring 
bet.
How does this relate to the transformational behavior of Delegate 2 in Chapter 5? He 
was a public leader displaying transformational leadership behavior. In Chapter 5 the 
answer to this question is found in the further development of the definition of betting 
on support. This definition is based on the empirical results of the leadership cases in the 
VZ project as well as on the combination of results from the different chapters.
Chapter 5: Finalizing the TDT-typology
The main concern of chapter 5 is the underlying motivations of the various behaviors 
that we can observe in the practice of leadership. These are elaborated in the following 
section. In this section we will focus on the final steps involved in conceptualizing dar­
ing leadership which was also part of chapter 5.
These final steps could be taken as a by-product of the analysis of encountered leader­
ship performances in relation with their underlying drivers. It amounted to the further 
conceptualizing of the element of betting on support as an exclusive feature for daring 
leadership. In Chapter 4, betting on support was a feature linked to non-transactional 
behavior and it was therefore associated with both the daring and the transformational 
ideal type. However, working on Chapter 5 brought renewed attention to the ideal type 
of transformational leadership.
In a case of ideal-typical transformational leadership, the leader would be expected 
to have had a personal connection to the proposal. This would result in pushing the 
proposal further, regardless of the possible resistance from others, based on the convic­
tion of doing the right thing. W hen taking a retrospective look at some of the leaders 
in the interviews from chapter 2, it was found that they answered the questions about 
taking a bet, saying: ’you might call it a bet but I am convinced that I will eventually 
receive the necessary support!’. There was no sign of uncertainty about this at all. So, in
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the most ideal-typical cases of transformational leadership that were encountered a bet 
on support was not the defining element of leadership. In the absence of any doubt or 
uncertainty, it can hardly be called a bet.
These new insights could be combined with perspectives from complexity theory 
(Flood, 1999; Teisman, 2005). The aspect of betting on support could now be further 
understood as a way of dealing with the uncertainties that arise in the complex context 
of decision-making. In this context transactional leadership attempts to reduce the 
uncertainties and complexities by focusing only on ‘doing’ the process. O n the other 
side of the spectrum the transformational ideal-type will display a strong focus on the 
content of the proposal, in the conviction that others will follow. Transformational 
leadership thus does not actively deal with complexity; it simply ignores it in the com­
petition of ‘the proposal against the rest’. A strong belief makes it possible to cope with 
any uncertainty or complexity. The daring ideal type considers the existence of ultimate 
support as uncertain and therefore makes an active bet on support. In this case the bet 
is accompanied by an active involvement in the process of exchanging viewpoints with 
other stakeholders. The daring leader attempts to merge views and incorporate different 
interests into a policy trajectory that continues to aim for the goals that were set in the 
initial proposal. As such a daring style actively engages the complexities of the policy 
process instead of attempting to reduce complexity. This combination of insights has 
led to the further conceptualization of the element ‘bet on support’ which primarily 
identifies daring leadership as an alternative to both transactional and transformational 
leadership as it is the only ideal type that is considered to involve betting on support 
(Chapter 5). 1
In retrospect, the position of daring leadership in the conceptual space between 
transactional and transformational leadership (depicted in Figures 6.1 and 6.2), as well 
as its conceptualization, can now be better understood. The combining of advocacy 
and brokerage strategies but also a combined focus on the content and the process adds 
new dimensions to the traditional transactional-transformational dichotomy. Figure 6.3 
has been drafted to illustrate this. Daring leadership can be conceptualized as a leader­
ship type that partly combines elements from the transactional and transformational
1. Another addition to the conceptualization was the incorporation of the element o f interest in the content 
of the proposed policies. The empirical observations in Chapter 5 revealed a difference in the interest of 
leaders in the content of the eventual outcome. This seems to be related to the personal interests and values of 
the leader and as such this factor o f interest in the outcome can be regarded an explaining element in leader­
ship behavior. For example, the second delegate of Chapter 5 demonstrated a performance of leadership 
that could largely be characterized as transformational but with one strong exception. Indications for this 
exception were given in his absence from the project. He competed only for a short while and then decided 
to invest his energy into something else. An explanation for this deviation from the ideal type could be found 
in the lack of interest in the content o f the plan that he was set to compete for.
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Figure 6.3 Four dimensions of daring leadership
tradition (segments A and B) and partly incorporates new elements that are distinctly 
focusing on new characterizations of the leadership role with regard to the management 
o f the process of decision-making, as well as to the content o f the issue at stake. In 
the figure, these elements are identified as ‘process advocacy’ and ‘content brokerage’ 
(segments C and D).
These new elements indicate the focus of daring leadership on the issue that is under 
consideration as well as on connecting of innovative proposals that address this issue 
to the existing context o f policy making. W ith this focus the daring leader actively em­
braces complexity as described in the previous section. Brokerage activities are therefore 
not focused solely on process accommodation, as is the case in transactional leadership, 
but are deployed in the light o f the specific issue at hand. This issue is the focal point 
or the ‘umbrella’ under which different parties in the process can bring in their adjust­
ments and dimensions that represent their own interests and viewpoints in a dynamic 
and open process in which the leader aims to create new connections across existing 
coalitions and bargains with other parties in the light o f bringing the issue further. This 
focusing on the issue while creating new connections and bargaining with other parties 
can be identified as issue management.
Issue management is directly related to the process element in daring leadership. The 
approach to management of the process of decision-making in the daring leadership 
type transcends the boundaries of traditional process accommodation based on existing 
rules, procedures and codes of conduct and it aims to arrive at new interpretations of 
multi-level and multi-stakeholder governance and participatory processes in which a 
variety of actors are invited to engage in the decision-making process. In this process 
however, the issue remains the focal point, with the connection of various stakeholders,
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levels and layers with each other and with the issue as a primary activity. This connective 
multi-stakeholder orientation can be identified as multi-actor connectivity.
Process advocacy in the form of multi actor connectivity (Segment C) is thus directly 
linked with content brokerage in the form of issue management (Segment D). They are 
two sides of the same coin, united in the combinatory characteristics of daring leader­
ship.
The conceptual journey through the various chapters in this study has generated a 
typology of leadership based on ideal types of transactional, daring and transformational 
leadership: the T D T  typology (Table 6.1).
Table 6.1: The TDT-typology
Transactional Daring Transformational
Focus o f  action Process
Connecting Content 
w ith Process
Content
Main repertoire o f  
activities
Accom m odating
brokerage
Issue M anagem ent 
& M ulti-actor 
Connectivity
A dvocacy
Interaction form Cooperation Coopetition Com petition
strategies
D ialogue, Decide 
and D eliver
A nnounce, Dialogue 
and A djust
D ecide, Announce 
and Defend
Betting on support No Yes No
Interest in the 
content o f  the 
decision
Low High H igh
One of the questions in this book concerns the possible motivations behind specific 
leadership behavior. W hy do leaders do what they do and what can explain the differ­
ences in leadership styles of leaders that are essentially concerned with coupling the same 
innovation to their specific policy contexts? Are differences in contexts the dominant
A further detailed description of the conceptualization of daring leadership within the 
TDT-typology is provided in the concluding section of this chapter. The following sec­
tion provides a further insight into the possible drivers of specific leadership behavior.
6.2 Drivers of leadership
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explanatory factor, or can the personal make-up of a specific leader also be considered to 
influence how and why specific leadership comes about?
In Chapter 4 it was concluded that the performance of leadership is motivated 
through both personal and contextual factors. The analysis of the case studies in Chapter 
5 shed some light on the mutual dynamics of these factors.
The three ideal types that were encountered and categorized in Chapter 4 are used 
in Chapter 5 as a tool to describe leadership behavior in the V Z project. The result of 
this exercise showed that individual leaders never fully reproduced all the elements of a 
specific ideal type in their behavior. Instead, they exhibited a profile of behavior accord­
ing to various elements within the T D T  typology. In order to find possible explanations 
for the displayed leadership performances as well as the deviations from the ideal types, 
a description of possible motivating factors is given. These motivating factors are catego­
rized as personal characteristics, local context and supra-local context.
The possibility to score in different categories and in different ideal-types indicates 
that the entire spectrum of leadership is potentially available for all leaders, although 
the ways in which this spectrum is used depends upon the personal characteristics, the 
contextual factors and the interplay between these two. W ith regard to the mutual dy­
namics of these factors the study discussed in Chapter 5 provided indications to suggest 
that personal characteristics can assume a major role. These findings can be related to the 
actor-oriented descriptions of conditions for daring decision-making, derived from the 
interviews with leaders in Chapter 2, in which the respondents assigned an important 
role to their personal characteristics as drivers for leadership behavior.
Based on the findings in Chapter 5 it was hypothesized that personal ambition is an 
im portant driver for the specific performance of leadership. For example personal ambi­
tion was indicated as a main driver for one delegate’s decision to drop the VZ issue and 
move to arenas in which opportunities for political success were perceived to be more 
viable. In another case of leadership concerning the VZ project personal ambition was 
a main driver in the decision to take up the VZ issue and continue efforts to combine 
this issue with the provincial policy-making context, even though this context appeared 
to be highly of and not amenable to the issue.
6.3 Reflections and implications
The findings of Chapter 5 can be positioned within the various theoretical perspectives 
that dominate the debate on actor-based or institutional factors of influence on the 
behavior of actors in policy processes. The following section will reflect on this debate 
and positions daring leadership within existing theory. Furthermore, it addresses several 
implications that follow from this exercise.
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The previous chapters have provided insight into the role of public leadership in coupling 
innovations to the existing policy context. As described in Chapter 1, the concept of daring 
leadership was built on the Transactional-Transformational (TT) dichotomy developed in 
the seminal work of Burns (1978), which was later adapted by Bass (1984). Whereas Bass 
formalized the two ideal types from Burns’ descriptions of political leadership into practi­
cally oriented typologies that were useful in organizational theory, the T D T  typology has 
further developed the ideal types through adding leadership elements that have specific 
relevance for public leadership. Furthermore, through the conceptualizing of a third type 
it has filled the gap that had previously existed between the two extreme types in the T T  
dichotomy, thus making the T D T  typology applicable in the analysis of public leadership.
W ith a focus on individuals in achieving policy change, the concept o f daring leader­
ship relates to a certain extent to the concept of policy entrepreneurs (Kingdon, 1995; 
Huitem a & Meijerink 2010). Daring leadership involves nonetheless a very specific 
focus on the role of elected public officials as possible entrepreneurs of change. This 
imparts a specific and distinctive character to the concept of daring leadership.
In this book the role of elected officials as public leaders in connecting innovative 
proposals to an existing context of policy making has been described and analyzed in 
various empirical studies. Two im portant observations can be made with regard to the 
results of these studies. First, these cases demonstrate that the role of the individual actor 
does matter. Second, the results indicate that it also matters who exactly is executing this 
role, given that these individual’s personal characteristics largely determine how this role 
will be fulfilled.
These observations lead to a specific perspective on the theoretical debate on the 
mutual influences of individuals and the structures in which they operate. From an insti­
tutionalist perspective it would be argued that such an im portant role for the individual 
in policy processes overemphasizes the role of agency vis-à-vis structure (van Tatenhove 
en Leroy, 1995). According to Giddens (1984) institutions are historical constructs that 
have been internalized in hum an behavior. As a result people act according to which has 
been institutionalized as appropriate (March & Olsen, 2006). This nonetheless does not 
rule out any possible desire for institutional change that might emanate from individu­
als. Some institutional perspectives would argue that such a change could happen only 
through collective action and support from such enabling structural circumstances as 
economic prosperity, social crises or discursive shifts in apprehending reality (Arts, 2006).
This study nonetheless argues that if indeed the context does indeed provide op­
portunities and constraints it is still the individual who decides, to a certain extent, 
how to make use of them and what to do. In this regard, Scharpf (1997) argues that 
policy actors act according their own understanding of the nature of the problem and
6.3.1 Theoretical reflections
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the feasibility of particular solutions, each with its own individual and institutional self 
interest and its own normative preferences, and each with its own capabilities or action 
resources that may be employed in order to affect the outcome.
At the same time, the results of Chapter 5 show the individual and its structural 
context to be strongly interwoven. The behavior of Leader 3 can be understood from 
a social institutionalist perspective explaining behavior not only through a sense of ap­
propriateness but rather as internalized culture.
W ithout dismissing this notion I would like to emphasize the statement that only ac­
tors can act. The question then is to which extent these actions are institutionally driven 
either through internalization of institutional values or directly through institutional 
contexts such as opportunities and incentive systems. I believe that this research reveals a 
considerable space for the free actor, driven not only by external and internalized institu­
tions, but also, to a significant extent, by personal ambition, preferences and capacities.
The focus of this book is on public leadership. ’t H art and Uhr (2008) distinguish 
three types of public leadership: political, administrative and civic. In this book public 
leadership has been defined as what ’t H art and Uhr have described as political public 
leadership. Hence, the concept of daring leadership is essentially political. The ultimately 
defining element of daring leadership is directly connected to the specific situation that 
political leaders are elected officials whose actions and position are directly dependent 
on the voting public.
Administrative leadership is associated with the non-elected high level bureaucrats 
who have the dual responsibility to lead the bureaucratic organization while simultane­
ously serving the public. At this point, it is im portant to acknowledge that their role and 
influence in processes of change or stability must not be ignored, even though this group 
fell outside the scope of this research.
The same holds for civic leadership, which is located outside the governmental sys­
tem. In the case studies of this research concerning the WaalWeelde project as well as 
the project V Z this leadership has been encountered. It was witnessed that this form of 
leadership often uses a transformational strategy (chapter 4). As such they relate to the 
advocate role as one of the forms of civic leadership that ’t H art en Uhr have distin­
guished. Such advocates find themselves supported, for instance, by innovative concepts 
and methods such as Cradle to Cradle (Braungart et al., 2007) or The Natural step 
(Robert, 1999). As demonstrated by the encounters with such leadership in the research 
cases, civic leadership is highly im portant as both an inspirational source for change and 
a constant driving force that can keep the initial movement going, possibly shielding it 
from the encapsulating powers of institutional forces that aim for the status quo. Due 
to its focus on the public leadership of elected officials, this book has largely neglected 
the civic leadership role. The encounters with such leadership in the cases nonetheless 
indicate new challenges for further research.
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This study has departed from the assumption that the analysis of public political lead­
ership (i.e. individual elected politicians) contributes greatly to the understanding of 
policy processes in the light of policy change. In this light the T D T  typology has been 
developed specifically for the analysis of public political leadership. This typology has 
been based on the existing ideal-typical dichotomy of transactional and transforma­
tional leadership. The extension with daring leadership as a third ideal type and the 
modification of the existing concepts into comparable ideal types has led to a refinement 
of the ideal-typical bandwidth, thus creating a more suitable and relevant conceptualiza­
tion for the specifics of public (political) leadership. The T D T  typology can therefore 
be considered as a conceptual enrichment that could improve the effectiveness of the 
analysis and understanding of public leadership and policy change.
W ith this conceptualization the role of public political leadership has been studied in 
this book. From the results it can be concluded that the individual realization of this role 
varies greatly between individual leaders. It can thus be expected that different leaders 
in similar situations can generate different outcomes due to the differences in individual 
strategies and behavior. A general implication of these results is that, in addition to 
institutions and contexts, people matter. To fully grasp what is happening in processes 
of policy change an exclusive focus on institutional analysis, even if  it includes how 
institutions are internalized by actors, is not enough.
Although this study has been putting the role of elected political leaders central it 
is im portant to also point at the importance of many other types, shapes and roles of 
leadership that play im portant roles in the whole of societal innovation. Leadership that 
aims for innovation can be found on an individual as well as collective basis and leader­
ship in persons or groups is to be expected on various levels in different organizations 
that are related to the decision-making process. Examples of this leadership include 
public servants, university board members, N G O  directors and corporate leaders. These 
individuals can play a highly im portant role with regard to innovation. For instance, in 
the early adoption of new technologies in organizations but also in questions related to 
persuading the financial sector to shift toward a strategy of asset management based on 
sustainability criteria instead of maximum direct financial profit.
From a political, inter-organizational leadership perspective, the concept of daring 
leadership and the T D T  typology could possibly provide more elaborate insights into 
characteristics of the various roles and positions of other parties and other appearances 
within complex processes of decision-making. But simultaneously it can be expected 
that such insights could also provide and enhance mutual understanding in the vari­
ous roles that different actors assume in the process. This would require determining 
whether the T D T  typology is also applicable in other appearances of leadership.
6.3.2 Implications
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At the same time these questions underline the importance of the relation between 
inter-organizational leadership and the various forms and appearances of leadership 
in intra-organizational contexts (within organizations). W hen intra-organizational 
leadership is a given, inter-organizational leadership can play a major role. N ot only as 
gatekeeper, coupling innovations to existing policy contexts, but also as a facilitator and 
inspiring force that enables leadership in organizations to develop and connect to other 
networks and strengthen positions, thereby creating a favorable climate for change.
W ith regard to the implications of the daring leadership concept and the T D T  
typology it should be noted that a distinction exists between the applicability of the 
conceptualization as a tool in describing and understanding leadership in public 
decision-making processes and the claim that it provides proof about the leadership role 
and function. Daring leadership and the T D T  typology are merely theoretical concepts. 
Such theoretical concepts should not simply be seen as a statement about the world that 
can be falsified by evidence, but as an analytical tool for describing and explaining the 
world around us (see Brox, 1990).
6.4 Conclusions: Answering the research questions
In order to contribute to the understanding of the role of individual public leadership 
of elected officials in the connecting of innovative proposals with the existing context 
of policy making this study aimed to make a conceptual step forward in this area. The 
concept of daring leadership has been a focal point in this endeavor. Throughout the 
various chapters in this book insights have been generated on what daring leadership re­
ally is, what it is composed of and the ways in which it emerges in the reality of everyday 
policy making. Based on preceding sections, the various outcomes in the research are 
now described in more general terms, order to provide formal answers to the research 
questions. These questions were:
1. Departing from daring leadership as a tentative notion, what is daring leadership as 
an empirically grounded concept?
2. In what way can the concept of daring leadership be related to literature in the field 
of policy innovation and leadership?
3. How is daring leadership manifested in the practice of public decision-making?
4. W hat shapes and motivates leadership behavior, in particular daring leadership?
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Throughout the chapters the T D T  typology has been shaped into six defining elements 
(see Table 6.2). Based on these elements the essentials of the exercise of leadership can 
be described. In order to provide an answer to the first research question in this book, 
daring leadership can be described accordingly.
Table 6.2: The ideal type of daring leadership in the TDT-typology
6.4.1 Defining daring leadership
Transactional Daring Transformational
Focus o f  action Process Connecting Content 
w ith Process
Content
Main repertoire o f  
activities
Accom m odating
brokerage
Issue M anagem ent 
& M ulti-actor 
Connectivity
A dvocacy
Interaction form Cooperation Coopetition Com petition
strategies D ialogue, Decide 
and D eliver
A nnounce, Dialogue 
and A djust
D ecide, Announce 
and Defend
Betting on support No Yes No
Interest in the 
content o f  the 
decision
Low H igh H igh
Focus of action
In daring leadership the focus of action is on combining the efforts to promote the 
preferred content with existing processes and deliberative routines. Actions are focused 
on the influencing and directing toward certain policy content while, simultaneously 
creating openness and adaptability in the decision-making process. New process rules 
may be negotiated along the way, if the content of the plan so requires. As such the 
proposed content is actively connected to the processes of decision-making.
Main repertoire
In a daring leadership repertoire activities are focused toward the issue that is under con­
sideration. Advocacy activities, which are used to promote the proposed policy direction 
and energize others to further develop ideas in the proposed direction, are combined 
with specific brokerage activities. These activities have a strong entrepreneurial quality
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and they are deployed in light of the specific issue at hand instead of being solely focused 
on accommodating the process. This issue is the focal point or the ‘umbrella’ under 
which different parties in the process can bring in their adjustments and dimensions 
that represent their own interests and viewpoints in a dynamic and open process in 
which the leader aims to create new connections across existing coalitions and bargains 
with other parties in light of bringing the issue further. This can be identified as issue 
management. In contrast to accommodating brokerage which merely facilitates the vari­
ous stakeholders in their mutual relation-building and decision-making processes, issue 
management actively uses stakeholder relations to enhance the position of the proposed 
policy; it can therefore be labeled as entrepreneurial brokerage.
The repertoire has an inviting quality for all possible stakeholders and focuses on 
transcending boundaries between stakes, levels and domains. It aims at new interpreta­
tions of multi-level and multi-stakeholder governance and participatory processes in 
which a variety of actors are invited to engage in the decision-making process. In this 
process however, the issue remains the focal point and connecting the various stake­
holders, levels and layers with each other and with the issue is a main activity. This 
connective multi-stakeholder orientation can be identified as multi-actor connectivity. 
The main repertoire of daring leadership can thus be characterized as issue management 
and multi-actor connectivity.
Interaction form
Daring leadership refers to the attempt to create a balanced process of competition and 
cooperation in multiple interactions between stakeholders in processes that are aimed 
to transcend boundaries of different stakes, levels and domains. In these processes the 
policy direction is fixed beforehand but the various different aspects and ideas get room 
to compete in order to generate creativity and mutual understanding in a cooperative as 
well as a slightly competitive search for solutions that concur with the policy direction. 
This combined interaction form is characterized as ‘coopetition’.
Strategies of decision-making
Combining strategies of decision-making in a daring leadership style leads to an ad­
vertising strategy that announces an issue of consequence in the form of an explorative 
proposal and invites all stakeholders to engage in dialogue, which can lead to an adjust­
ment within the fixed boundaries of the proposed policy direction. Such a style can be 
characterized as an Announce, Dialogue and Adjust (ADA) strategy. In this strategy 
daring leadership expresses a clear policy goal and accompanying direction which it 
attempts to combine with a joint effort of exploration with stakeholders in order to 
determine how the proposed concept can be brought further. In the decision-making 
process the leader alternates between moments of exploration and fixation. Decision­
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making is shaped by this combining the fixation of achieved consensus on partial results 
and the further exploration of the following steps.
Betting on support & dealing with complexity
Daring leadership considers the existence of ultimate support as uncertain and it there­
fore involves actively betting on support. The bet is accompanied by an active involve­
m ent in the process of exchanging viewpoints with other stakeholders. The daring leader 
attempts to merge views and incorporate different interests into a policy trajectory that 
still aims for the goals that were set in the initial proposal.
As such, a daring style actively engages the complexities of the policy process instead 
of attempting to reduce complexity. Such complexity-reducing behavior can be observed 
in the strong focus on the rules and regulations of the process as in transactional leader­
ship. Transformational leadership attempts to reduce complexity by focusing solely on 
the content and the pushing of this proposal, regardless o f the specific circumstances.
Interest in the content
A daring type of leadership is accompanied by a high interest in the content of the issue. 
It specifically tries to connect this content with the existing context.
General description of daring leadership
Daring leadership is primarily recognizable in its bet on support. This element of the 
TDT-typology imparts a distinctive quality to daring leadership in the act of coupling 
an innovative proposal to an existing context. W ithout losing focus on the issue at hand 
daring leadership aims to create new connections and to bargain with other parties, 
thereby connecting stakeholders, levels and layers with each other and ultimately with 
the issue. Such a leadership is not w ithout risk, however, and throughout the process it 
remains unclear whether public and political support can ultimately be expected. This 
leadership can therefore be characterized as daring.
Daring leadership is specifically conceptualized with a focus on political public lead­
ership. The ideal-typical conceptualization of daring leadership is a unique combination 
of partially new elements but also combinations of elements from the transactional 
and transformational ideal-types. These combinations give a distinct character to the 
leadership elements in the T D T  typology that largely transcends a compromise between 
the transactional and the transformational extremes.
Daring leadership is therefore a distinctive leadership type that displays the ability to 
actively deal with the complexities of the public decision-making process in the leader­
ship act of coupling an innovation to the existing policy context. The act of coupling is 
accompanied by an understanding of the risks and the subtle dynamics in the decision­
making process w ithout losing focus on the content of the proposed innovation.
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6.4.2 In what way can the concept of daring leadership be related to literature 
in the field of policy innovation and leadership?
Daring leadership is specifically conceptualized with a focus on the role of leaders in the 
coupling of innovations to an existing policy context. Based on an empirically grounded 
basic definition (Chapter 2) it further encompasses an aggregation of key elements for 
individuals in policy processes that have been derived from several theories (Chapter 3).
The concept of daring leadership has been shaped as an ideal-type of leadership 
based on the dichotomy of transactional and transformational leadership. As a third 
ideal-type it combines elements from both of the existing ideal-types, thereby creating a 
balance between the two types that is ultimately applicable in the case of public leader­
ship (Chapter 4 & 5). As such, it fills the void that existed in the intra-organizational 
dichotomy of transactional and transformational leadership, resulting in the T D T  
typology which can be regarded as a tool for description and analysis specifically for 
political public leadership.
An ultimately defining element that distinguishes daring leadership from existing 
literature in the field of policy innovation and leadership is the element of betting on 
support. The specific situation of political public leadership is characterized by high 
complexity among the various actors and interests, scales and functionalities in which 
the public leader has to maneuver. W ithin this context the political leader is completely 
dependent on the ultimate existence of public and political support. The specific ways of 
dealing with these support issues and the complexities of public decision-making define 
the leadership style, and they can vary greatly from leader to leader.
The TDT-typology and the concept of daring leadership thus provide an actor-ori­
ented contribution to the theoretical debate on the mutual influences of individuals and 
the structures in which they operate. W ithout dismissing the importance of institutional 
context, this research reveals a considerable space for the free, un-institutionalized ac­
tor, driven by personal ambition, preferences and capacities. If the context does indeed 
provide opportunities and constraints it is still the individual who, at least to some 
extent, decides how to make use of them and what to do.
6.4.3 How is daring leadership manifested in the practice of public decision­
making?
Daring leadership manifested itself in several different shapes in the public decision­
making processes addressed in the empirical research in this study.
In one of the WaalWeelde cases a municipal alderman displayed daring behavior 
by attempting to couple new ideas about how to design the floodplains to the existing
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municipal context and designed plans to relocate some of the dyke trajectory within his 
region. This leadership behavior, however, was not sustained for very long.
The specific situation in this municipality combined with the actions of parties in the 
direct environment generated expectations of diminishing public and political support 
if  he would proceed with the innovative course he initiated. As a result the leader’s be­
havior changed to a more transactional role, accommodating the short-term interests of 
the community and preserving the status quo, rather than motivating them  to embrace 
change. The bet on support that he was initially willing to make was perceived to be no 
longer an option. In this case daring behavior appeared to be fragile.
The second case of daring leadership behavior in the WaalWeelde project (Chapter 
4) provided the most inspiration for the development of the various leadership elements 
that provided a practical application of the theoretical basics, i.e. combining advocacy 
and brokerage strategies while simultaneously connecting content and process. In this 
case, sustaining this behavior did not appear to be a problem.
In the V Z project leadership was described using the TDT-typology. W ith this typol­
ogy as a tool daring leadership elements could be observed in two cases of leadership. 
These daring elements co-existed with other of leadership elements from the TDT- ty­
pology. In one of the two cases the exercise of leadership consisted largely of daring 
elements with only one transformational element. This leader was also the only one 
to demonstrate an active bet on support, which is considered the main denomination 
of daring leadership. In the other case a tendency toward transactional behavior was 
observed. The daring elements in this leadership description were subsequently blended 
with many transactional elements.
These results show that manifestations of daring leadership in the practice of public 
decision-making in the research cases are hardly ever completely ideal-typical but rather 
a phenomenon in a behavior that blends different elements from the T D T  ideal-types. 
Therefore the TDT-typology holds no claim to provide falsifiable proof about ideal- 
typical leadership behavior; it provides an analytical tool with which to distinguish 
ideal-typical leadership characteristics as well as deviations from these characteristics. 
Both appearances are helpful for describing and explaining the world around us (see: 
Brox, 1990).
6.4.4 What shapes and motivates leadership behavior?
The differences in leadership that were observed in the different cases raise the ques­
tion of whether the differences in the specific contexts of the leaders are the dominant 
explaining factor or whether the personal make-up of the leader can also be considered 
as influencing the emergence of specific types of leadership.
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Although the WaalWeelde study did not provide an answer to this question, it became 
the main question in the research on the Volkerak Zoommeer cases. The fifth chapter of 
this book explores explanations for differences in the leadership styles of leaders who are 
essentially concerned with coupling the same innovations to their own specific policy 
contexts.
In Chapter 4, it was concluded that the performance of leadership is motivated 
through both personal and contextual factors. Analysis of the case studies in Chapter 5 
shed some light on the mutual dynamics of these factors. The description of leadership 
behavior according to the T D T  typology revealed that the entire spectrum of leadership 
behaviors is potentially available for all leaders, although the ways in which this spec­
trum  is used depend upon personal characteristics, contextual factors, and the interplay 
between them. For example, the context in which a leader operates can be either very 
amenable to or discouraging of the display of specific behaviors. This study has shown 
that individual leaders can still display leadership behavior that is in sharp contrast 
to — or even in conflict with — contextual characteristics.
W ith regard to the mutual dynamics of these factors, the research discussed in 
Chapter 5 provided indications that personal characteristics can be regarded as a ma­
jor influential factor in the shaping leadership behavior within the practice of public 
decision-making processes. More specifically, it could be hypothesized that personal 
ambition is an im portant driver that co-determines the specific performance of leader­
ship. This ambition can be driven by political opportunism, as well as by a deep desire 
to bring an issue to a solution.
6.5. Concluding remarks
In this final section of the synthesis, we will briefly touch upon the implications of this 
study’s findings for policymaking and explore avenues for further research.
6.5.1 Policy implications
In connecting innovative proposals with existing structures of public policy-making 
the importance of leadership becomes visible. In institutionalized societies such as the 
Netherlands, policy analysis and the theory of policy design tend to neglect the role of 
political leadership. One major recommendation of this study would be to incorporate 
leadership issues into theory building, as well as into the design and governance of water 
and spatial planning practices.
The concept of daring leadership and the T D T  typology provide a framework for 
describing and analyzing political leadership in policy contexts. The distinction between
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civil, administrative and political leadership (provided by ’t H art and Uhr, 2008) pro­
vides additional detail to this assertion. Civic leaders such as N G O  officials, project 
managers, university professors and other persons from civil society are often found 
in the ‘transition arenas’ where innovative ideas for new policies are conceived and 
developed. One way or the other, civil leaders have to make their ideas ‘contagious’, as 
Rotmans (2003) puts it. From their perspective, a focus on political leadership serves 
practical purposes.
First, it can indicate fertile points of entry for the connecting of innovative proposals 
to the existing context of policy-making. To put it more bluntly, it can help identify the 
political leaders that could carry a proposal forward.
Second, the T D T  typology and the findings on motivations for daring leadership 
may be translated into project designs and project selling strategies that may facilitate 
political leadership or create the right incentives for political leaders to take the bet on 
support. This incentive can be found in the coupling of proposals to the political ambi­
tions of the leader or in the enhancing of the leader’s perception and understanding of 
the complexity and uncertainty that is involved in the process of coupling an innovation 
to the existing policy context.
Administrative leaders, many of whom are also involved in transition arenas, are 
in a different position with regards to connecting the fruits of such arenas to political 
decision-making, given that they are bound to the democratic rules of service to the 
elected leaders. Insights into the roles and positions held by various political leaders 
concerned with their projects can greatly contribute to political leadership in the choices 
and strategies concerning the policy process, the relations with other actors and the issues 
of public and political support. This can help to avoid risks and enhance effectiveness.
Finally, political leaders themselves may also be able to apply the insights developed 
in the present thesis. This research shows that daring leadership can be difficult to 
sustain. The actual coupling of innovative proposals to existing contexts can be a peril­
ous endeavor for political leaders, who must anticipate the developments in public and 
political support. Insights provided by the daring leadership ideal type could provide 
keystones for political leaders to develop strategies in dealing with the uncertainty and 
complexity in the coupling of innovative proposals to existing context. This might also 
enhance the capabilities o f political leaders to act not only as gatekeeper, coupling in­
novations to existing policy contexts, but also as facilitator and inspiring force that is 
enabling leadership in organizations to develop and connect to other networks and 
arenas, strengthen positions and as such create a favorable climate for change.
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This study focused on the role of political leaders in coupling innovations in the water 
and spatial planning sectors to an existing context of policy-making on the local and 
regional levels in the Netherlands. The T D T  typology and the insights in the motiva­
tions for daring behaviors have been gathered within this focus. Interesting avenues for 
further research may be explored using the focus of this thesis as a starting point. This 
section presents these recommendations, framed as three ways to go beyond the limited 
focus of the thesis.
The first challenge mentioned here concerns the broader scope of the policy process 
in which different phases can be observed. This study focuses strongly on the specific 
aspect of coupling in the policy process. Daring leadership has been conceptualized as an 
ideal type specifically suited for this aspect. In a broadening of the focus one could move 
the scope from the early to the later phases in the process of innovation in public policy. 
In the phase that follows the coupling of an innovation to the existing context, efforts 
to create stability and continuity of the process are necessary in order to further develop 
the process toward implementation. New research challenges lie in the exploration of 
the relations between other phases of the policy process and the exercises of leadership.
A second line of progress would involve testing and adapting daring leadership and 
the T D T  typology in other policy fields (e.g. health or economic policies). Innovative 
proposals that need to be connected to the existing context of policy-making can be ex­
pected in every policy field. It would be interesting to investigate whether the challenges 
of such endeavors are comparable to those that we have witnessed in water management.
Third, it could prove quite worthwhile to test the T D T  performance in understand­
ing innovation at the National and possibly the European policy levels. The lacking of a 
higher level that may endorse innovations may enhance uncertainties and risk of daring 
options. O n the other hand, the relative weakness of democratic checks and balances on, 
for instance, the European level may reduce risk thereby stimulating daring leadership 
in policymaking.
A final avenue for exploration could involve employing the T D T  typology and other 
findings of this thesis in a broad re-thinking of paradigmatic patterns of the ‘agency 
versus structure’ choices in policy science. How do leadership and institutions play out 
in processes of policy change? Are institutions eventually the dom inant force? But also, 
is that which forms institutions in the realm of public policy making not always been 
conceptualized, set in motion, and been kept alive, by leaders with vision and daring?
6.5.2 Recommendations for further research
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Delta areas all over the world are facing the expectation of rising sea levels and higher 
river discharges. The necessity of adapting to these environmental changes is eminent, 
and requires specific innovations with regard to the relationship between society and its 
environment. The Netherlands is a delta well known for its water governance. Driven 
by the necessity of adapting to climate change, water governance in the Netherlands is 
undergoing a paradigm shift from a regime of technocratic water control towards an 
approach in which many of the governance actions are aimed at creating more space for 
water dynamics in riparian and coastal areas.
This paradigm shift is transforming the challenge of water management from a 
straightforward problem of flood protection into a multidimensional governance is­
sue that combines spatial management, economic functionality, ecological values, and 
infrastructural problems. The consequence is that, in addition to flood protection, water 
governance is coming to involve other interests and opinions held by a wide variety of 
actors. These developments require innovative thinking in a context that is characterized 
by increased complexity.
Innovative ideas are typically developed in informal multi-stakeholder arenas. But 
how will these ideas be taken up into mainstream policy-making? The connecting of 
these innovative ideas to the existing contexts of policy making implies a key role for 
political public leaders. They can form the bridge between innovative ideas, emerging 
within multi-stakeholder arenas on the one hand, and the processes of decision-making 
in the existing policy context on the other hand.
Against this background, the present study focuses on innovative governance ap­
proaches to the classic topic of leadership. For political leadership, i.e. elected officials, 
the act of coupling an innovative proposal to the existing context of policy-making 
involves many uncertainties and might require a daring leadership style in which a bet 
on good outcomes and eventual public support for decisions is taken. In existing leader­
ship literature on transactional and transformational leadership, these characteristics of 
public leadership are not sufficiently dealt with.
This study aims to elaborate the concept of daring leadership and to generate insights 
on its manifestations, its composing elements and how it comes about in the reality of 
everyday policymaking. This results in the following research questions:
1. Departing from daring leadership as a tentative notion, what is daring leadership as 
an empirically grounded concept?
2. In what way can the concept o f daring leadership be related to literature in the field 
of policy innovation and leadership?
3. How is daring leadership manifested in the practice of public decision-making?
4. W hat shapes and motivates leadership behavior, in particular daring leadership?
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Chapter 2 addresses the first research question by way of an empirical exploration of the 
role of political public leaders in the position of gatekeeper linking innovative proposals 
to the existing context of policy-making. In this phase of the research the daring act of 
elected officials coupling innovative proposals to the existing context of policy-making 
is termed ‘daring decision-making’. In the chapter it is stated that innovative proposals 
are often forged within transition arenas, driven by informal groups of visionary actors. 
The project WaalWeelde is briefly described and identified as a transition arena and 
therefore a primary motivation behind this exploratory research. In order to link such 
a transition arena, with its long term perspective and experimental character, to the 
existing context of policy-making which is dominated by short term results and the 
necessity of public and political support, it is assumed that a certain element of ‘daring’ 
in the decision-making is required.
The research focused on individual municipal leaders (aldermen) who were selected 
specifically because of their experiences in attempting connecting an innovative policy 
proposal to the existing context of policy-making. Based on the interviews, daring 
decision-making was defined as betting on public and political support in the act of 
coupling a proposal that has an innovative character and a high impact on society or 
its environment, thus introducing a certain level of controversy. Initially, it is unclear 
whether there will be enough public support for such decisions.
According to the interviewed aldermen, individual actors play a major role in daring 
decision-making processes. Their will to effect change, as well as their personal skills, 
assets and strategies are seen as vital in exercising their role as ‘policy entrepreneurs’. 
Linkages with theory are briefly explored. An emphasis in this literature is found on 
the importance of mixing advocacy and brokerage strategies which adds an im portant 
dimension to the exploration of the concept of daring decision-making.
Chapter 3 presents an exploration of literature on individual actors and policy change 
resulting in an overview of specific theories. This exploration of theories is then con­
fronted with the findings of the empirical study of local public leaders with a reputation 
for daring from Chapter 1. The characteristics of the type descriptions derived from 
theory are then combined with the empirical findings and consolidated into a concep­
tual map. This conceptual map provides an impression of the variety of theoretical types, 
each with its own specific set o f ingredients, and it provides indications for the further 
understanding of daring decision-making. The concept of daring decision-making as it 
was defined by the aldermen in Chapter 2 is enriched with insights from the described 
theoretical types described in Chapter 3. The concept is identified as a specific leadership 
issue and is therefore daring decision-making is assigned a new name; daring leadership. 
It is concluded that daring leadership combines advocacy and brokerage strategies but 
also has a combined focus on policy content and policy process.
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In Chapter 4 daring leadership is positioned in the leadership debate as a concep­
tualization specifically focused on political leaders in inter-organizational leadership; 
in other words, it describes the management of complex decision-making processes in 
which various kinds of organizations (e.g., governmental, market and civil society) are 
present. Based on the literature of transactional and transformational leadership, which 
focuses on intra-organizational processes, it develops an ideal-typical conceptualization 
of leadership in inter-organizational settings and introduces daring leadership as a third 
ideal type that is based partly on the combination of elements from both ideal types but 
also incorporates new elements.
Empirically, chapter 4 is built on a case study of the WaalWeelde initiative. This 
initiative is aiming to create a sustainable approach for developing a floodplain area that 
combines safety measures with economic potential and enhancement of landscape qual­
ity. Regional municipalities cooperated with several local stakeholders in the creation 
of policy proposals that connect local needs and opportunities to (inter)national policy 
goals on river management. The activities of the public leaders in the initiative as well as 
the effects of these activities on the complex process of decision-making are described and 
analyzed. It is observed that, in the context of public management in the Netherlands, 
which is largely driven by transactional processes, anything other than transactional 
behavior can be seen as stepping outside of the box. Public leaders easily “fall back” 
in bureaucratic routines and formal accommodation. Sustaining non-transactional 
leadership behavior is highly dependent upon both personal and contextual features. 
By balancing between transactional and transformational leadership, daring leadership 
can provide opportunities to catalyze and develop new ideas while ensuring that these 
innovations become anchored in the daily practice of policymaking.
The major aim of Chapter 5 is to identify key explanatory factors that underlie the 
specific leadership styles and behaviors of public leaders in order to improve under­
standing with regard to their role in policy innovation, as well as its potential for the 
successful connection of innovative proposals to the existing context of policy-making. 
In the chapter, a model is constructed in order to indentify and describe the specific 
motivational aspects that underlie leadership behavior.
Before motivational factors can be identified and linked to specific styles and behaviors 
of leadership, these behavior and styles of leadership must be thoroughly described. In 
order to describe displayed leadership behavior in the empirical case studies the typology 
of ideal types of leadership created in Chapter 4 is condensed and applied in Chapter 5. 
This ‘TDT-typology’, was specifically conceptualized for describing and analyzing leader­
ship exercise in the public domain. The TDT-typology and the model of drivers are used 
to present a description and analysis of three empirical cases of leadership (three provincial 
delegates) concerned with a radical change in the water-management strategies of the 
D utch Volkerak-Zoommeer. From the case studies it can be concluded that influences on
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leadership behavior originate in the personal characteristics of the leader and the context 
in which the leader must operate as well as in the interplay between these two factors. 
However, the research shows a considerable role for personal characteristics as a primary 
element in understanding and explaining leadership behavior. W ith regard to the influence 
of personal characteristics in this research an important role for the shaping of leadership 
behavior is found in the personal ambition of the individual in a leadership position.
The final chapter provides a synthesis of the preceding chapters, reflecting on the 
insights that were generated and answering the questions posed in Chapter 1. First, the 
insights and conclusions of the individual chapters are revisited and confronted with 
each other in a narrative analysis, much like taking a retrospective journey through 
the ‘snap shots’ from earlier travels. Working from the grounded exploration to the 
investigation of influences on leadership behavior, the development of daring leadership 
as a concept and as an ideal type of leadership within the transactional-transformational 
dichotomy, is therewith (re)constructed. Attention is then focused on the motivational 
factors that drive leadership behavior. The outcomes of this part of the study and the 
concept of daring leadership that has been developed throughout the chapters are then 
subjected to theoretical reflection. Some implications of this study are discussed as well. 
Furthermore, this synthesis draws conclusions in the form of answers to the research 
questions that were posed in the introductory chapter of this study.
The first major conclusion that is drawn in this chapter regards the definition of 
the concept of daring leadership. Daring leadership is primarily recognizable in its bet 
on support. This element of the TDT-typology imparts a distinctive quality to daring 
leadership in the act of coupling an innovative proposal to an existing context. W ithout 
losing focus on the issue at hand daring leadership aims to create new connections and 
to bargain with other parties, thereby connecting stakeholders, levels and layers with 
each other and ultimately with the issue. Such a leadership is not w ithout risk, however, 
and throughout the process it remains unclear whether public and political support can 
ultimately be expected.
Daring leadership is specifically conceptualized with a focus on political public lead­
ership. The ideal-typical conceptualization of daring leadership is a unique combination 
of partially new elements but also combinations of elements from the transactional and 
transformational ideal-types. These combinations give a distinct character to the daring 
leadership type in the T D T  typology that largely transcends a compromise between 
the transactional and the transformational extremes. Daring leadership is therefore a 
distinctive leadership type that displays the ability to actively deal with the complexities 
of the public decision-making process in the leadership act of coupling an innovation to 
the existing policy context. The act of coupling is accompanied by an understanding of 
the risks and the subtle dynamics in the decision-making process w ithout losing focus 
on the content of the proposed innovation.
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The second conclusion shows that the characteristic bet on support is also distin­
guishing daring leadership as a concept from the literature in the field of policy in­
novation and leadership, described in chapter 3. The concept of daring leadership has 
been shaped as an ideal-type of leadership based on the dichotomy of transactional and 
transformational leadership. As a third ideal type it combines elements from both exist­
ing ideal-types creating a balance between the two types, which is ultimately applicable 
in the case of political public leadership. As such, it fills the void that existed in the intra- 
organizational dichotomy of transactional and transformational leadership, resulting in 
the T D T  typology which can be regarded as a descriptive and analytical tool specifically 
for political public leadership. The TDT-typology and the concept of daring leadership 
thus provide an actor-oriented contribution to the theoretical debate on the mutual 
influences of individuals and the structures in which they operate. W ithout dismissing 
the importance of institutional context this research reveals a considerable space for the 
free, un-institutionalized actor, driven by personal ambition, preferences and capacities. 
If the context does indeed provide opportunities and constraints it is still the individual 
who, to a certain extent, decides how to make use of them  and what to do.
Third, it is concluded that daring leadership manifested itself in several different 
shapes in the public decision-making processes that were addressed in the empirical 
research in this study. Manifestations were found and described in both the WaalWeelde 
and Volkerak-Zoommeer cases. The results of the empirical studies show that manifesta­
tions of daring leadership in the practice of public decision-making in the research 
cases are hardly ever completely ideal-typical. Instead, they are a phenom enon within a 
behavior that blends various elements from the T D T  ideal types.
W ith regard to the question of what shapes and motivates daring leadership it could 
be concluded that the performance of leadership is motivated through both personal 
and contextual factors. The description of leadership behavior according to the T D T  
typology revealed that the entire spectrum of leadership behaviors is potentially available 
to all leaders, although the ways in which this spectrum is used depend upon personal 
characteristics, contextual factors, and the interplay between these two factors. The 
research provided indications that personal characteristics can be regarded as a main 
influential factor on the shaping of leadership behavior in the practice of public decision­
making processes. More specifically it could be hypothesized that personal ambition is 
an im portant driver that co-determines the specific performance of leadership.
Finally, several concluding remarks are presented in Chapter 6. The first remark 
concerns project management. In many cases, project planning and development with 
regard to spatial planning and water management has tended to ignore the issue of 
public political leadership in both practice and theory. One major recommendation 
of this study would be to incorporate the issue of leadership into the design and the 
practice of such projects, in order to achieve the successful connection of a proposal to
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the existing policy-making context. New research challenges lie in the exploration of 
the relations between other phases of the policy process and the exercises of leadership. 
In addition, the relationships between types of leadership and types of problems are 
potential research topics that have yet to be explored. One recommendation of this 
study would be to conduct further work to ground and adapt the T D T  typology and the 
concept of daring leadership in new research, focusing on cases of political leadership in 
other policy issues and on different political levels, concerned with connecting innova­
tive proposals to an existing context of policy making.
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Wereldwijd worden deltagebieden geconfronteerd met een verwachte stijging van de 
zeespiegel en hogere waterafvoeren vanuit rivieren. In 2050 leeft naar verwachting meer 
dan de helft van de wereldbevolking in deze delta gebieden. Het vinden van aanpas­
singen aan deze veranderende omstandigheden is dus van groot belang en vergt een 
herijking van de relatie tussen de samenleving en haar natuurlijke omgeving.
Nederland is als deltagebied internationaal bekend om haar strijd tegen het water. 
In het licht van de te verwachten klimaatveranderingen vind er een verschuiving in 
het Nederlandse waterbeheer plaats. Het paradigma van strijd tegen het water, waarbij 
technocratische maatregelen als dammen en dijken centraal stonden, verschuift steeds 
meer naar een aanpak waarbij juist meer ruimte voor water in zowel kustgebieden als 
rondom  rivieren, centraal staat.
Als gevolg van deze paradigmawisseling verandert het waterbeheer van een eenduidig 
veiligheidsvraagstuk naar een multidimensioneel beleidsvraagstuk waarin de waterop- 
gave wordt gekoppeld aan vraagstukken van ruimtelijke ordening, economische ontwik­
keling, ecologische waardering en infrastructurele problematiek.
D it leidt ertoe dat naast bescherming tegen overstromingen nu ook een grote di­
versiteit aan belangen en opinies vertegenwoordigd is in het watervraagstuk. Huidige 
antwoorden op het watervraagstuk vergen daarom innovatieve benaderingen in een 
context die gekenmerkt wordt door grote complexiteit.
Dergelijke innovatieve ideeën moeten uiteindelijk aan de bestaande beleidscontext 
gekoppeld kunnen worden om tot uitvoering te kunnen worden gebracht. Bij het 
koppelen van innovatieve voorstellen aan een bestaande beleidscontext spelen poli­
tieke bestuurders een belangrijke rol. Vanuit hun specifieke positie kunnen zij een brug 
vormen tussen de zogenoemde multi-stakeholder arena’s waarin innovatieve ideeën tot 
ontwikkeling komen aan de ene kant en de bestaande beleidscontext aan de andere kant.
In dit licht wordt in dit proefschrift het fenomeen van politiek leiderschap onderzocht 
en wordt er getracht aan dit begrip verder invulling te geven. Voor politiek leiderschap 
brengt het koppelen van innovaties aan een bestaande beleidscontext veel onzekerheden 
en risico’s met zich mee. Het introduceren van iets nieuws gaat niet zelden gepaard met 
initieel negatieve reacties van het electoraat en de mogelijkheid het broze draagvlak te 
verliezen. Daarom vraagt een dergelijk proces om een gedurfde leiderschapsstijl waarbij 
de leider in staat is om de koppeling tussen innovatie en bestaande context te maken en 
het aandurft om hierbij te rekenen op een goed resultaat en het verkrijgen van draagvlak 
voor de vernieuwing. Deze specifieke kenmerken van een dergelijk ‘Gedurfd leider­
schap’ (‘Daring leadership’) worden in de bestaande literatuur over Transactioneel en 
Transformatief leiderschap nog onderbelicht.
Deze studie is erop gericht om het concept van Gedurfd leiderschap verder te onder­
zoeken en inzichten te verkrijgen in hoe deze vorm van leiderschap zich manifesteert in
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de dagelijkse praktijk, wat Gedurfd leiderschap precies inhoudt en waardoor het wordt 
beïnvloed. D it resulteert in de volgende onderzoeksvragen:
1. Uitgaande van een tentatief begrip van Gedurfd leiderschap, wat is Gedurfd leider­
schap als empirisch onderbouwd concept?
2. Hoe verhoudt het concept van Gedurfd leiderschap zich met de literatuur over 
beleidsinnovatie en leiderschap?
3. Op welke wijze manifesteert Gedurfd leiderschap zich in de dagelijkse praktijk van 
besluitvorming?
4. Wat motiveert en beïnvloedt leiderschapsgedrag en specifiek Gedurfd leiderschap?
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de eerste onderzoeksvraag belicht. Vanuit een tentatieve notie van 
het concept gedurfd leiderschap wordt een explorerend onderzoek gedaan naar politieke 
bestuurders in diverse Nederlandse gemeenten in hun specifieke positie als verbinder van 
innovatieve ideeën aan de bestaande context van beleid en besluitvorming. H et koppelen 
van innovatieve ideeën aan de bestaande context van beleid en besluitvorming is in deze 
fase van het onderzoek aangeduid als ‘Gedurfde besluitvorming’ (‘Daring decision­
making’). In het hoofdstuk wordt beargumenteerd dat innovatieve ideeën vaak ontstaan 
in zogenaamde transitie arena’s, gedreven door informele netwerken waarin creativiteit en 
visie worden gedeeld. Het initiatief WaalWeelde wordt kort beschreven als een voorbeeld 
van een transitie arena en daarmee een motivatiebron voor dit exploratieve onderzoek.
Een transitie arena wordt gekenmerkt door lange termijn visies en experimentele 
ideeën terwijl de bestaande context van besluitvorming vaak wordt gedomineerd door 
korte termijn belangen en de noodzaak van publiek draagvlak en politieke steun. Het 
koppelen van een transitie arena aan de bestaande context van besluitvorming vergt een 
zekere mate van politieke durf.
De empirische exploratie van gedurfde besluitvorming richtte zich hierbij op wethou­
ders van diverse kleine gemeenten in Nederland die geselecteerd werden op grond van hun 
ervaringen met het koppelen van innovatieve beleidsvoorstellen aan de bestaande context 
van besluitvorming. Uit de interviews kwam naar voren dat gedurfde besluitvorming gaat 
over beleidsvoorstellen die gekenmerkt worden door een innovatief karakter, een hoge 
mate van invloed op de gemeenschap en daarmee controversieel van aard zijn. Bij het 
koppelen van een dergelijk beleidsvoorstel aan de bestaande beleidscontext is het onzeker 
of er genoeg draagvlak voor het voorstel zal zijn. Daarom kan gedurfde besluitvorming 
vanuit de positie van de politieke leider worden gedefinieerd als het gokken op draagvlak.
Volgens de geïnterviewde wethouders spelen individuele actoren een grote rol als het 
gaat om gedurfde besluitvorming. De individuele capaciteiten, de specifieke strategieën 
die ze hanteren en hun gedrevenheid om iets voor elkaar te krijgen worden gezien als 
essentieel in het uitoefen van hun rol.
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In hoofdstuk 3 wordt literatuur over de rol van individuele actoren in het veran­
deren van beleid verder bestudeerd. De inzichten uit deze studie worden vervolgens 
gerelateerd aan de uitkomsten uit het voorgaande empirische onderzoek. D it leidt tot de 
ontwikkeling van een conceptueel overzicht waarin de theoretische beschrijvingen en de 
uitkomsten uit de empirie in relatie tot elkaar zijn weergegeven. D it overzicht geeft een 
impressie van de diversiteit aan individuele types waarbij ieder type een eigen combina­
tie van specifieke kenmerken heeft. Daarmee vormt het overzicht een volgende stap in 
het begrijpen van ‘Gedurfde besluitvorming’. Door de verrijking van het concept vanuit 
de empirische beschrijvingen van de wethouders in hoofdstuk 2 en de theoretische 
inzichten in hoofdstuk 3 kan gedurfde besluitvorming worden geïdentificeerd als een 
concept dat specifiek gaat over leiderschap. Daarmee wordt besloten om het concept van 
gedurfde besluitvorming om te dopen tot Gedurfd leiderschap (‘Daring leadership’). 
H et hoofdstuk eindigt met de conclusie dat gedurfd leiderschap een combinatie is van 
‘advocacy’ en ‘brokerage’ strategieën en tegelijkertijd een focus heeft op zowel de inhoud 
van het beleidsvoorstel als het proces van besluitvorming.
Hoofdstuk 4 positioneert gedurfd leiderschap als een specifieke vorm van leiderschap 
in inter-organisationele context. Daarmee beschrijft het leiderschap in een context van 
complexe besluitvormingsprocessen waaraan diverse overheidsinstanties, marktpartijen 
en maatschappelijke organisaties, deelnemen. Gebruik makend van de intra-organisatio- 
nele concepten van transactioneel en transformatief leiderschap wordt een ideaaltypische 
conceptualisering van leiderschap ontwikkeld, specifiek voor de inter-organisationele 
context. Hierbij wordt gedurfd leiderschap als een derde ideaaltype ontwikkeld op basis 
van zowel de beide andere leiderschapstypen als specifiek nieuwe elementen.
De activiteiten van publieke leiders en de effecten van deze activiteiten op de complexe 
processen van besluitvorming worden beschreven en geanalyseerd vanuit een case-study 
aangaande het initiatief WaalWeelde. In dit initiatief spelen lokale publieke leiders een 
belangrijke rol bij het ontwikkelen en laten landen van alternatieve inrichtingsvoorstel­
len voor de uiterwaarden waarbij veiligheid tegen hoog water wordt gecombineerd met 
economische belangen en doelstellingen voor verbetering van de ruimtelijke kwaliteit. 
Publiek management in deze context wordt voornamelijk gedreven door transactionele 
processen. Leiderschapsgedrag dat buiten dit transactionele kader valt, kan gezien wor­
den als een stap buiten de gebaande paden. Publiek leiders zijn dan ook geneigd om na 
het zetten van een dergelijke gewaagde stap snel terug te vallen in bekende bureaucra­
tische routines en proces accommoderend gedrag. De mate waarin non-transactioneel 
leiderschap vertoond en volgehouden wordt, is sterk afhankelijk van persoonlijke eigen­
schappen maar ook van de context waarin de leider opereert. Door het combineren van 
transactionele en transformatieve elementen kan gedurfd leiderschap de ontwikkeling 
van nieuwe ideeën stimuleren en tegelijkertijd waarborgen dat deze innovaties worden 
verankerd in de dagelijkse beleidspraktijk.
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H et belangrijkste doel in hoofdstuk 5 is het identificeren van motivatiefactoren die 
specifieke leiderschapsstijlen en gedragingen van publiek leiders in een studie betreffende 
het Volkerak-Zoommeer kunnen verklaren. Hiermee wordt beoogd een beter begrip 
te ontwikkelen over de rol van leiderschap in beleidsinnovatie en specifiek daarbij het 
koppelen van innovaties aan de bestaande beleidscontext. In het hoofdstuk wordt een 
model gecreëerd waarin de motivatiefactoren van leiderschapsgedrag kunnen worden 
geïdentificeerd.
Voordat motivatiefactoren kunnen worden geïdentificeerd en gerelateerd aan leider- 
schapsgedrag, dient een beschrijving van de specifiek vertoonde stijlen en gedragingen 
van leiderschap te worden gemaakt. O m  dit leiderschapsgedrag in de studie V Z te 
beschrijven, wordt gebruik gemaakt van de leiderschapstypologie zoals die is beschreven 
in hoofdstuk 4. Deze typologie, die in hoofdstuk 5 in een verder ontwikkelde versie 
wordt aangeduid als de TDT-typologie1, is in dit proefschrift specifiek ontwikkeld voor 
het beschrijven en verklaren van leiderschapsgedrag in het publieke domein.
De TDT-typologie en het model van invloedsfactoren worden vervolgens gebruikt 
voor de beschrijving en analyse van het leiderschap van drie gedeputeerden die zich 
bezighouden met de plannen voor een radicale verandering van het watermanagement 
in het Volkerak-Zoommeer. Uit deze studie wordt geconcludeerd dat invloeden op 
de stijlen en gedragingen van leiderschap in deze cases hun oorsprong vinden in de 
persoonlijke kenmerken van de leiders en de context waarbinnen ze opereren, maar ook 
in de wisselwerking tussen deze twee factoren. Daarbij kom t uit het onderzoek naar 
voren dat met name de persoonlijke kenmerken van de leiders een belangrijke rol spelen 
in het verklaren van leiderschapsgedrag. De persoonlijke ambities van de individuele 
leider blijken in het geval van deze studie van grote invloed op het vertoonde leider- 
schapsgedrag.
H et laatste hoofdstuk bestaat uit een synthese van de voorafgaande hoofdstukken. 
Hierin staat een reflectie op de voorgaande hoofdstukken centraal en wordt boven­
dien een antwoord gegeven op de onderzoeksvragen die in het eerste hoofdstuk zijn 
geformuleerd. Inzichten en conclusies uit de verschillende hoofdstukken worden 
onderworpen aan een retrospectieve analyse waarbij de conceptuele ontwikkeling door 
de hoofdstukken heen opnieuw bekeken wordt. Deze reflectie kan vergeleken worden 
met het bekijken van foto’s van een eerder gemaakte reis waarbij een frisse blik kan 
leiden tot een nieuw perspectief op voorheen ontdekte zaken. In dit proces wordt de 
ontwikkeling van gedurfd leiderschap als concept en als ideaaltype van leiderschap 
ge(re)construeerd. Verder wordt er ook aandacht besteed aan de motivatiefactoren die 
onderliggend kunnen zijn aan leiderschapsgedrag. De uitkomsten van dit deel van de 
studie en de conceptualisering van gedurfd leiderschap zoals die heeft plaatsgevonden
1. De T D T  in TDT-typologie staat voor de ideaaltypen Transactional, Daring en Transformational.
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in de voorgaande hoofdstukken worden onderworpen aan een theoretische reflectie. 
Daarnaast bespreekt het hoofdstuk een aantal implicaties van de studie. De conclusies 
in dit hoofdstuk worden geformuleerd als antwoorden op de onderzoeksvragen uit de 
introductie.
De eerste conclusie in dit hoofdstuk betreft de definitie van het concept gedurfd lei­
derschap. Het meest herkenbare element aan gedurfd leiderschap is de gok op draagvlak. 
O p dit specifieke element van de T D T  typologie onderscheidt gedurfd leiderschap zich 
van de andere ideaaltypen in de act van het koppelen van een innovatie aan de bestaande 
beleidscontext. Zonder focus te verliezen op het onderwerp richt gedurfd leiderschap 
zich op het verbinden van stakeholders, domeinen en beleidslagen met elkaar en uitein­
delijk met het onderwerp waarop de besluitvorming is gericht. Een dergelijke invulling 
van leiderschap brengt een risico met zich mee want het blijft onzeker of er uiteindelijk 
wel voldoende politiek en maatschappelijk draagvlak zal zijn.
Het concept van gedurfd leiderschap is specifiek ontwikkeld voor politiek publiek 
leiderschap. De ideaaltypische conceptualisering van gedurfd leiderschap is een com­
binatie van nieuwe elementen maar ook bestaande elementen van de transactionele en 
transformatieve leiderschapstyperingen. Deze combinatie gaat verder dan een com­
promis tussen de transactionele en transformatieve extremen en geeft gedurfd leider­
schap een onderscheidend karakter. De ideaaltypen van Transactioneel, Gedurfd en 
Transformationeel leiderschap vormen samen de T D T  typologie. Gedurfd leiderschap 
is een leiderschapstype dat zich onderscheid in het vermogen om, bij het koppelen van 
een innovatie aan de bestaande beleidscontext, op een actieve wijze de complexiteit in 
processen van besluitvorming te omarmen. Hierbij ontwikkelt gedurfd leiderschap een 
bewuste omgang met de bijbehorende risico’s en de dynamiek van het proces, zonder de 
focus op de inhoud van de voorgestelde innovatie te verliezen.
De tweede conclusie beschrijft de relatie met de literatuur over beleidsinnovatie en 
leiderschap zoals deze bestudeerd is in hoofdstuk 3 en laat zien dat het onderscheidende 
karakter van gedurfd leiderschap hierbij vooral tot uiting kom t in de karakteristieke 
gok op draagvlak. H et concept is ontwikkeld als een ideaaltypische beschrijving van 
leiderschap gebaseerd op de dichotomie van Transactioneel en transformationeel leider­
schap. In een balans tussen de beide bestaande typen vormt gedurfd leiderschap een 
derde ideaaltype dat specifiek toepasbaar is op de situatie van politiek publiek leider­
schap. Daarmee geeft het concept invulling aan de leemte die zich bevond in de intra- 
organisationele dichotomie van Transactioneel en Transformatief leiderschap en geeft 
het mede vorm aan de TDT-typologie. De TDT-typologie en de conceptualisering van 
gedurfd leiderschap vormen een actor-georienteerde bijdrage aan het theoretische debat 
over de rol van actoren en de structuren waarbinnen zij opereren. Zonder de invloed en 
het belang van een institutionele context te ontkennen, geeft dit proefschrift aanleiding 
voor het toekennen van een aanzienlijke rol aan het ongeïnstitutionaliseerde gedrag
en de keuzes van de individuele actor die gedreven wordt door ambities, persoonlijke 
voorkeuren en capaciteiten. Daar waar de context de mogelijkheden en belemmeringen 
van bepaalde keuzes bepaalt, is het toch ook het individu dat, in zekere mate, bepaalt 
hoe hier mee om te gaan en welke keuzes te maken.
De derde conclusie geeft een antwoord op de vraag naar de manifestatie van gedurfd 
leiderschap in de dagelijkse praktijk van publieke besluitvormingsprocessen. De empi­
rische resultaten uit de studies naar besluitvormingsprocessen rondom  WaalWeelde en 
het Volkerak-Zoommeer laten zien dat manifestaties van gedurfd leiderschap zelden 
ideaaltypisch zijn. Manifestaties van gedurfd leiderschap blijken vaak onderdeel van 
een leiderschapsgedrag dat is opgebouwd uit combinaties van elementen uit de TDT- 
typologie.
Ten vierde wordt geconcludeerd dat motivaties voor specifiek leiderschapsgedrag te 
vinden zijn in de persoonlijke kenmerken van de leider, de context waarin de leider zich 
bevind en de combinatie van deze beide factoren. Hierbij geeft het onderzoek indicaties 
dat persoonlijke kenmerken van de leider een grote rol spelen in de onderlinge dynamiek 
tussen deze factoren. Specifieker kan worden verondersteld dat de persoonlijke ambitie 
van de leider een bepalende invloedsfactor is op het vertoonde leiderschapsgedrag.
Hoofdstuk 6 besluit uiteindelijk met enkele beschouwingen. De eerste beschouwing 
richt zich op projectmanagement. In zowel de theorie als de praktijk van watermanage­
ment en ruimtelijke ordening wordt bij de planning en ontwikkeling van projecten nog 
te weinig rekening gehouden met de rol van politiek publiek leiderschap. D it leiderschap 
speelt een cruciale rol in het tot stand brengen van succesvolle koppelingen tussen de 
beleidsvoorstellen die in het project centraal staan en de bestaande besluitvormingscon- 
text waarbinnen het project gestalte moet krijgen. Een belangrijke aanbeveling uit deze 
studie is om de rol van politiek publiek leiderschap te incorporeren in het ontwerp en de 
uitvoering van projecten in de praktijk van water management en ruimtelijke ordening. 
Vanuit dit manuscript kunnen nieuwe onderzoeksuitdagingen worden geformuleerd. 
Een van deze uitdagingen ligt in het onderzoeken van de relatie tussen de rol en uit­
voering van leiderschap en andere fasen in het beleidsproces. Een voorbeeld hiervan is 
bijvoorbeeld de fase waarin het ontwikkelde beleid geïmplementeerd dient te worden. 
Daarnaast zou de relatie tussen de aard van een beleidsvraagstuk en het soort leiderschap 
een interessante onderzoeksopgave vormen.
Verder wordt de aanbeveling gedaan om vanuit deze studie het concept van gedurfd 
leiderschap en de TDT-typologie verder te verfijnen en te verankeren in empirisch 
onderzoek op het gebied van geheel andere beleidsonderwerpen en op andere bestuurs­
lagen.
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